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AT&T breakup results
in record stock trading

FLIGHT TRAINING—Leslie Donaldson of Murray,a junior at Murray State University,encourages a redtailed hawk to test its wings. The hawk is among injured birds of prey treated in the campus Raptor
Rehabilitation Center. Dr. Stephen B. White, assistant professor of biology (left), says the patients include
hawks,owls and once,a Golden Eagle.(See related story on Page 2.)

By CHE'T CURRIER
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — America's
new telephone companies made
their Wall Street debut in
dramatic style today as trading
began in stocks created by the
breakup of American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.
Within Minutes after the 10 a.m.
EST opening of the New York
Stock Exchange, the first trades
were completed in all seven of the
regional companies that will take
over local telephone service next
year.
Shortly after that, the stock of
the new,smaller AT&T also made
its first appearance, in a massive
block of 1.6 million shares.
A record total of more than 1.5
billion shares of stock resulting
from the Bell breakup introduced
into the markets this morning.
The regional companies and the
new AT&T will not exist as
separate entities until Jan. 1,

when the Bell System divestiture
becomes official.
But as part of the breakup plan,
their stocks began trading on a
"when-issued" basis, with sales
and purchases made now to be settled through payment and
delivery of stock early in 1984.
The early trading allowed the
markets to put a price tag on each
of the parts that will emerge from
the divestiture and gave investors
a chance to see what kind of yields
their shares will produce.
Immediately after the words
"market open" flashed across the
ticker, a 150,000-share block of the
old American Telephone, which
will continue to trade through
mid-February, was reported at
$62.75, down 12v2 cents from Friday's close.
The first trade in the new,
smaller AT&T came at $19. The
seven regional companies traded
at the following prices:
Ameritech, $63; Bell Atlantic,

$65.75; Bell South $99; NYNEX,
$60.50; Pacific Telesis, $51.50;
Southwestern Bell, $62, and US
West $56.
The prices for the regional companies in most cases were higher
than some advance estimates by
analysts, suggesting enthusiasm
among investors.
Because AT&T has so many
small shareholders, the New York
Stock Exchange used an extra
computer for handling odd-lot
trades — those of fewer than 100
shares.
The exchange began taking
orders from brokerage offices a
half hour earlier than ususal to
give brokers on the trading floor
more time to match orders and arrive at prices agreeable to buyers
and sellers.
Early this month, a "dress
rehearsal" for today's session
"was carried out without a hitch,"
the stock exchange said.

Use of seat belts, safety seats
After'The Day After'
stressed during holiday driving Reagan says administration trying to

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State police say they will be placing a public relations emphasis on
the use of seat belts and child safety seats this Thanksgiving holiday
period.
"We are saying, the best
defense against a drunk driver is a
safety belt," said Lt. John Lile,
the agency's chief spokesman.
"We will promote that this holiday. More people could survive
accidents in Kentucky if they
wear safety belts or place their
children in restraint seats."
In 97 percent of the fatal accidents in Kentucky last year, no
one in the vehicles involved was
wearing a safety belt, he said, adding that alcohol was noted as a
contributing factor in 42 percent of
the state's fatal accidents.
A citizen call-in campaign that
led to 239 arrests for drunken driving in the past year also will be
among the devices used by state
police to combat drunks on the
roads in the upcoming holiday
season.
The phone program, dubbed the
Action-RAPID hotline, began during the 1982 Thanksgiving Day
holiday period. Under the plan,
motorists can call state police on a
toll-free line, 1-800-222-5555, to

report suspected drunken drivers.
Lile said that as of Oct. 31, state
police had received 2,485 calls on
the line, resulting in 380 stops and
239 arrests for drunken driving.
The stops also produced the
bonus of 19 other arrests on other
criminal charges and the
recovery of two stolen cars, he added.
Statistics compiled by the the
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration indicate that just
one of every 2,000 drunken drivers
is apprehended, so the Kentucky
program has paid big dividends,
Lile said.
"We have had a success rate in
this program of one arrest for
every 10 calls," he said. "So there
are 239 extra drunks we got off the
highway before they hit someone.
Now we have more eyes and ears
out on the road helping us watch."
Across the country, the
Thanksgiving driving period is
scheduled to begin at 6 p.m.
Wednesday and continue through
midnight Sunday. In Kentucky,
though, state police will be out on
the roads,in force, much earlier.
Lile said troopers will start their
holiday patrols by at least noon on
Wednesday and will continue
them until 8 a.m. Nov. 28. The
longer patrol period, he said,
shows that state police realize

Palestinian rebels attack
near PLO headquarters
TRIPOLI, Lebanon (AP) —
Palestinian rebels with Syrian
tanks blasted their way into northern Tripoli today, battled to
within 1,000 yards of PLO chairman Yasser Arafat's headquarters and proclaimed a ceasefire. But Arafat said it was merely
a "rest for the fighters."
Mahmoud Labaiii, spokesman
of the Syrian-backed Palestine
Liberation Organization
mutineers, said in a statement
issued in Damascus, Syria, that
"we have declared a cease-fire.
The situation in Tripoli is now
quiet."
Labacii said the truce was
ordered by breakaway PLO Col.
Saeed Mousa in response to appeals from political and religious
leaders in Tripoli, which has been
enduring the bloody PLO war for
18 days.
The statement called on the people and leaders of Lebanon's second largest city to "get Arafat
and his clique out."
The rebel's overnight push, accompanied by heavy artillery
bombardment on central areas of
Tripoli, severed Arafat's supply
lines with loyalists fighting the
rebels at the southern edge of the
Baddawi refugee camp just north
of the city of a half-million people.
"It was hell," Arafat told
reporters. He said the rebel forces
for the first time had crossed into
areas of the city that had been
controlled by Lebanese
authorities.
Asked about the rebel -

proclaimed cease-fire, Arafat
said: "No,no no. This is what they
call a rest of the fighters, nothing
more."
As the rebels closed in on Tripoli
from the north and east, residents
were fleeing toward Beirut, 50
miles to the south. Cars packed
with suitcases, plastic bags and
mattresses sped out of the port city.
The rebels pushed into the
Mallouleh traffic circle that forms
the northern entrance to Tripoli in
T-54 and T-55 tanks. They erected
mortars and multiple rocket launchers on roofs of highrise apartments.
Mallouleh is about 1,000 yards
from Arafat's headquarters in
Tripoli's Zahrieh neighborhood.
Lebanon's state radio said the
rebels mounted hit-and-run
grenade attacks on Arafat's
defense line in and around
Zahrieh.
"Fighting was fierce," said
Arafat. "They used all their artillery and cannons and pushed
some tanks to these areas, trying
to advance to the city."
Arafat has said he would not
leave Tripoli unless he receives
guarantees for the safety of his
loyalists and his local Lebanese
militia allies.
In Israel. meanwhile, the
government warned it was
prepared to stage more
retaliatory raids like the air strike
Sunday on Syrian-held mountains
east of Beirut.
(Continued on Page 2)

many travelers leave earlier for
their holiday trips and return later
than is recognized nationally.
Highway officials estimate
there will be four million people
travelling around the country this
weekend.
Kentucky patrols will include
aerial surveillance and
roadblocks in high-traffic areas.
Police hope to use the roadblocks
to spot drunken drivers, as well as
to check vehicle registrations,
drivers' licenses, insurance
stickers and to look for potentially
dangerous mechanical defects.
Ten people died on Kentucky
highways in the 1982 Thanksgiving
holiday, which was four fewer
deaths than the year before.
Justice Secretary Billy Wellman,
who is also head of the state
police, said he wants to reduce the
toll even more this year.
The state's traffic fatality toll
for the year generally is about 70
deaths behind the 1982 toll and
could be one of the lowest annual
totals in more than 20 years if
there is no late rush of fatalities,
Lile said.
Authorities believe an increase
in drunken driving arrests is a
leading factor in the reduced
fatality rate, Lile said.
State police drunken driving arrests are up 16 percent, while
several local communities, including Lexington and Bowling
Green, have local programs to
crack down on drunken drivers,
Lile said.

mostly sunny
fair tonight
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Today mostly sunny and
mild. High in the mid 60s. South
winds 10-15 mph. Tonight fair
with lows in the mid 40s to near
50. South winds lOmph or less.
Tuesday partly cloudy and
warm with a 20 percent chance
of showers. Highs in the low
70s. South winds 10-20 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
354.6
Lake Barkley
354.8
Kentucky Lake
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keep movie from becoming reality...
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan watched "The Day
After" for a second time Sunday
night when the dramatization of
nuclear devastation was broadcast on television, White House
spokesman Larry Speakes said today.
Speakes said the president's
reaction was similar to what it
was after viewing it the first time,
last week: "This is the type of
thing this administration's

policies are designed to prevent."
The spokesman said that between 8 p.m. and 11:30 p.m. EST on
Sunday, the White House received
596 telephone calls related to the
movie.
He said thwt of callers asked if
they thought Reagan's policy *as
correct, 299 responded yes and 14
said no. Speakes said that among
those calling to offer their views,
161 said they were opposed to
nuclear war and supported

Reagan, and 97 said they were opposed to nuclear war and to the
president's policies.
He said that the political impact
of the broadcast "remains to be
One White House official, speaking on the condition that he not be
identified by name, said that an
initial public opinion poll conducted by Richard Wirthlin, a
Republican pollster, did not find a
negative political impact for the
president.

...Tempo of nuclear debate increases
after America watches dramatization
the movie, 393 gave "negative views," and the remainder were asking for information about
follovrup programs, ABC spokesman David
Horowitz said
A hotline set up in Troy, N.Y., for people upset by
the movie received several dozen calls, one from a
23-year-old woman who was "very distressed," said
hotline spokeswoman Cathy Shea."She was crying,
having a very difficult time seeing the animals and
children dying. She wanted to know wag this what
was going to happen if there was nuclear war::
Of 5,500 people in six cities polled by UBE,a twoway cable TV system,87 percent said they believed
nuclear war could be avoided. Sixteerrpercent said
they had not considered nuclear war a real threat
before seeing "The Day After." Of those, 42 percent
said the show changed their minds.
Reaction among other viewers ranged from
shock to anger. ,
"I think it is a disaster to show a film like that on
American television," said retired Army U. Col.
Gary Hartel, in Harvard, Mass. "It makes
Americans fearful of standing up against the
Soviets."
"I feel emotionally drained and terrified," said
Beti Wyn Holcombe,40, of Columbia,S.C.
Rick Meyerson, 10, of Miami, Fla., said he was
"sort of scared at the beginning ... that this could
really happen, but then I noticed other things that
could stop this from happening."
But Beth Ragan, 15, of Nashville, Tenn., said it
scared her so much "I can't quit crying. It was so
real. I hope I'm already dead when it happens."
In an interview with ABC's Ted Koppel after the
movie, Shultz said U.S. policy, "for decades now"
has been "based on the idea that we simply do not
accept a nuclear war, and we've been successful in
preventing it."
The movie,Shultz said, "certainly dramatizes the
unacceptability of nuclear war. It says to those who
have criticized the president for seeking reductions,
that really that is the sensible course to take, and
what we should be doing is rallying around and supporting...trying to reduce the numbers of these
weapons.
"Of course, to do so means that we have to persuade the Soviet Union to come down along with
us."
In a panel discussion with Koppel, former
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger criticized it as
"a simple-minded notion of the problem. Are we
supposed to make policy by scaring ourselves to
Elsewhere today, teachers across the country
death?"
said they would discuss the movie with their pupils
Former Defense Secretary Robert McNamara
and people planned to gather in student unions,
supported the showing of the movie, and said more
libraries, banks and churches, from Tucson, Ariz.,
to Asheville, N.C., to talk about the movie and the. could be done in'arms negotiations than the Reagan
administration is doing. "We've got to be more darprospect of nuclear war.
ing," he said.
Even before the movie began, picketers in front
"Some have voiced doubts about the president's
of ABC offices In New Yost Ciif, Los Angeles and
Lynchburg, Va., protested what they said was the. commitment" to arms reduction, Vice President
George Bush wrote in an article written for the Oppro-nuclear disarmament theme of the program.
Ed page of The New York Times today. "I, who see
In New York, ABC-TV said it received 1,075
him daily, know that it is deep, sincere and
telephone calls during and immediately after the
abiding."
broadcast Of those. 662 -expressed support" for

By SCOTT KRAFT
Asaciated Press Writer
The horror of nuclear war, interrupted only by
commercials,swept into the homes of an estimated
100 million viewers with "The Day After," raising
the tempo of the nuclear arms debate across
America today, from schools in New York to town
halls in Oregon.
ABC-TV's movie Sunday night was used as a focal
point for anti-nuclear groups, while the Reagan administration, led by Secretary of State George P.
Shultz, called on Americans to "rally around and
support" a policy of deterrence and negotiation
with the Soviet Union to reduce nuclear arms.
Many viewers, warned by some psychiatrists not
to watch it alone, gathered in churches and
ovie. Network
neighbors' homes for the 2%-hour m—
affiliates said their switchboards lit up with hundreds of calls during the show, with most of the calls
to ABC's New York headquarters supporting the
showing of the film.
The movie was seen by an almost seven out of 10
homes watching TV during its time period in six
major cities, ABC said today. Based on that, ABC
projected an audience of about 100 million, which
would put the film among the most-watched TV
shows on record.
Assistant Secretary of Defense Richard Perle
said today on the "CBS Morning News" that the
film "makes the easy point without raising the hard
question." That question, he said, is "how to avoid
nuclear war, any nuclear war, no matter how
limited." Perle also criticized the movie for prompting fear.
"The Day After," a $7 million project, depicted a
Soviet nuclear strike on Kansas City, and the grim
aftermath for survivors in nearby Lawrence, Kan.
"We saw our community destroyed this evening," Lawrence Mayor David Longhurst told about
500 people at a candelight vigil near a hilltop war
memorial after the show. Several hundred people
also gathered for a candelight ceremony in Kansas
City.
"We saw all of the nightmares come true. We got
a glimpse at what is really at stake in a nuclear
war," said Longhurst, who called a town meeting
for today to discuss the nuclear arms race. A
nuclear disarmament rally was planned at City
Hall in Kansas City.
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Laker speech team wins tournament
with MHS team earning fourth place

/PI

The winning streak goes on as
the Calloway County High School
Speech Team won first place
sweepstakes honors at the Bullitt
Central Invitational Tournament
Saturday.
The Laker speech team was up
against its toughest competition,
competing against 44 of the top
schools from Kentucky and Ohio.
Calloway placed first with 473
points. Harrison County placed second with 405 points. Jessamine
County placed third with 334
points. Murray High came in
fourth.
The Lakers qualified 20 entries
for the final round and 13 of those
entries placed for individual
honors. Those placing first were:
Tim Weaterford in Original
Oratory. Sheri Mills in Dramatic

Herndon, Lori Burkeen,Stephanie
Welch, Beth Woodall and Jeanne
Darnell.
Murray High placed nine of 14
students in the final round.
Charles Cella won first place in
the Lincoln-Douglass Debate.
Megan Stroup was named top
speaker in Novice Debate.
Stroup and Jill James won second place in the Cross Ex Novice
Debate with a 6-0 record.
Lee Ann Babb, LuAnne
Loberger, Ramona Burnley,
Michelle Garland, Ross Bolen,
Todd Ross, Laura Cella, Greta
Shepard and Nancy Smith reached the finals.
The team was accompanied by
teachers Mark Etherton and Debbie Burgess.

Interpretation and Molly Imes in
Humorous Interpretation.
Second place honors were won
by: Mike Keeling in LincolnDouglass Debate, Allen McClard
in Boys Extemporeanous Speaking, Mary Hansen in Original
Oratory, Liz Bailey in Dramatic
Interpretation, Wendy Parker in
Humorous Interpretation, Tim
Williams in Storytelling, and
Craig Kelly in Student Congress.
Third place honors were won
by: Evy Jarrett in LincolnDouglass Debate, Kelli Burkeen in
Girls Extemporaneous Speaking,
Jeanne Darnell in Dramatic Interpretation, and Liz Bailey and Candi Glass in Duet Acting.
Other team members making it
to the final round were: Tim
Black, Jody Lassiter, Melissa

Two charged in connection
with local school break-ins
Two men have been arrested
and lodged in Calloway County
Jail in connection with several
break-ins in the area including
those at East, North and
Southwest Calloway Elementary
Schools, according to Murray
Police Chief Paul Jerry Lee.
/
2 S. 8th St.,
Danny Todd, 24, 4111
and Wayne Dedmon, 23, were arrest by the Murray Police Depart-

Mideast...
(Continued from Page 11
State radio said as many as 18
warplanes struck a half-dozen
villages in the 45-minute attack,
the third Israeli retaliatory strike
this month against targets in
Syrian-held parts of Lebanon.
At least one plane was downed
by ground fire, but the pilot
parachuted safely into an area
held by the Lebanese army and
was later picked up by an Israeli
air force helicopter, the Israeli
military command said.

ment Friday and jailed on $40,000
cash bonds, according to police
reports.
The two were charged with one
count of breaking and entering at
East Calloway Elementary, two
counts of breaking and entering at
North Calloway Elementary and
one count of breaking and entering at Southwest Calloway
Elementary. Lee also reported
that they were charged with at
least two counts of theft by
unlawful taking over $100 in connection with burglaries of three
homes in the area.
Items reportedly taken from the
three schools included cash, tools,
tape recorders, cameras and
televisions. Some of the items
have been recovered, Lee reports.

SHELTON SELECTED — Jerry
Shelton, Murray High School
biology teacher, has been selected
to critique and to write materials
for Holt, Rhinehart and Winston,
publisher of the textbook "Modern
Biology" which is used in many
high schools throughout the
United States. Shelton's selection
came after evaluation of
materials submitted to the
publishers during the summer.
The materials concerned
chemical structure of the deoxyribonucleic acid molecule(DNA)
and the role it may play in coding
and synthesizing proteins.

Courthouse
will close
The Calloway County Courthouse will be closed Thursday
and Friday in observance of the
Thanksgiving holiday.
The courthouse will reopen
Monday.
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AdultA ctivities Center

Construction will begin soon
on new Adult Activities Center
Construction will be beginning
in the near future on the new Adult
Activities Center for Murray and
Calloway County.
Housing activity rooms and offices for the Adult Work Activities
Program for the mentally handicapped, the 3,200 square foot
building will be located on the
same site of its old home — 702
and 704 Main St.
To prepare for the construction,
the mentally retarded center and
mental health services relocated.
The new facility will house just the
mentally handicapped center. The
mentally handicapped center is
temporarily located at 1200 Main
St., and its new telephone number
is 759-1965.
Construction of the 40x80
building should be complete
within three months. Many of the
rooms dividers will be moveable
partitions to better accommodate
all center activities.
"It is exciting. This is
something the board and the staff
have been working for," Peggy
Williams, program director, said.
"We've needed more space
because of the growth of our program. We have more coming in

and we need to do more in services."
There are 14 adults, ages 21 and
older, in the program now.
Williams said five or six more
may be added with the opening of
the new center.
In order to help with construction costs and the center's annual
budget (only $14,300 is provided
from federal/state money),
Williams said the program is planning several of its fund-raising
events. Much of the money used to
operate the center come through
these events or donations. She
stressed that the center receives
no funds from the Paducah Lions
Club Telethon.
Members of the program held a
talent show last spring. They also
are making Christmas arts and
crafts, planning an arts and crafts
show in the spring and are doing
contract work in the community
— including stuffing envelopes,
packaging items, foing yard work
and raking leaves.
Goal of the program is for each
client "to have the most normal a
life style possible and to prepare
each for maximum selfsufficiency. This is referred to by

specialists in the field as the process of normalization," Williams
said.
She added that the program is
broken into several components,
teaching skills necessary to allow
each the opportunity to become
sufficient and function as independently as possible. "The
need for development of a positive
self-image in keeping with a
responsibility for the preservation
of human dignity directs the staff
at the center to teach and develop
skills which will meet the needs of
all clients served in the prOgram."
Those skills include self-help/personal care, home living, functional academics, pre-vocational
skills, social skills, language,
community skills leisure time and
motor skills.
The center is open from 8:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. weekdays. It is
staffed with two teachers (Carla
Arnbrico is assistant director) and
when available, aides are provided through local organizations.
Contributions to the program
and construction fund may be sent
to Molly Booth, Board Chairman,
Murray Work Activity Program,
1200 Main St, Murray, Ky.,42071.

Adults —
Children — $425
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Health care performed on campus

In

MSU wildlife group helps birds

Cl

Injured hawks, owls and other
birds of prey have friends on the
campus of Murray State University.
Students in the university
chapter of the National Wildlife
Society have nursed dozens of
birds back to health. The unique
health care is performed on campus in the Raptor Rehabilitation
Center, a hospital which
specializes in broken wings.
The center receives its patients
from hunters, farmers, or other
people who happen to find an injured or sick bird of prey. Common ailments include birds that
have been hit by a car or shot.
Some of the injured raptors
have flown into utility wires. A
few of the younger birds may
simply have fallen out of their
nests.
Leslie Donaldson of Murray, a
junior biology major, coordinates
the care. She said two students
sign up each week to look after the
birds. The work includes checking
the progress of injuries, cleaning
cages and making certain each
patient receives its share of
chicken necks, donated by the
local Druthers quick-service
restaurant.
The center was launched six
years ago with a few birds placed
in cages inside the laboratories of
the Blackburn Science Building.
The birds today are housed in a
wooden building which opens into
a 30-foot-long flight cage.
Miss Donaldson said more than
50 birds have been referred to the

eagle, was successfully treated
center in the past year. She said
during the Spring of 1982. White
birds that are successfully
said the bird had been released in
rehabilitated are released into the
a restoration program in North
wild.
Carolina and was discovered on
A few birds never fully regain
the ground, too weak to fly, in
flight capability and are adopted
Graves County,Kentucky.
by educational exhibitors. Miss
Donaldson said a barred owl,
"The bird was just drooped
received at the center, now hoots
over. It was a young bird and apand occasionally hisses at visitors
parently hadn't learned to hunt
in the Woodlands Nature Center in
yet," said White.
TVA's Land Between the Lakes.
The golden eagle was returned
Dr. Stephen B. White, assistant
to North Carolina following treatprofessor of wildlife biology and
ment. It was released a second
director of the center, said the
time and was last spotted flying
facility's occupancy rate is
strongly over Georgia.
seasonal. "Late winter is the
Red-tailed hawks, barred owls
worst time. Birds are hunting for and an occasional great-horned
scarce food along roads then and owl, are the most common birds
many are injured by cars."
treated. Care begins with an exWhite said the center also amination. "If the bird has been
receives an increased number of down for awhile and is emaciated,
birds during hunting season
we've found that the best pick-up
because hunters in the field tend is a large drink of Gatorade," said
to find the birds.
White.
Spring is also a busy time. "We
Injuries are next stablized and
about
birds
receive many calls
the birds placed in a dark cage for
that have fallen out of nests then, a few days. White said the
including small birds such as darkness causes the bird to rerobins, but we're only geared to
main still. "A cardboard box that
work with raptors."
can be closed to keep out light is
White said he or some of the also a good way to transport an instudents frequently "go out and jured bird."
find the nest," in the case of young
White advises anyone who finds
birds, and "climb back up and put
an injured bird or prey to put it in
the bird where it belongs."
The center has permits from the a dark box in a place where noise
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to will be minimal,such as a garage.
perform its work. White said it is He said the person should then
illegal to hold any bird of prey contact their county conservation
officer or they may call the Murwithout authorization.
A special patient, a golden ray State Center,at(502)762-6298.

Council to discuss
bids on surplus
property Tuesday

- BUFFET PRICES

SERVING TIME
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The Murray City Council is expected to discuss, in closed session, bids received on the U.S. 641
North property during its 7:30
p.m. Tuesday meeting.
The property is across from the
Commerce Centre.
Other items on the agenda include first reading of the sewer ordinance, public works committee
recommendations, proposal to appoint Jack Gardner to board of
zoning adjustment and an open
house Sunday. Dec. 11, at the
street department, sanitation
department and utilities department facilities.
The open house will be from 2
p.m. to 5 wtth members of the city
council, Mayor Holmes Ellis and
department heads hosting :Nth..
event.
The will be a drawing for door
prizes — including an Echo Weed
Eater, garbage container, one
brush pick-up and two gas grills —
and refreshments will be served.
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ROUNDING THE BARREL —This collegiate rodeo cowgirl rounds
the second in a series of three barrels during barrel racing competition artne recent Murray mate University Collegiate itiodeo at WV
West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. The three-day
event featured several traditional rodeo events including bull riding,
calf roping and steer wrestling. The crowd was amused between
events by an entertaining group of rodeo clowns who also helped
round up bulls after each bull riding event.
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Promises proved empty
An AP News Analysis
As a result of congressional inaction, many
Americans can expect their heating bills to rise 10
percent to 20 percent this winter. A few may see
their bills drop, but not because of anything their
government did.
Promises to do something about retail natural
gas prices that jumped 50 percent the past two
years proved empty in the waning days of Congress
last week. The action, or lack of it, affects some 45
million American families who heat their homes
with the fuel.
Drowned out in an ideological battle between the
Reagan administration's support of a free market
on one side and calls for more government regulation from the other side were possible compromises
that might have brought some relief to both consumers and the natural gas industry itself.
Pride also played a role. A Congress that just five
years ago had told Americans it had solved their
natural gas problems with partial deregulation
under the 1978 Natural Gas Policy Act was reluctant to admit that its multi-tiered pricing system
had failed.
No one in Washington was able to rally a majority
for anything approaching a cure.
Hundreds of producers, transporters, distributers
and users -end all of their financial backers -were
quick to form constantly changing alliances to lobby for and against each proposed fix.
While ideological purists carried most of the
public debate, ultimately it was the differing self interests among producers, pipelines, local utilities
and consumers -all protecting their stake -that
prevented any action.
The Senate rejected by overwhelming margins in
back-to-back votes last week both the Reagan administration's call to remove all government price
controls on natural gas and efforts by consumer advocates and labor unions to extend and expand the
controls.

perspective
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agree or not

Collins is going to have to find more revenue sources
FRANKFORT — The next four
months will be busy and heady times
as well as trying for Gov. Martha
Layne Collins and her new administration.
The situation has prevailed for all
of her predecessors, but she does
have some advantage over those who
hadn't served in government. She got
observing experience at least during
her four years in the lieutenant
governor's office as well as firsthand knowledge of legislative functions by her service as president of
the senate.
She must set up her goals for
government the next four years and
then tailor the legislation to achieve
them as well as to find the people she
believes capable to carry out her
mission.
The first objective will be the
budget that people in the cabinets of
Revenue and Finance have been

working on for months ... projecting
the anticipated revenue.
The problem here is that all branches of government are going to submit, or already have, budgets whose
aggregate will surpass the estimated
revenue. The revenue forecast has
been bleak for the past two or three
years. Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has
had to trim $166 million from this
year's budget, but he recently projected he would leave a surplus. The
surplus will not be large in light of $9
or $10 billion budget for the next biennium.
Higher education alone has asked
for a billion dollars which is more
than the entire state budget of 1960
when it was less than a billion
dollars. The first billion dollar budget
was 1962 and it has continued to
escalate.
The universities have already announced plans to levy large increases

on tuition and fees to get a good portion of the increase since the administrators have been forewarned
not to look too much to the state tax
fund for large increases.
Growth in state revenues has been
projected at about seven percent and
this will only take care of inflation
and normal increasing costs built into state government, such as a five
pecent pay increase for state
employees.
It is becoming increasingly obvious
that Gov. Collins is going to have to
find sources for more revenue if she
intends to increase government services.
Choosing her staff is the chore that
probably gives her or any governor
the most concern. The best that can
be done is to make careful selections
after researching the individual's
capabilities and listening to trusted
advisers. In an organization as large

business mirror
by john cunniff

Workers facing
new reality

looking back
Ten years ago
Calloway County has the most impressive health
status in the entire Mid-South, according to a report
just published by Memphis Regional Medical Program.
At a recent meeting of the Legislature's Interim
committee on Labor and Industry, Rep. Kenneth
Imes, D-Murray, outlined some of his legislative
proposals for the 1974 session of the Kentucky
General Assembly.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Richardson, Nov. 15.
Mrs. Dee Imes, public health nurse of Calloway
County, spoke about "Hypertension Awareness" at
a meeting of the Hazel Woman's Club in the Community Room of Dees Bank of Hazel.
The Calloway County High School Lakers beat
South Marshall High School Rebels 57 to 52 in a
-basketball game. High team scorers were Greg
Howard for Calloway and Larry McGregor for
South.
Twenty years ago
Max B. Hurt was named as 1963 Man of the-Year
by the membership of the Murray Chamber of Commerce. TVA Director A.R. Jones was featured
speaker at the 29th annual meeting of the Chamber
of Commerce.
Army 2d Lt. Jerry T. Shroat, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Shroat, completed a nine-week officer
orientation course at Transportation Center, Fort
Eustis, Va.
Four of the Jersey herd of Murray State College
have received recognition for production records
from American Jersey Cattle Club.
Births reported include a girl to the Rev. and Mrs.
David Siress on Nov. 17.
Murray College High School Colts beat Henry,
Tenn., 52 to 32 in a basketball game. Lassiter was
high scorer for Murray.
Thirty years ago
Garrett Beshear, the old man of basketball at
Murray State College and now coach at Hazel High
School, came back to Carr Gym the night of Nov. 19
to lead the MSC Alumni to an 81-77 win over Coach
Harlan Hodges' Varsity Team.
Clifford R. Barnes, commissioner of finance for
the state of Kentucky, spoke at a meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club. He was introduced by Dr.
Ralph H. Woods.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Granville Montgomery,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Galon Turner, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Edrick M. Owen, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Ken Adams and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Simms.
Sue Holland, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Milburn
Holland of Murray, and James A. Curlin, son of
Mrs. Alba Curlin of Tower Hill, Ill., were married
Oct. 31 at Decatur, Ill.
Harry Hampsher, minister of music of First Baptist Church, will direct seven choirs of the church in
a special Thanksgiving program on the theme of
"Sing Unto The Lord" on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale have returned
from a motor trip to Florida.
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as state government, she will find
that some changes will have to be
made down the line and that they
can't all be done in a very short
period.
The two divisions she will be most
concerned with during the coming
four years are Human Resources and
Transportation. Education, while a
very important and large user of
state funds, will normally take care
of itself after the money is budgeted.
The Highway Division in Transportation has been in turmoil for almost
four years with an adversary relationship prevailing between management and the professionals. The
designated secretary already has
started his plan to heal this rift and
return the professionals to their
niche in the management team.
However, maintenance of roads is
a big problem ahead.

"DAISY, CONGRESS HAS GOT A RAN TO PAY ME 10,000 FOR NOT MI LKI N YOU NEXT YEAR."

washington today

by donald m. rothberg

Movie's impact may not be seen until later
An AP News Analysis
WASHINGTON (AP) — The eventual impact of "The Day After" may
not be seen until the nation moves
deeper into the 1984 political debate.
But moments after the ABC-TV
film ended, its bleak, unsettling
message beamed into millions of
American homes, Secretary of State
George P. Shultz offered his view
that the movie was "not the future at
all."
He described the film as a
demonstration of "the fact that
nuclear war is not acceptable" and
said Americans should be "rallying
around and supporting" President
Reagan's call for reducing the superpower stockpiles of nuclear weapons.
It was an unprecedented response
to a television movie; a secretary of
state defending an administration's
commitment to preventing nuclear
war.
No more dramatic evidence than
Shultz's brief appearance on television was needed to demonstrate the
concern in the White House over this
film.
Even before it was shown,

and an exhortation to vote for President Lyndon B. Johnson.
The clear implication was that the
alternative, election of Republican
Sen. Barry Goldwater of Arizona,
would increase the threat of nuclear
war.

Democratic presidential candidates
were promoting it as a dramatization
of a danger made more real by
Reagan's policies.
Speaking in Portland, Maine, 48
hours before the broadcast, former
Vice President Walter F. Mondale
said the administration was guilty of
"a radical breach of the common
tradition of commitment to strong
arms control. And so that's why
they're worried about this film."
"The Day After" certainly wasn't
your typical "Sunday Night Movie"
on television. It depicted in the most
graphic terms that could be broadcast the swift escalation of a European conflict into full nuclear war
and its impact on the area from Kansas City, Mo.,to Lawrence, Kan.
And, nuclear war is not your
typical political issue.
Nuclear war has never been the
dominant issue of a presidential campaign.
In the 1964 campaign, the
Democrats ran a commercial showing a young girl plucking the petals
from a daisy. The commercial ended
with a picture of a nuclear explosion

After the television sets are turned
off and viewers, however shaken,
look around and assure themselves
that nothing has happened to their
families and communities, will they
put the unthinkable out of their
minds?
At the moment, the answer to that
is unknown.

have seen, generally handle their
medicines haphazardly. If you have
more information than my own
observations, please print them in
your column. Elderly people and
their families should educate
themselves about any medicines
used. This can be done very simply
by talking things over with the
pharmacist. Families can also play
an important part in monitoring
medications of elderly family
members. L.Y.
ANSWER: Dr. John A. Gans,
professor of clinical pharmacy and
chairrn qv (if the 'Department ilf
Pharmacy Practice in Philadelphia
College of Pharmacy and Science,
cited statistics from a U.S.
Subcommittee on Aging hearing that
s,stirveyed patients 65 years and older
and showed:

- 46 per cent experience side
effects from their drugs.
- 30 percent are taking at least two
prescriptions at the same time.
- 57 percent storr taking their
prescription before it is finished.
- 29 percent never fill their
prescription.
- 42 percent mix prescription and
aver-the-counter drugs without
telling their physician.
- 36 percent use old drugs in their
home medicine chest when they
experience recurring symptoms.
Dr. Gans _said ,•' -radices are
erous to any patient but become
particularly hazardous when
practiced by older patients who have
physiologic changes that make them
more susceptible to drug toxicity and
are often on medications for an
extended period of time.

But Goldwater's handicaps in that
election went far beyond the ability
of the Democrats to tag him as trigger happy.
Sixteen years later, Jimmy Carter
tried to depict Reagan as too eager to
resort to military force. But Carter's
problems dwarfed any issues he
could use against Reagan and the
Republican won in a landslide.
Will this be the campaign in ,which
concern over nuclear war becomes a
determining issue?

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in this column, write to
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I work in the homes
of elderly persons through a home
health agency. I wanted to take this
-opportunity to tell elderly
jhairjantilIes that the elderly ir".111
is very apt to take medications
- prescribed for them in dangerous
combinations with over-the-counter
drugs. They also refuse to fill some,
.
prescriptions, refuse .to take certain
medicines and, in most cases which I

NEW YORK (AP) — Can you.
blame a worker for fighting for the
job in which he has developed skill,
built seniority, won insurance
benefits for his family and from
which he planned a comfortable
retirement?
Do you blame him for striking
when the company tries to cut his income and benefits?
Can you blame the other guy for
trying to take that job when the
worker rejects the new terms and
continues striking? Considering that
last month 9.9 million Americans
were actively looking for jobs?
Americans aren't used to facing
such questions, having little experience since World War II with the
basic problems provoking them. The
questions don't arise in expansions,
but in contractions.
For various reasons,some contraction is occuring in several industries
simultaneously. And with it the painful realization dawns: There are no
good answers to the questions,
maybe none at all.
The pain is sharper because so
much was taken for granted since
World War II: wage and benefit increases,comfortable retirement.
Greyhound says it cannot keep
paying drivers as much and replaces
strikers. Continental Airlines
reduces pilots' pay and tells them to
take it or leave. The steel and
automotive industries won concessions from workers. And it could happen in other industries too.
At least three distinct reasons for
the problems can be cited:
—Foreign competition: The steel
and auto industries are hurt most.
New steel mills spring up all over the
world. They are efficient, but they
are run by workers earning less than
Americans, and may be governmentsubsidized. Thus shrinking profits
and lost jobs here.
Similarly with automobiles, with
most of the competition from Japan.
Last year foreign cars made up 27.8
per cent of all U.S. car sales, says the
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers
Association. In 1962 it was 4.8 percent. To challenge the imports, U.S.
automakers have cut costs.
And dollar's strength over the
Japanese yen gives imports an edge.
—Marketplace changes: Many
companies find it hard to adjust to an
economy where services, not goods,
predominate. And goods now are
often made by high-tech assembly.
not old-fashioned manufacture.
The so-called smokestack industries have also found it harder to
adjust to relatively high energy
costs.
—Deregulation: Transportation is
most affected by such decisions.
Routes once were protected from
competition, but Congress in 1978
stripped airline regulations it said
reduced competition. Trucking and
railroads were deregulated in 1980,
and intercity bus service last year.
Thus competition developed over the
most popular routes.
There hak been a familiar response
to the new 1-ompetition: Cut costs
that had grown over the more comfortable years.*If not now, each corn-'
pany eventually comes to the issue of
iruges and benefits.
Those who enjoyed the relatively
good life are reluctant to give it up.
But those who have never enjoyed it,
or who enjoyed it once but lost it,
seem far more receptive to the new
terms.
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- Community events

RECEIVES AWARD —Barbara Ramsey, center, received the "Woman of
Woodcraft" award from Lodge 726, Woodmen of the World, at the regular
meeting on Monday evening, Nov. 14. At left ie MadeIle Talent, president of the
lodge,and at right is Evelyn Lockhart,chairman of the selection committee.

lie Place
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"It's No
Secret That
Special Gifts
Are Found
At The Place."

1

Come In Today...
Santo's Helpers
Will Assist
In Your
Selections.

A

Monday, Nov. 21
Douglas Civic Improvement Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Douglas Center.
Murray High School
Basketball Tipoff will
start with boys scrimmage at 5 p.m., girls'
team introductions and
chili supper at high
school. This is sponsored
by mothers.
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
club house.
East Calloway Elementary PTC will hold a
skating party from 6 to 8
p.m. at Roller Skating of
Murray.
Ronald Glenn
Unklesbay will present
his senior percussion
recital at 6:45 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University.
Chapter I Parent Advisory Councils from
Murray City Schools will
meet at 7 p.m. in Murray
Middle School computer
room.
Basketball game of
Calloway Athletic
Booster Club and Faculty
playing Kentucky State
Police will be at 7 p.m. at
Calloway County High
School.
Alvin Ailey Repertory
Ensemble will be
presented by Murray
Civic Music Association
at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, MSU.
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
information call 762-2504
days, 753-6089, 753-4126 or
753-8987 evenin4s.
Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7 p.m. at
Cherry Branch.
Murray -Calloway
County Chorus is scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. in
choir room of First
United Methodist Church.

Monday, Nov.21
Bluegrass State CB
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Home place
Restaurant.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
Tuesday, Nov. 22
Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary will meet at 7
p.m. at Legion Hall. Note
change in date.
Murray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30
p.m. at Murray Woman's
Club House.
Eva Wall Mission
Group of Memorial Baptist Church will meet at 2
p.m.
Soccer banquet will be
at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
High School.
Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority of Woodmen of
the World will meet at 7
p.m. at WOW Hall with
Linda Fain and Jean
Herndon as hostesses.
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.

BIRTHDAY DINNER—Mrs. Edith Mathis, seated center, was honored on her
80th birthday. Present were 1101 her 12 children who are,from left, seated,Edna
Barrow, Juanita Barrow, standing, Norman Mathis, Sarah Duke, Ned Mathis,
Sue Sills, Gene Mathis, Max Mathis, Sybil Barrow, Carter Mathis and Darrell
Mathis. Wayne Mathis was unable to attend.

Mrs. Mathis feted, 80th birthday
Mrs. Edith Mathis was
honored at a party in
celebration of her 80th
birthday on Sunday, Nov.
6, at the Hazel Community Center.
A potluck dinner was
served.
Mrs. Mathis resides on
Rt. 4. Her husband, Curn
Mathis, died in October
1976. She has 12 children,
31 grandchildren and 26
great-grandchildren.

Richard, Sarah and Paul
Wayne Duke, Steve Barrow,all of Hazel;
Gene and Juanita Barrow, Tommy, Janie,
Deborah and Jeff Barrow, all of Puryear,
Tenn.; Norman and Barbara Mathis, Jill, David
and Garett Travis, Glenn,
Renee, Emily and Laura
Johnson, and Mike
Mathis, all of Calvert City; Roger E. Mathis and
Present for the event Ken Mathis,Illinois;
were the following:
Denny, Donna and
Clinton and Edna Earl Veronica O'Connor, Joe
Barrow, Danny, Gail, J. Brewster, Carter Mathis,
Paul, Jana and Joshua Gene and Leah Mathis,
Herndon Junior Natalie, Iowa; Robert and Lenna
Damon and Allison Duke, Henson, Flenoy, Loretta,

Clint and Tina Barrow,
Kirksey;
Ila and Opie Sills,
Paducah; Darrell and
Virginia Mathis, Springfield, Tenn.; Max and
Evelyn Mathis, Eddie,
Patti, Jeremy, Wesley
and Lydia Owen, Debbie
Brock, Beth and Becky,
Paris, Tenn.;
Dana Sills, Ned and
Jenne Mathis, Brian and
Trisha Mathis, Pam and
Dewayne Harper, Edith
Mathis, Ann Mathis,
David, Mary Ann and
Landon Barrow, Ronnie
and Sue Sills, Ricky, Rita
and and John Cherry,
Rick, Lisa and Stephanie
Spann, all of Murray.

Wednesday, Nov. 23
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.

,
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SUMMER SAVINGS
Use these coupons one at a time or all at once.
Either way you'll get four delicious meals for
only $6.00.
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Two tender fish fillets,
FISH & FRIES natural cut french fries
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and 2 southern style hush I
.ONLY $111 N50 Puppies.
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CHECK PRESENTED —Barbara McCuiaton,
right, presents a check to Velva Maupin of the
Calloway County Public Library for the purchase of
a book to commemorate International Alpha Delta
Kappa Week. Mrs. McCuiston represented the Rho
Chapter.

PAST OFFICERS —The Murray Civitan Club at the Nov. 17th meeting at
Homeplace Restaurant honored its immediate past president, Prentice Dunn,
left, with a President's plaque. Wayne Williams, right, immediate past governor
of the Kentucky District of Civitan International, presented Mr. Dunn with a
special gavel for his support during the 1982-83 year.
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and 2 southern style hush
puppies.

Where: West Kentucky Exposition Center
When: Sat. Nov. 26, 9 a.m.-9 p.m.,
Nov. 27, Noon-6 p.m.
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Mayfield
Paducah

Shop to your heart's delight with over 50 local
merchants under one roof with a lovely holiday
atmosphere. Convenience - Great Prices -
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Furniture Toys
Come have
Prints
Books
your child's
Flowers
't4 Plants
picture made
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se
1-Shirts
Shoes —
with SANTA
Antiques
Jewelry
Register for fantasticfree gifts!!
No admission charge

Over 6000 People Attended Last Year — Don't Miss It!

Census at Murray- and eight in nursery.
Newborn admissions
Calloway County
Hospital for Wednesday, were as follows:
Baby Boy Buie,
Nov. 16, was 138 adults
parents, Adaola and
Robert, 206 Jane St.,
Paris, Tenn.;
Baby Boy Butterworth,
parents, Nina and Joe
Pat, Rt. 1;
Baby Girl Conner,
parents, Ginger and Kenneth, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Baby Boy Hughes,
parents, Deana and Bobby, Hardin.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Sabrina_M. Mathis
control contor 753-3314 and baby boy, Rt. 3; Ms.
Teressa K. Pridemore
and baby girl, 719 Nash
Dr.; Mrs. Janice K.
Ward, Rt. 3, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Ann M.
Thornton, Rt. 6,
Mayfield; Mrs. Geraldine
Sykes, Box 935, Paris,
Tenn.;
H. David Folwell, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Tommy J. O'Steen, 406 Hopkins Dr.,
Clinton; Mrs. Sandra K.
Canerdy, New Concord;
Mrs. Judith F. Brumley,
Rt. 5; Mrs. Margaret Ann
's
k.
Cloys, Rt. 2; Mrs. Evelyn
JAC.If
MOKET sad
C. Lofton, Rt. 7, Benton;
M.BANDIT
John B. Geurin, Rt. 6;
PAST)
Floyd I. Lessman, Rt. 1,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.;
Mrs. Elizabeth F.
Outland, 1623 Hamilton;
Mrs. Gail A. Wright, 808
Curtis St., Paris, Tenn.;
J.T. Phillips, Rt. 2;
chestnut at. 753-3314
Continued on pa,e 5
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Sexton and Gilbert wedding planned
Vows to be read
at local church

Being a winner is always fun,
but it tennis, golf, bridge or a pumpkin pie contest. Peggy Owen
9
Gates not only had the award winning pumpkin pie, but the cash
prize will make her two little boys,
very happy — a hundred dollars
worth of Christmas toys.
Peggy, a talented local cook,
entered the "Tot Kingdom Bakeoff Pumpkin Pie Contest," sponsored by Paducah's Toy Kingdom.
By Rainey 4pperson
Her winning pie and the recipe is
one you will want to try.
Her husband, Roy Gates, and
her two young sons, Michael and
Charlie, are three of her biggest
fans, so they felt sure she would
win.
PUMPKIN PIE
2 egg yokes
1 - 16 oz. can pumpkin
31 cup sugar
I^2 tsp. salt
2 tsp. Pumpkin Pie Spice
bz tsp. cinnamon
1 2/3 cups half and half
1 T. Brandy
2 egg whites
Combine above ingredients except egg whites in order given.
Beat the two egg whites until stiff,
then fold them in the pumpkin
mixture.
Pour filling in 9 inch deep dish
pie crust. Bake in preheated oven
at 425 degrees for 15 minutes, then
reduce oven to 350 degrees and
bake for an additional 50 to 60
minutes, or until knife inserted in
the center of the pie comes out
PEGGY OWEN GATES won the contest with this perfectly baked clean.
pumpkin pie which was judged on appearance, taste and texture.
Garnish as de-Sired with pastry
This will be a perfect dessert for Thanksgiving Day Dinner.
cut outs or whipped cream.

Rainey d

2ay

Mr. and Mrs. Frank C.
Sexton of Ballwin, Mo.,
announce the approaching marriage of
their daughter, Cindy, to
Gil Gilbert of Chattanooga, Tenn.
The groom-elect is the
son of Mrs. Betty Gilbert
of Murray and Forrest
Gilbert of Knoxville,
Tenn.
Miss Sexton is a 1976
graduate of Murray State
Unversity where she was
a member of Sigma
Sigma Sigma social
sorority. She is news anchor for VVHNT-TV, the
CBS affiliate in Huntsville, Ala.
Mr. Gilbert is a 1974
graduate of Murray State
University and is a
member of Sigma Chi
fraternity. He presently
is an instructor and
manager of the television
department at Chattanooga State Community College.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday,
Nov. 26, at 1 p.m. at the
First United Methodist
Church, Muray.

Cindy Sexton
fiancee of Gil Gilbert

ipht
4 1,

Natural
Collection

Ship's W

4 Piece
Aloe or Musk
With This Coupon
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SPREADS GIVEN-Hand crafted lap spreads were presented to the patients of the Long Term Care Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital by the WMU of Mt. Carmel Baptist Church. Pictured,from left, front row,
Jeff McClure, Mrs. Myrtle McClure and Ann Wright, patients, Jason McClure, Josh White, second row,Shay
Lynn White, Robyn Meador, Lori Roberts, Penny Roberts, hack row, Marsha McClure, Robert Winchester,
Brenda Stubblefield, Ruth McCown,Louise Keistler, Lucy WillizimR, Lisa Meador and Beverly White.

Surprise party honors Helen James
Mrs. Helen Ezell
James was surprised at a
party in celebration of
her 70th birthday on
Saturday, Nov. 5, at the
Parrish Center of St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
Her children, grandchildren and greatgrandchildren had planned the event to honor
their mother and grandmother. She is the widow
of Grover Wood James.
Over 100 relatives and

Newborns...
Continued from page 4
Mrs. Nancy E. McClure, Hazel; Miss
Lynette M. Nelms,
Wingo; Jack Geurin, Rt.
1, Mayfield; Donald B.
Myre, 116 Riviera Ct.;
Mrs. Mozelle B. Jones,
111 North Ninth St.;
Stanley Grogan, Fern
Terrace Lodge; Mrs. Lois
H. Norwood, Rt. 1, Hardin; Rupard L. Kline, Rt.
2; Mrs. Laura Bethel McCoy, Rt. 7, Benton; Garvin 0. Cleaver (expired),
Dexter.

friends gathered at the
Center before the arrival
of Mrs. James who
thought she was coming
to an art exhibit with her
daughter.
The large white cake iced in blue with large 70
numbers was decorated
by her youngest son,
Johnny ,James of Huntington, Tenn.
Cake, chips, dips,
cheeses, pickles and
various beverages were
served at decorated
tables. The hall was
decorated with
streamers.
Her six children are
Richard James and his
wife, Ola Mae, Nashville,
Tenn.; Mrs. Norman
(Kay) Moutoux,
Evansville, Ind.; Mrs.
Glennon (Maria) Carr,
Owensboro; Joe James
and wife, Debbie,
Houston, Texas; Tom
James and wife, Nancy,
Knoxville; Johnny
James, Huntington.
Her grandchildren are
Lesia James, Lori
James, Nathan Moutoux,
Mary Katherine

7ff-.2.141.":7
We are pleased to announce that Caroline
McLemore, bride-elect
of Dayton Lasater, has itt
selected her pottery 2"
from our complete
bridal registry. Caroline
and Dayton will be married January 1.

The
7534641
Pt-4.A Or•430

Moutoux, Jennifer
Moutoux, Mike and Debbie Pritchett and
children, Holly, Dustin

4
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Anniversary celebration planned on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble F.
Thurman will observe
their 50th wedding anniversary on Wednesday,
Nov. 23.
A reception will be Sunday, Nov. 27, from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Fellowship
Hall of the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church.
Hostesses will be their
daughters, Mrs. Edna
Wiggins of Keokuk, Iowa,
and Mrs. Martha Gardner of Murray.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend. The family requests
that guests not bring
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Thurman
were married in
Metropolis, Ill.
Mrs. Thurman, the
former Laverne Thompson, is the daughter of
Mrs. Isabelle Cunningham of Murray.
They have two
children, four grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren.

DATEBOOK
Church plans two events
A churchwide potluck Thanksgiving dinner will
be served at 6 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 25, at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. An auction of handmade crafts and home baked foods will
follow at 7 p.m. The auction will be sponsored by the
United Methodist Women.

Herndon finishes training
Army Pvt. Mark F. Herndon, son of Robert F.
and Joan M. Herndon, Rt. 5, Murray, has completed
basic training at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo. He is a
1979 graduate of Calloway County High School.
During the training, students received instruction
in drill and ceremonies, weapons, map reading, tactics, military courtesy, military justice, first aid
and Army history and traditions.

Patient dismissed
Recently dismissed from Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah, was James Myers of Murray.

Bradley Carson Clark born

Mr. and Mrs. Ruble F. Thurman

MURRAY HEALTH SPA
is here to stay so what do you say—
want to look your best,
feel your best,
and live your life
more productively?

Beside Campus
Coffee Shop

'Modern Exercise
Equipment
'Sun booths
*Sauna
•Showers
*Aerobics
classes
'Group Exercise
sessions daily.

We

Mr. and Mrs. Carson Clark, 1600-13 Ridgewood
Rd., are the parents of a son, Bradley Carson.,
weighing nine pounds 10 ounces, measuring 22 inches, born Saturday, Nov. 12, at 7:38 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother,the
former Becky O'Nan, is on leave from the Bank of
Murray. The father is a student at Murray State
University.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark
and Mr. and Mrs. Albert O'Nan, all of Paducah.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. W.T. O'Nan and Mrs.
Calhoun Martin, both of Paducah,and Mr. and Mrs.
Holmes Clark of Mayfield.

Pageants scheduled
America's Little Miss and Mr. Pageants will have
their Christmas in Paducah Pageant on Saturday,
Dec. 3, at 5:30 p.m. at Jaycee Civic Center, 2701
Park Ave., Paducah. Age divisions are Girls 0-3, 46, 7-9, 10-13 and 14-17; and Boys 0-4 and 5-10. A Holiday Queen and King in each age division will be
crowned. Also a Christmas Costume competition
and Photogenic competition will be featured.
The deadline for entering the pageant is Nov. 27.
For information contact Christine Cox, Box 29995,
Louisville, Ky., 40229, phone 1-964-1865, or Sharon
McKenzie, Box 1284, Corbin, Ky.,40701, phone 1-606523-0852.

Will
Show

Artcraft Photography

You
How!

7599036

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing
118 South 12th St.

753-0035

DAV Chapter will meet
Chapter 50 of the Disabled American Veterant
and Auxiliary will meet Tuesday, Nov. 22, at 7 p.m.
at the Legion Hall. Members are urged to attend
and to note the change in date because of the
Thanksgiving holiday.

Orientation scheduled
All seniors who have applied for student teaching
in the Spring semester of 1984 should plan to attend
an orientation meeting scheduled for Wednesday,
Nov. 30, from 4 to 5:30 p.m. in the Curris University
Center Theatre
It is important that each student be present to
receive their respective assignment, review information related to their assignment, and meet
their college coordinator. For additional information relative to student teaching assignments,
students may contact the Office of Field Services,
Wells Hall Room 240 or by telephone at 762-2054.

Gordon named for honor
Steve Gordon of Murray, a hearing officer in the
Bureau for Administrative Review of the Kentucky
Department for Social Insurance, has been named
the Unemployment Insurance Hearing Officer of
1983. He was recognized and presented a plaque by
the Lakes and Caves Sub-chapter of the International Association of Personnel Employment
Specialists at the organization's annual fall meeting
at Barren River State Park earlier this month.
Gordon, a hearing officer for the past two years
and a state employee since 1977, was cited "for
outstanding performance, for excellence in
caseload productivity and for unprejudiced and
considerate support of both claimant and
employer." He hears appeals of unemployment
cases in the westernmost area of Kentucky. Gordon
and his wifP, the former Joyce Brandon, have two
children, Scott, 11, and Shaun, 5. The family resides
at 2109 Brookhaven.

Name left off list
Michael Anderson's name was omitted in the list
of students making the honor roll for the first nine
weeks at Calloway County High School. He is a
freshman and made all A's.

Coye Edward L. Elliott born
Mr. and Mrs. David Lytton Elliott of Murray are
the parents of a son, Coye Edward Lytton, born
Thursday, Nov. 3, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Rayburn
Fuller Brittain, Rt. 6, Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Lytton Elliott of Lynch, Ky., and Sarasota,
Fla.

Donations are requested
Members of the Murray Fire Department are
preparing for the annual Christmas Party for the
needy children of Murray and Calloway County.
Any citizen, church group, civic club, sorority or
fraternity or any organization wishing to contribute
money, toys, fruit or candy may bring them by the
Fire Department at South Fifth and Poplar Streets
or call 753-1688 or 753-1344.

Because of a model change
we bring you an incredible
opportunity to buy famous
Sealy Posturepedic bedding
L Percent
and Save F•lity

toto* 43, *
4
1,
..
10
04
*
.

If you don't mind sleeping on a 1983 model(and who
would know but you) we'll save you plenty on Sealy's best! We
must clear our floors for new models coming in. And you benefit
with close-out prices that will soon be history! These are famous
Posturepedics that promise no morning backache from sleeping of I
a too-soft mattress. Hurry for best selection!

FREE
DELIVERY
MURRAY, KY.
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Health care official receives many complaints

College has new facul

.v

Seven new faculty
members in the College
of Creative Expression at
Murray State University
for the 1983-89 school year
include four in music and
one each in art, radiotelevision and speech and
theatre.
The are:
Department of Music —
Dr. David Reiswig,
Stephen Rosolack and
Richard Scott, all assistant professors; and John
Schlabach, instructor.
Department of Art —
Michael Watts, assistant
professor and director of
the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery.
Department of Journalism and RadioTelevision — Alan L.
Greule,instructor.
Department of Speech
and Theatre — Karen A.
Balzefr, assistant professor.
Reiswig, whose
specialization is the
French horn, was formally on the faculty at
Missouri Western State
College. His hometown is
Beaver,Okla.
He earned the B.M.E.
-tat North..Toaas
te University, the
.M. degree at the
University of WisconsinMadison and the D.M.A.
degree at the Catholic
University of America.
His professional experience includes four
: years with the U.S. Navy
Band.
Rosolack is the director
of choral activities. He
served in that same role
• last year at the University of Santa Clara (Calif.).
,His teaching repon'.siblities include lecturing
In conducting and music
I:history.
He earned the B.S. and
13.A. degrees at the
University of Wisconsin.Eau Claire in his
:hometown and the M.M.
:degree at the University
tof Wisconsin-Madison.
• Scott, whose hometown
.:is Woodland, Calif., is a
,-toianist. He has taught at
,- the
. University of Wiscon•San in both Madison and
Stevens Point and played
With 21st Army Band in
:Fort Lewis, Wash.
His B.A. degree was
-yarned at the University
7of the Pacific and his
:M.M. degree at the
:University of
:Washington. He has done
:4ork toward the doctoral
fdegree at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison.
• Schlabach was former;ty the co-principal
trumpet with the Symphony Orchestra of the
State of Mexico. In addigen to trumpet instrucIkm, he is serving aas

'director of jazz bands at
'Murray State. His
Hometown is Macomb,
He earned the B.A.
degree at Western Illinois
University and the M.M.
degree at Northwestern
University.
Watts, also from
Macomb, Ill., was
formerly director of the
Paducah Art Guild. In addition to his gallery
*duties, his teaching
specializations are
gallery methods and arts
management.
-S.
degrees
at Western Illinois
Pniversity and the
)1.F.A. degree at the
tnivers.ity of Texas.
; Greule's teaching

specializations are video
production and announcing. He was director of
the broadcasting program at Salem (W. Va.)
College in 1982-83. His
hometown is Auburn,
N.Y.
He earned the A.A.S.
degree at Cayuga Cornmunity College, the B.A.
degree at State University of New York at Oswego
and the M.A. degree at
Ohio University.

Ms. Balzer, whose
hometown is Dunkirk,
N.Y., earned the B.A.
degree in theatre at the
University of New York
at Fredonia and the
M.F.A. degree in theatre
and dance at Texas Christain Univesity.
She taught last year at
Pennsylvania State
University. Her teaching
specializations at Murray
State are dance and
movement.

Weather front causes no damage
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
I AP) — An intense frontal system that rushed
across Kentucky's rolling
farmland and foothills
early Sunday packed a lot
of bark but little bite,
weather service
forecasters said.
Wind gusts of 50 mph
were recorded at Lexington and Jackson, but
there were no reports of
damage,they said.
The "straight-line
winds," which reached 30
mph in many other areas,
were accompanied by
generally light rain, said
Nosjp Reitmeyer, a

forecaster at Louisville.
There were isolated
reports in extreme
western Kentucky of as
much as two inches of
rainfall from the storm,
but most of the remainder of the state
would record less than an
inch, he said.
Howling winds accompanied the strong but
short-lived gusts in central and eastern Kentucky, while the lighter
bursts elsewhere did little
more than rustle leaves
hanging on nearly bare
trees.

Owensboro officer wounded
OWENSBORO, Ky.
(AP) — An Owensboro
police officer was
hospitalized after being
stabbed while trying to
apprehend a burglary
suspect, Detective Capt.
Willard Weidemnann
said.
Officer David Purcell,
35, was wounded early
Saturday when he went to
the aide of another officer
who was struggling with
the suspect, Weidemann
said.
A nursing supervisor at
Owensboro-Daviess

County Hospital said that
Purcell was in satisfactory condition with a stab
wound to the chest.
The second officer, Officer Marian Lanham,
suffered a back injury but
was not hospitalized,
Weidemann said.
Police charged Don Lee
Sanders, 18, with two
counts of first-degree
asssault and one count of
second-degree burglary.
He is being held in the
Daviess County Jail in
lieu of $24,000 cash bond.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1983
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
Take the initiative in relationships but don't be too selfinsistent. Go to a movie or
other entertainment with a
loved one.
TAURUS
I Apr. 20 to May 201
Begin new work projects.
Help comes from an unexpected quarter. Downplay ego
and be cooperative with coworkers today.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
Fit sports or exercise into
your regimen. Be patient with
children. It's your move in the
romance department.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly221 filaC)
Home is important to you,
but don't rule the roost. Consult with other family
members before making any
important changes.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22
Watch haste when traveling.
Creativity surges. Some experience a surprise romantic
encounter. Hobbies are quite
stimulating.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
You're careful and
fastidious. Still, you could accidentally break something.
Home life and shopping are
favored.
UV?
(Sept. 23 to Oct.72J
It's clear sailing regarding
personal interests. This day
belongs to you. Save time for
pet projects. New ideas excite
you.

tikci---7
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SCORPIO
(Oct.23 toNov.21)
Others won't interfere with
you, but make the most of extra time you have now.
Privacy abets efficiency and
brings results.
SAGITTARIUS
4047>
(NOV. 22 to Dec. 21) —
Your leadership qualities
are to the fore. Club activities
are highlighted. You'll value
the friendships you make now.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You're in the mood for bold
action, but you'll make
greater progress working
quietly behind-the-scenes.
Contacts help you.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll have a better time on
a trip if you let friends join
you. Advisers may recommend moderation rather than
action now.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You'll receive financial
backing now, bilt you must
make the first move. Business
affairs take priority over
other interests.

In-eV

xt;

YOU BORN TODAY are intense, dynamic and inventive.
You have much nervous
energy but it is controlled and
channeled into creative accomplishments
You're
original
capable
of
achievements in the arts and
your work is liable to be ahead
of its time. You have an interest in public betterment
and are hurnanitarianly im
dined 41 times, you can I—
too skeptical. You need to
learn to trust your intuition.
Work at something you
believe in and there'll be no
stopping you.

But Sara Pratt, director of the Cabinet for
Human Resource's Div ision of Licensing and
Regulation, said all
facilities were being
treated equally and that
the new process will im.
prove health care
because nursing homes

are working hard to with the state's minimum unrated license for that
receive the superior standards and have 10 level of care,she said.
rating.
days to submit a plan on
Ms. Pratt said all of the
In addition, 37 homes, how the problems will be
or 18 percent of those corrected, Ms. Pratt said. state's nursing homes
rated, have been given a
Once the problem is will be rated by July.
"conditional rating" for corrected, and the home
And Judy said that will
at least one level of care. has been inspected again be the time to
examine
That means the homes by state surveyors, a the complaints about
the
are not in compliance home would receive an new system.

By All Means
Go To

4
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* Quitting Business At All 3 Locations After 48 Years.*
* We're Closing Up Forever.

ale

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS

* Complete liquidation of over $500,000" Retail stock*
of ladies ready to wear, must pay banks and
*maufacturers. Reductions of 20% -331/3°/0 -50%
* All sales are final — No Exchange — No Layaways*
*
4( — No Approvals. There will be a nominal charge for:
*alterations and gift wrap. If you buy for Christmas or
any other gifts — please keep in mind that they cannot*
be exchanged. Visa and Mastercard Accepts.
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Mayfield, Fulton & Fashion Boutique
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BEST IN AUDITIONS — Jennifer Beck and Greg Varner (middle receiving
checks) are the recipients of annual music scholarships to Murray State University students, provided by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
The awards are based on auditions. Beck, a sophomore from Calvert City,
received the second place $100 award for her soprano performance. Varner, a
sophomore from Norris City, M,earned the first place $200 award for his piano
selection. Presenting the scholarships are Vickie Travis (left), scholarship
chairman,and Wanda Dick, Music Department club secretary.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Jim Judy, executive vice president of
the Kentucky Association
of Health Care Facilities,
says he's received "a lot
of complaints" about the
state's new rating system
for nursing homes.
The state has rated 207
of Kentucky's 983 nursing
homes in the past three
months. The rating process, a provision of the
1982 state nursing home
reform bill, takes place
during the annual licensing of the varied levels of
care in nursing homes
throughout the state.
Homes are judged on
nursing and medical services; procedures for
dispensing medicine;
dietary and nutritional
services; life-safety
code; physical and
restorative therapy; the
physical environment;
administration; patients
rights; social services;
activities offered; and
their recordkeeping.
Each level of care —
such as intermediate or
skilled — is rated individually because state
regulations are different
for each. Some homes
have as many as four
levels.
But despite that provision, most of the nursing
homes rated so far have
received an "unrated
license" for each level
rated. That is the license
given to nursing homes
that meet all the state's
requirements.
And that unrated
license has spawned
numerous complaints,
said Judy.
"People do not have to
post the unrated license,"
he said. "But it doesn't
say, either, that they're
meeting the state's
criteria."
Levels of care in 151
facilities, or about 73 percent of the 207 rated so
far, are in the unrated
ranks.
To obtain a superior
rating, nursing homes
must meet the state's expectations and exceed
them in six of the 11
categories on which a
home is judged. Only 26
facilites, or 12 percent of
those rated, have received superior ratings for
any level of care.
Judy complained that
there existed "an inconsistency among
surveyors" who determine the ratings.
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Each Of these items is required to be readily available for sale in each Kroger store except as
Specifically noted in this ad. if we do run out-of an advertised item, we will offer you your
choke Of a comparable Item, when available reflecting the same savings,or a Raincheck
which w1N entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the advertised price within 30 days.
Limit one vendor coupon per item.
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Fairy U.S. No. 1

Sized Bakers

lb 49c

Goias Flake
Olin Roby Rod
'New Crop Sunkist Seedless

Seedless
Grapes m
Faulty Florida follow

Sweet
Con
r

Navel
994 Oranges
5
994 15
each
Bag of 10- $1.49

largo

sus

Sudan Favorite
Washington State Extra

Sweet 3 $100 Fancy Gold Or Red
Delicious
Potatoes n's
Apples
Callforola Gnu or Rid
2
Leaf
138 size 115
4C
each
Lettuce "ads
bag Of 10- $1.49

Potato Chips
Greta Glut Freed Style

Green Beans

2 1601.
cams

Kroger
52 or
ler

Sweet Pickles
Borneo s

32 oz
bottle

Realemon Juice
locky Leaf

25 00
ler

Applesauce

$100

MINI, Medium

Yellow
Onions

6',2 oz.
bag

Fresh

99c
89c
89c
$159

White
3 $400
Grapefruit.
"
111,

79c

79c

FREE
L'Eggs
Sheer Elegance

Fast Pain Relief

7
4
9
$
each
Maporme Baby

Wash Cloths

Bayer
Aspirin
so ct.99C
btl.

1S8 ct.

toolorart

Arrid Solid

2 00

Nesortml E-1 Pot

Loaf Pass

end

3-11 Wit OW of %II Mr

Scotch Tape 211,1

$229
$199

77C
5100

Liquid

Pepto
Bisrnol
8
02.5217
MM.

$199
11b.
can

Pimento
Cheese

doz.

79c
89c
5129

Kroger SCout

2

6 oz.
pkgs.

16 or
tub

to your
Family!

14 02
tub

Kroger SW

Cream
Cheese

Boa.
tub

C.ontry Club Quarters

88t

Real
Butter

1 lb
pkg

Radom Weight Kroger Wedge

Rat Trap
Cheese

lb

88c

2
16 oz.
cans

Kroger
ru
Fit

Green Giant Cut

Green
Beans

Cocktail

2 $119 [2

• HOLIDAY FAVORITES•
Swot Sot

Chicken Broth

13' 00
can

Meant 151,1 *liar

Maraschino Cherries
cowry Om
Stuffing

102

Assorted Flavors

Kroger Gelatin 4

3 or
pkgs

35c
69c
79C
$1100

Canoed

$100
Kroger Pumpkin2 1602

Pillsbury .Plus

18.551.
ill

85;

17 oz.
cans

16 oz.
cans

‘'M

• BAKERY SPECIALS•
Country Oven

Angel Food Cake

14 01
pkg

Saochick or Hot Dog

Kroger Buns

2

'Cl
pkgs

French Bread
krovr
2
Rye Bread

Pillsbury Frosting"5:13azi,
Green Glut

LeSueur Peas

$100 Showboat Yams

17 oz
cam

Bush's

79c Big 'K' Drinks

16 or
loaves

$129 Pound Cake

30 oz
cal
2 Mr
btl

Betty Crocker ail

16 00
pkg

Gold Crest Miniature

02 or
PRP

1
2oz
$139 Marshmallows 210/
bogs

16 00
leaf

$139 Niblets Corn-

$129
73c
79c
69c
$lam
sloo

Grom Out

kro;or Premium Cinamoo Swirl

Raisin Bread

Ready To Spree

16 oz
loaf

Kroger Seasoned

Stuffing Bread 2

$6119

89c

Assorted

Kroger New Orleans Cello mapped

tai
De
S.a
re
up
roJ
red

F01
to

wei
twi
dre
tba
and
thoi
0
he
ligh
ano
by
Flo]
tryi
whe

By

DE

Cranberry
Sauce

$199

Ne
an

DE
1981,
chani

Kroger
Rolls

{
I

-10/E
air
CO

RI

Orange
Juice
11 oz.
pkg.

Ut
de

Kroger
Coffee

Large
Eggs.

I00.
pkg.

99C

' in
ra

Assorted Grinds

KROGER DAIRY

120912

1200
DKR

Kroger Wieners

lb

$179

Meat or Beef

Kroger Spread

Sour
Cream

lb

Kroger Jellied

AquaFresh
6.402.$1119
tube

Franks

$129

Brown 'N Serve

Ice
Cream
1/2 gal.
ctn.

Bryan

413C
99'

Citrus Hill Frozen

$109

Triple Protection
Toothpaste

$178

kroger

Kroger Natural Flavor

stop
one
sopuypGeltIonrg

98
$2

lb

Friel Clem or Weft An
me

U.S.D.A. Grade A Kroger

2
[12 oz.
can

lb

Fresh From
the

Cinnamon
5139 Rolls

Green
Broccoli

Innlee River 27 Size

lg MIMI,

Cream
Cheese

lb

Holly fully Cooked

gallon

Whole Kernel or Cream Style Corn

Green Giant

Smoked Picnic

Fresh
Milk
plastic $229

8 Pack 16 Oz. Plus Deposit

Ai 17 tu
A cams

Folly Cooked Whole

Kroger Homogenized

Drink
Feature

lb

Whole Ham

Ground Chuck

99`

Idaho
Potatoes

$1001

Gloria. Lean, Any Size Pkg.

12 00
pkg

Cokes, Diet Coke,
Tab & Sprite

U.S. No. 1 Genuine

$2a'

Top Sirloin Steak

Mar•Teon Sliced

codeo

op Nik

Ground Round

lb

Country Ham

$178 Frying Chicken

lb

Rib Roast

lb

lb

USIA.Grade 'A' Holly Fares Family Pak Mud Parts

Boston Roll Roast

Rudy s

89t

Smoked Turkey

lb

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Standing

Country Sausage

lb

Sooday Noose

U.S.D.A. Mice Beef

$158 Chuck Steak
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef BaileleSS
5169

Hot Or MIN (2 Lb. $3.17) Rudy s

lb

69!79e
89C
79C
$139

Ot,
th

1201.
di cam

Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the COST CUTTER price!

99'
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Weather storms sweep
across much of country
By RON SIRAK
truck in Georgia.
Associated Press Writer
In Utah, the, National
Winter roared into the Weather Service reported
West a month early, leav- that a major winter
ing over a foot of snow in storm developed overNevada and Utah today night, with snow falling
and blasting Arizona with across most of the state.
70 mph winds, while the Ski resorts at Alta and
South reeled from tor- Snowbird reported 16 innadoes and lightning- ches of new snow Sunday,
laced storms that left at and more was dropping
least three people dead.
early today.
In Pennsylvania, six
One to two feet of snow
other people died when fell in the Sierra Nevadas
their twin-engine plane around Lake Tahoe,
lost power and slammed Nev., the National
into a hillside during a Weather Service
rainstorm Sunday night, reported.
officials said. The cause
In Florida on Sunday,
of the crash had not been more than 15 mobile
determined.
homes were damaged
Winter storm watches and several carports
*ere in effect throughout destroyed when a tornado
the West today as snow touched down at an Orcontinued to fall in mond Beach trailer park,
Nevada, Utah, Arizona scattering debris for a
and Colorado.
quarter-mile, officials
In the central moun- said.
tains of Arizona, the state
High winds, hail and
Department of Public
Safety on Sunday twisters also moved
reported winds gusting across Louisiana over the
up to 70 mph, ice-slick weekend, and authorities
roads and visibility in Lincoln Parish said a
reduced by blowing snow. home near Dubach was
Forecasters predicted up demolished by a tornado,
to 10 inches of new snow leaving 12 occupants huddled safely in the rain.
by Tuesday.
"It was hard to look at
The South and Midwest
were battered Sunday by that house and believe
twisters, high winds and they all got out safe,"
drenching thunderstorms said Lincoln Parish
that demolished homes Sheriff Wayne Houck.
and knocked out power to
In Michigan, winds up
thousands of residents.
to 80 mph lashed Ottawa
One person died when County in the
western
he was hit by a bolt of part of the state,
leaving
lightning in Louisiana, behind an
estimated
another was electrocuted $100,000 in
property
by a downed power line in damage and
knocking out
Florida and a Boy Scout power to more
than
trying to clear a road died residents for more 500
than
when he was hit by a two hours.
-

Pro Hollcay Sae

30%to
50% off

25% to
40% off

A. Sale 69.95. Reg. 99.95. 5-pc. nested set.
Vinyl softside luggage in great colors'

Dealt)

All men's outerwear.

By Abigail Van Buren

Runaway Hotline Brings
Parents Peace of Mind
DEAR ABBY: I am enclosing your column of Nov. 17,
1981, with a request that you please run it again. It
changed our lives.
ALSO GRATEFUL IN ILLINOIS

II All women's outerwear.

Ong
Sale
Shoulder tote
9 99
6.99
21" carry-on . .
18.99 13.29
25" pullman with wheels . . 24.99 17.49
27" pullman with wheels
32.99 23.09
Garment bag
12.99
9.09
B. American Tourister lightweight vinyl
luggage Steel frames, easy tippers

I All Boys'and girls' outerwear.

ShoUldPr tote .
•
Carryon'
26" pullman with wl)eels
29" pullman with wheels.
Garment bag
,

DEAR ALSO: With pleasure:
DEAR ABBY: Our problem daughter, not quite 17, ran
away from home 14 months ago. She had been giving us a
rough time for about a year-skipping school, staying out
late and lying to us constantly. After a noisy scene, she
stormed out of the house with only the dothes on her
back. We didn't have a clue as to where she went.
Only a parent who has lived through this kind of
nightmare can realize what we went through. After a year
of heartaches and sleepless nights, we were told by the
police to give up and assume she was dead. But parents
never give up. We continued to search and hope and pray
that she'd return to us one day.
Well, our prayers were answered when, out of the blue,
we seceived a telephone call from someone who said he
was a volunteer with Runaway Hotline (formerly Operation Peace of Mind) in Houston.(We live in Michigan.) We
were told that our daughter had read of the toll-free number in "Dear Abby" and she wanted to let us know that
she was well and happy in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.! The
volunteer said our daughter would call him again on the
following morning in case we had a message for her.
We told him we would welcome a collect call from her.
Sure enough, she called us the next day! She sounded
wonderful and said she was working and was going to
night school to finish her education. This story has a
happy ending. Our daughter is coming for Christmas!
Abby, will you please publish that toll-free number
again so other runaway kids can establish communications with their families? Our daughter said that she had
seen your column with the number posted near telephones
where runaways hang out.
We will never be able to thank you enough for giving us
the happiest holiday we've ever had!
GRATEFUL IN MICHIGAN
DEAR GRATEFUL: With pleasure. Runaways, call
this toll-free number: 1-800-231-6946. If in Texas,
use this number: 1-800-392-3352.
An operator will take your call and telephone
your parents anywhere in the United States with a
message from you. There will be no lecturing or
recriminations. Your call will not be traced. And
-only one question will be asked:"Do you need anything?" If you do, you will be told where you can
'get it, free. I repeat, no attempt will be made to
,,contact you or bring you back home-regardless of
your age.
If you are a runaway, I beg you to forget the past
and send a message to your parents now. They will
sleep better tonight and so will you. And you will
all have the best holiday season you've had in
years. God bless you.-ABBY
P.S. Runaway Hotline was established 10 years
ago by a handful of public-spirited volunteers with
the support of the governor of Texas. To date it has
placed over 600.000 calls from runaways, assuring
their families that they are OK. Beautiful!
•• •

(Problems? Write to Abby, P.O. Box 38923. Hollywood, Calif. 90038. For a personal reply, please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.)

C. Samsonite' Sentry luggage With sleek,
molded Absolite'• stiells for lightweight
strength In a choice of colors
Beauty case
Shoulder tote ,
24" pullman
Men's 24" companion
26" Cartwheel;.
29" Cartwheel'
Garnierdbag
Men's 3-suiter Cartwheel'

Percentage oft represents savings on original prices.
Intermediate markdowns may have been taken

Pe
,
ne

Save s8

'

Reg. Sale
Ladies 27.99 19.99
Youth 25.99 17.99

Style similar
to illustration

Save
50%

$1
50
of
f
Touch

Sale 9.99
Reg. $19. Traditional
good looks in Our
long sleeve buttondown shirt in
a polyester/cotton
Blend. Solids, and
plaids. Assorted
colors in Men's sizes.

.4

control
microwave
oven.

Sale 299.95

Reg. 449.95. Microwave oven with full
electronic touch control panel, ten power
level settings, four-stage memory cooking.
and many more efficiency features.
Time-of-day clock, too. 1 3 cubic toot oven
capacity.

2 CRISPY TACOS

'A

1144-111Copes--111

Across Prom 1ASU Stadium

'4)77.rde

Sale
46.80
29.90
66.00
66.00
77.00
82.50
57.00
79.75

This Pony:i3' jogger
of suede/nylon
features a twostrap velcro',1_i.
closure. Limited colors.

EVERY TUESDAY IS

For Mc

Ong
$78
$55
$110
$110
$140
. $165
$95
$145

Pony.

TACO TUESDAY
ou.

brig
Sale
$48 24.00
$85 42.50
$105 63.00
$115 69.00
$50 25.00

Hours
9-9 Mon.-Fri.
9-9:30 Sat.
f2:304-Suri.

Penn

6
, _,, Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

Murray. Kentucky
-.Catalog Phone(502)759-4080
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

BEL. AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

WEEFLY

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

COUNTY FAIR
BROWN & SERVE

201,3
R0,1.
5 LB. BAG

2/89

SUPER INF;

OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY

FLAV-O-RICH

SOUR CREAM
ALL FLAVORS

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

o
.
.
„ 440p
it„,
ANGEL FLAKE
SHREDDED

SUPER INF1 A

BAKERS CHOCOLA
FLAVORED

CHIPS

COCONUT
C
140Z.st9

c
120Z 99
COMPARE OUR PRICES ON THESE SUPER INFLATION FIGHTERS

FROZEN FOODS

DOVE DISKWASKING

LIQUID

$ 1 59
i
37 OZ.

SUNFLOWER CORN
$

MEAL
-5."

Isoz.0

1 29
sr

LIPTON 100 CT

TEA

BAGS

iiiii."1131)141331"8"lit

89,"
$1 69

32 OZ.
OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY

JUICE

48 OZ.

SOFTENER

OIL
WKIIIIONE ITALIAN

DRESSING

:ANQU ET PIES
SHOUT

VEG-ALL

FINAL TOUCH FABRIC

CRISCO VEGETABLE

PUMPKIN OR MINCE MEAT

LARSON 16 OZ.

2001.

6401.
KRAFT MINIATURE 16 OZ.

19
$1
I

2201.
KRAFT MARSHMALLOW

CREME
7n
2 LITER

THANKSGIVING SPECIAL

7

KRAFT BUTTERMILK

$4.

DRESSING 160Z.

39

I

COMPARE OUR PRICES ON THESE GENERIC LABEL ITEMS
PANCAKE

LARGE BU

SYRUP

BRO

PANCAKE

MIX
PLACE YOUR ORDER EARLY
MAY BE PICKED UP
THANKSGIVING DAY

PROM.

320Z

LONG 3201.

SPAGHETTI

DISHWASHING

75'
64'

LIQUID
CORN

FLAKES

1501.

WE HAVE ALL YOUR HOUDAY CHILI WITH BEANS
REEF
MEAL NEEDS IN STOCK:
STEW
CRANBERRIES,PUMPKIN,
MINCEMEAT,PIE SHELLS,
MACARONI
FRESH OYSTERS,TURKEY,
HENS,DUCKUNG,HAM,RELISH, CHEESE
NUTS AND MORE!!!

BROWNIE

MIX
$ 1 29
2401.

11

32 OZ.

59'
99'
754

16 OZ.

INSTANT DRY

JUICE

MILK

.0Z. 754
16

COCONUT

1207.894

S LB. BAG PIN

GRAPE
5 LB. BAG

FRENCH FRIED

COCOA

CAB

180z.

FROZEN ORANGE

POTATOES

FRESH GM

TANGEL

00101011111111
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ifing Sole
WE WILL BE OPEN
8 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
THANKSGIVING DAY

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
EVERY DAY

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY
WITH $10 ADDITIONAL ORDER
FXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS AND TURKEYS

4

HYDE PARK GRADE A
SELF BAISTED

TURKEY
18 TO 21 AVG

Lisa

T1ON FIGHTER

FAMILY PACK POR

.TION FIGHTER

WEEKLY SPECIAL

E HAVE OYSTERS/
CORNISH
- GAME HENS
NELESS TUR
& TURKEY BREAS
UTTER BALL 10-16 LBS.
1 59

CASH POT

4TURKEYS
BUTTER BALL 18 TO 21 LBS.

THIS WEEK WIN

TURKEYS

$400"

ROSTON BU PORK

ROAST
LAST WEEKS NAME:
CLARA KAROL
CARD NOT PUNCHED

99c

PORK
CUTLETS

89(

FRESH
HENS
FIELD

BONUS PACK CHICKEN
LB.79` BREAST
LB.$1 2
BONUS PACK CHICKEN
$ 1 LEGS
LB.79
BONUS PACK CHICKEN

FIELD
LB.99c* WIENERS
'1 59 THIGHS
L.69
FAMILY PACK SLICED SLAB
BONUS PACK CHICKEN
LB $169 BACON
LB.$1" WINGS
LB 49

DELI SPECIALS
CHICKEN SALAD
BAKED HAM

V4
1

LS $119
LS $2
99

PEPPERONI PIZZA'S

$279

A.

WHITE BREAD
PECAN PIES •
PUMPKIN PIES

LOAI

•

ra. A•siae.asesa
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HEALTH

Bid-rigging trial continues

)
11
Bypass not a miracle

HELENA, Mont. (AP)
— It will be a only a twoday week for those involved in a bid-rigging
trial in federal court here
— shortened by the
Thanksgiving holiday
and a sentencing scheduled in Seattle.
The trial involves four
major electrical contracting firms and seven of
their executives, all
charged with violating
provisions of the ,Sherman Anti-Trust Act.
The defendants are accused of rigging bids on
$360 million in contracts
for four nuclear power
plants of the Washington
Public Power Supply
System and the Marble
Hill Nuclear Generating

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

I

DEAR DR. LAMB
My
father had a triple bypass
two years ago for angina. I
was talking to another man
who also had a bypass. He
had it 10 years ago, but he
had a heart attack just this
year. Now this man has diabetes and is overweight.
Could these two things have
contributed to the heart
attack?
The reason I ask is that
my father, age 57, thinks he
is cured for good. He keeps
himself in good shape,
watches his diet (no salt) and
takes his walks. But he has
two beers every day before
supper. Could he have a
heart attack too? Should he
go to the specialist and be
checked over?
I don't want to worry my
father if he doesn't need to
worry. Is there a guarantee
that he will never have problems for the rest of his life?
DEAR READER
—
Unfortunately, bypass surgery is not a miracle. The
basic disease is the depositing of fatty-cholesterol particles in the arteries.
Bypassing those that are
already clogged does not
stop the process. The vessels
used for the bypass also may
develop fatty-cholesterol.
The arteries in the heart to
which the bypass is connected may also become occluded, making the bypass vessels of little or no value.
How well a person does
after . a bypass operation
usually depends entirely on
how well the factors related
to fatty-cholestreol deposits
are controlled. This includes
diet, blood pressure. not
smoking and keeping cholesterol levels under control.
Diabetes and being
overweight do indeed
increase the risk of a heart
attack after a bypass opera-

tion. So does cigarette smokV SAILS WINS —V Sails, owned by Cowley Vernon of Murray,recently placed
ing or high blood pressure If
in a race at Louisville Downs. The horse is driven and trained by Ricky
first
your father is keeping in
good shape by taking daily Dennison.
walks and controlling his
risk factors, he is less likely
to have a heart attack But I
must warn you that it is an
unpredictable disease and no
one can say for certain what
will happen in any one case.
He should have regular evaluations to be sure his risk
factors are controlled.
You'll understand your
father's situation better
after reading The Health
Letter 17-10, What You Need
To Know About Heart
Attacks, which I am sending
you. Others who want this
ue can send 75 cents with
long, stamped, selfddressed envelope for it to
in care of this newspape P.O. Box 1551, Radio
Cit tation, New York, NY
10019.'.
DEAR DR. LAMB — A
FRANKFORT, Ky. whether Kentucky banks tax, some municipal case involving the Texas
relative has cancer that has (AP) — Revenue are covered by a U.S. governments are permit- law, Pohn said, adding
spread extensively throughSecretary Ron Geary Supreme Court decision ted under a state banking that after reading the
out the body. Is there any
that, in effect, declared law to collect a levy of 19 court's decision he
chance of the cancer being says the state has enough
taxes
on bank shares un- cents per $100 worth of believes the Kentucky tax
General
contagious to a 4-month-old money in its
is unconstitutional.
bank shares.
baby.? Please answer as soon Fund to pay refunds of constitutional.
If the state loses the
Kentucky
banks
have
July
decision,
the
In
its
as /possible, because my $30 million to Kentucky
family might visit this rela- banks should state and been filing claims for tax Supreme Court overturn- issue it would want banks
tive within a few weeks.
local taxes against bank refunds in anticipation of ed a Texas property tax to pay a corporate inDEAR READER — No, stock shares be declared a positive ruling on their on banks because the come tax, Geary said.
your baby will , not catch unconstitutional.
behalf.
state included the value The tax on bank shares
cancer from your relative.
The Kentucky tax, 85.5 of federal securities when has been levied in lieu of
But
Geary
said
"it's
There are studies that raise
a corporate tax on bank
the possibility that cancer of sorngthing obviously that cents per $100 of the fair calculating a bank's total
income,
he said
market
value
of
a
bank's
assets.
Others
states
afwe
don't
want
to
have
to
the cervix may be caused by
Representatives of the
stock shares, produces fected by the ruling are
a virus. Other studies show address."
that some forms of leukemia
"I feel like we're going about $15 million annual- Ohio, West Virginia, bankers' association,
may also be caused by a to have to see the thing ly for the state treasury, Georgia, Nevada, Loui- some legislators and
virus. Other than that, there litigated to a conclusion. Geary said. While some siana and Pennsylvania.
revenue officials will
is no evidence that cancer is We're not prepared to ac- bankers believe they
Gail Pohn, a lawyer for meet at Frankfort for a
a contagious disease.
cept" that the state tax is would be eligible for First National Bank of "fact-finding, brainWhile we do not know
refunds for up to four Louisville, said he hopes storming session" on the
what causes cancer in all unconstitutional, he said.
State revenue officials, years, a state law pro- that the issue could be issue, Geary said.
cases, we do know that if a
The Legislature, which
susceptible person is bankers and key hibits filing claims for resolved out of court.
The Kentucky Bankers is scheduled to convene in
exposed to a cancer-causing legislators will meet more than two previous
Association has sent out January, may have to
agent he is more likely to Wednesday to discuss the years, he said.
develop some cancer.
In additiciti to the state information about the revise the tax law, he
refunds, which depend on

Station being built near
Madison, Ind., by Public
Service Co. of Indiana.
Testimony was
scheduled to resume this
afternoon with the prosecution's third witness,
Donald J. Stabilito, still
on the stand. Stabilito is
manager of contract administration for United
Engineers and Constructors of Philadelphia — the
company hired by WPPSS as the architectural
engineer • for electrical
work on WPPSS projects
Nos. 1 and 4 near
Richland, Wash.
The trial was moved
here at the request of the
defense, after a federal
grand jury in Seattle
returned the indictment

State has enough money for refunds

• Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for
Leell • Wal-Mart Setts tot Less • Wal Ma,1 Sells fur Less • Wal-Mart

Panne Velour
• i5 0/ Celanese Amer Tnacetate/
15% nylon •Jewel tone colors •60 Inches
wide •Makes the perfect robe
'Machine wash & dry

2.

Per
Yard

Bond Street
• 100% Cotton .45 Inches wide
'Choose from stripes paisleys & prints
for unique look •Macnine wash & dry
Per
Yard

Elegant Fancies

Silky Shantung

•65% Arne T',acetate.'35
FOrtrel' Po ,
,ester .45 Incr.?
wide •Sott r...3".sse weight
fabric in soft shades for 'a,
•Cootchrtates--yntrt-s•*y- shantung

•72% Dacron' Polyester/
28% Fibro• Rayon *45
Inches wide 'Luscious tall
Shades *Machine wash & dr
*Stnttng latnght 4aoftc goes
with elegant farces

Saville Row
Lustre Satin Stripe
100% Dacron Polyester
Machine Wash

50% Polyester
50% Cotton
45" Wide
Machine Wash Tumble Dry
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Colonial Classic

Reversible Quilts
•Face & bac), '004,: cotton
eFift__100% octh,cester •45.
Inches wide •Pail shades
*Machine wasn 8. dry

Colonial Classic
Prints
•100% cov..on •45 inches
_wide eCiassic Ørfl5 n tall
Shades •Coorci-ates with
reyersitiA quilts •Machine
wash

Aurora Challis

Wool Blonds
35% Wood 65% Polyester
chine Wash
umble Dry
8" W,
lie

65% Polyester
35% Rayon Twill
Machine Wash, Tumble Dry
45' Wide
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Work Shirt Chambray

Stone Wash Denim
Christmas Prints
100% Cotton
Machine Wash, Tumble Dry
45" Wide

Collins will
sell bank
interest to
avoid conflict
VERSAILLES, Ky.
(AP) — Bill Collins, husband of Gov.-elect Martha Layne Collins, said he
believes he'll sell his interest in the First National Bank of Versailles
to avoid any potential for
conflict of interest.
Collins, a dentist, is
president of the bank.
He said he thought it
would be a good idea for
two other bank directors,
Floyd Poore, Mrs. Collins' choice to run the
state Transportation
Cabinet, and Melvin
Wilson, her choice as
Public Protection and
Regulation secretary, to
give up their stock in the
bank, too.
Poore has said he
doesn't plan to give up his
stock, while Wilson has
said he is undecided.
Collins said he thinks
having to dispose of the
stock is unfair, "just
because my wife goes out
and gets elected governor." But he said it would
avert any complaints,
should multibank holding
company measures be
considered by the
Legislature next year.
"Because if it does
come up, we could obviously benefit by its
passage," Collins said.
Multibank measures
under review by
lawmakers would permit
banks to buy other banks
in the state.

All the lawyers, prosecutors and defendants
are from out-of-state.

And because of a problem
with airline connections
back to Helena, U.S.
District Court Judge John
C. Coughenour of Seattle
decided not to begin the
weekly Monday court sessions until 1:30 p.m.
(MST).
After Tuesday's session, the action in the
case will move to federal
court in Seattle for one
day.
The Howard P. Foley
Co. Inc. of Washington,
D.C. and its president,
Bancroft T. Foley Jr.,
pleaded guilty on Nov. 4,
just 10 days before the
trial began. They are to
be sentenced Wednesday
in Seattle.
Another company named in the indictment,
Wismer & Becker Contracting Engineers Inc. of
Sacramento, Calif.,
earlier pleaded no contest
and got off with a $50,000
suspended fine. Its
former president, Robert
G. Albrecht, was granted
immunity and is scheduled to testify for the prosecution.
On June 9, 1979,
Wismer & Becker and
Foley received a joint
contract for nearly $101
million for the electrical
work at WPPSS plants 1
and 4.
Stabilito testified Friday that i.heirs was the
only bid among three submitted that qualified
under bid specifications
set down by WPPSS.
But the defense maintains the only reason
Wismer Se Becker-Foley
got the bid was because of
a lucky guess on the total
number of man-hours required for the project.
Stabilito also testified
that records of his company showed that Wismer
& Becker, Foley and
another firm named in
the indictment — L.K.
Comstock & Co. Inc. of
Danbury, Conn. — requested on April 14, 1978
that the bids-due date be
extended to May 9 of that
year.
During its opening
statement, the prosecution contended that
members of the
"Confertmee Club of
Electrical Contractors"
met at the La Quinta
resort in Palm Springs,
Calif., from April 15-19,
1978 — one day after the
bids-due date extension
was requested. The
government said that
meeting included officials from most of the
defendant companies.
Other defendant firms
on trial are Fischbach &
Moore Inc. of Dallas,
Commonwealth Electric
Co. Inc. of Lincoln, Neb.,
and Lord Electric Co.
Inc. of New York City.
If convicted, the companies could be fined up
to $1 million each, and the
individual defendants
could be fined up to
$100,000 and be imprisoned for up to three years.
The first week of the
trial went smoothly,
despite the fact it involves 20 defense lawyers
and four prosecutors.

Banking head not decided
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — There's no
guarantee yet that
Ballard Cassady Jr. of
Pikeville will be the
state's next banking commissioner, Gov.-elect
Martha Layne Collins
said.
Cassady, 32, was

nominated last week by
Melvin Wilson, Mrs. Collins' public protection
and regulation secretary.
Mrs. Collins said over
the weekend that she's
not reached a final
decison on the nomination.

Per
Yard

:
1
1.4 rd

50% Polyester
50% Cotton
45" Wide
Machine Wash, Tumble Dry.

said.
"As the law is in question there may be
something that can be
done to correct the reason
for the possible unconstitutionality of the
act. I'm not suggesting it
is unconstitutional,"
Geary said.
Pohn added that he
believes the bankers'
group and "individual
associations are attempting to work with the Collins administration and
Ron Geary to resolve this
issue and to see if we can
work to attempt to get
legislation that would be
valid."

Last June.

50% Polyester
50% Cotton
45" Wide
Mochine Wash Tumble Dry
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Center now known for'multiple arts' Food stamp program watched

center hopes will attract of free noontime enter- arts center,she said.
a wide audience from tainment.
"We are. trying to inFRANKFORT, Ky.
across the state.
Ticket sales for some of troduce everyone to the (AP) — A controversy
Gov. John Y. Brown the popular music series center and make them over the multimillionJr., who was instrumen- have been slow, but have comfortable here," Mrs. dollar contract covering
tal in getting the center picked up lately, said Van Howe said.
automation of Kentucky's
built, said it will be for Kristi Van Howe, the
The center is expected food-stamp distribution
center's director of com- to help economic develop- system is being watched
everyone.
"This will make the munications. One reason ment in Louisville and "very carefully" by her
arts available to all 120 for the step-up, she said, boost tourism. It will also administration, says
counties," Brown said. is that people realize the bring Broadway plays, Gov.-elect Martha Layne
Except for the Kennedy center is finished.
orchestra and dance Collins.
Center in Washington, It may take awhile for groups.
Mrs. Collins says her
D.C., he said the center is certain audiences to feel
Local arts groups will administration will
unmatched in the nation. comfortable in the glass- also benefit from the new review the $27.5 million
The center's opening and-mirror building. center, which will be the contract awarded by
Saturday night was Bluegrass fans,for exam- new home for the Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s
nothing short of first ple, usually go to outdoor Louisville Ballet, the administration to Elecconcerts, not inside the Louisville Orchestra and tronic Data Systems
class.
Arts patrons dressed in plush surroundings of an the Kentucky Opera.
Corp. of Bethesda. Md.,
designer gowns and tuxedos sipped champagne
and watched the
premiere performance
with a Hollywood lineup LOUISVILLE, Ky. County schools," Deputy and 2,950 whites.
of stars. Among the (AP) — A new desegrega- Superintendent Dawson
Orman distributed the
celebrities were Charlton tion plan could reduce Orman said Saturday as report to a special
adHeston, Lily Tomlin and busing of public school he issued a 195-page ad- visory committee
apDouglas Fairbanks Jr.
students in Jefferson visory report on the plan. pointed by Jefferson
Officials said they County by as much as 17
County Sci*ools
hoped to raise more than percent, county school ofAmong benefits cited in Superintendent Donald
$1 million to help com- ficials believe.
the report was a potential Ingwerson. The commitplete the smaller of the
reduction next year in the tee will review the report
center's two theaters.
"We are ... laying the number of students bused privately with school ofBOBBY WOLFF
The state paid $23.5 groundwork for what we for desegregation from ficials this week, and
million of the center's think can be the best this year's 12,975 — 8,125 hopes to make its recom"Some people pay a com$33.5 million cost, with thing that has ever hap- blacks and 4,850 whites — mendation to Ingwerson
pliment as if they expected
a receipt." -- Frank McKin- the rest coming from the pened to the Jefferson to 10,725 — 7,775 blacks in January.
city and an endowment
ney Hubbard.
fund
Nal Mart Sells to, Less • Wal-Mart sell., ti •
• wai Marl Sets tor Le
The center apparently
has the full support of
The ACBL Fall Cham- arts patrons and corporapionships will start this tions which donated $13
Friday, Nov. 25, in Bal million, twice as much
Harbour, Fla. Various for the endowment than
events are scheduled for all Brown originally reclasses of players; even quested.
kibitzers are welcome. The People who stood outplay will be competitive but side during the openingfriendly. A kibitzer might night gala to star gaze
even wonder why a dummy said the center would
frowns instead of paying a draw them to more
compliment when the cultural events.
declarer lands a slam.
-We'll be attending
North's two-club bid is the concerts here, "said RoStayman convention, inquir- seanne Southard, who
ing about major suits. When came for a glimpse of the
South promises four hearts, stars. "If it wasn't for us,
North uses Gerber to check there wouldn't be a
on aces and bids six hearts center here."
when South shows all three Tom
Clark, who said he
of the missing aces.
could not afford the $750
South wins his diamond
ace and if he is a rubber cost for an opening-night
bridge player playing in his ticket, said he has purfirst duplicate tournament, chased season tickets to
he will make the correct the ballet. "This adds a
robber bridge play to give lot to the city. The center
lum the best shot. He will waS really needed."
lead a trump to dummy's Also to help attract the
ace and return a trump to wide audience, the center
his nine. This safety play is sponsoring three weeks
guards against losing two Li
trump tricks whenever Herschel
either opponent holds four
trumps, including the Q-10.
If East shows out on the second trump, South's king
wins and a trump toward
SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP)
dummy's jack settles the
*Memory storage of 16
issue. If East has the four — Football star Herschel
Walker
was
numbers up to 16 digits
among
welltrumps, South's play of his
y
each
ne
•o
trump nine will limit his wishers welcoming home
redial of last
losses in the trump suit to a unit of Army Rangers
that was in the first wave
number called
only one.
At duplicate, the contract of the U.S. invasion of
•Auto memory redial every
should be rather normal, so Grenada, and true to
minute up to 15 attempts
South should try to make as form, the Heisman
*Store numbers even while
many tricks as he can. trophy winner didn't fumconversing
Instead of choosing a safety ble his words of admira*Many other operational
4144
play in trumps, he cashes tion.
modes
his king, intending to
"I'd love you to be on
•No 757
finesse, but when the queen my team because you're
•Reg. 69.:ouur
appears, it's an easy road to the best defense," Walker
13 tricks.
told the Rangers of the 1st
No compliments for those Battalion, 7th Infantry, at
who take only 12 tricks a hometown salute on
when everyone else is tak- Saturday.
ing 13.
Walker, the University
NORTH
11-21-A
of Georgia great who now
•IN 109
plays for the United
•AJ4 3
States Football League's
*KQJ7
2
New Jersey Generals,
joined Secretary of the
WEST
EAST
•8 6 3
*5 4 2
Army John Marsh and
VQ 8
•106 2
other elected officials for
•10 9 5 4 2
•83
"Ranger Appreciation
•Q 7 3
+ K J 1084
Day."
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The Kentucky
Center for the Arts next
goal is to diminish the
idea that the center is just
for ballet, opera and
classical music, said executive director Marlow
Burt.
That now that the
center's star-studded
opening Saturday night is
successfully out of the
way,said Burt.
"We are a multiple arts
center," Burt said. "The
people of the commonwealth are paying for
it. That in itself says it
has to be a center that appeals to a broad audience."
The center is advertising a wide variety of programs, Burt said. The
center's first week of
shows features
bluegrass, jazz, gospel
and big band music,
which Burt said the

ACES®

and Dallas. Officials announced last week that
the initial phase of the
program, the first of its
kind in the nation, was set
to begin Dec. 1.
Just after that announcement, though, a
legislative committee
heard complaints that the
state violated its bid
specification policy when
it accepted Electronic
Data's bid.
"We're obviously watching that one very
carefully," Mrs. Collins
said. "We want to be sure
it's the best service to the
people."
The contract potentially could be worth much
more to Electronic Data
because Kentucky is the
first state to attempt to
automate its food-stamp
system to cut administrative costs and
reduce fraud. A successful operation in Kentucky could make Electronic Data a frontrunner with other states
who might put the system
into operation.
Marlow Cook, a former
Republican U.S. senator

from Kentucky, protested
the contract on behalf of
Martin Marietta Data
System of Greenbelt, Md.
Cook, now a
Washington, D.C., lobbyist, argued that Electronic Data's bid did not
include the cost of
telephone lines that will
be needed to connect
state computers with
devices in grocery stores.
Martin Marietta, which
placed the second-lowest
bid at $40.5 million,‘ included the phone system
in its proposal, he said.
John Cubine, conunissioner for the state
Department for Social Insurance, said Thursday
that the system will not
take effect fully until the
problem with the phone
lines can be settled.
Cook estimated either
the state or the grocers
would have to pay up to
$16 million to have the
special lines installed.
But Cubine said the cost
of the lines would be
about $1.2 million, and he
said it had not been decided who would pay for the
lines.

The first phase of the
system, which will involve the use of computers to check eligibility,
claims, is set to begin
Dec. 1 and will start on
time, Cubine said.
The second phase — in
which recipients would
present special identification cards to
grocers, who, in turn,
would check for authenticity of ownership
through the phone lines —
is not scheduled to begin
until the fall of 1984.
Martin Marietta and
SecurSystems Data
Corp., another losing bidder, have filed federal
complaints over the bidding procedure with the
General Accounting Office, the investigative
arm of Congress.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture, which supervises the federal foodstamp system, signed a
written agreement Nov.
14 allowing Kentucky to
proceed with the
automated system. Three
days later, Cook complained to legislators
about bidding process.

Less • Na. Ma•t Sells for Less • Wac !tart Sell', for
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Save on famous Name Brand
Telephone and Accessories!

Prices Good Mon. Nov. 21 thru Sun. Nov. 27

Walker Save
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Deluxe Desk Top Phone with
16 Number Memory
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*Mute button
*Wall mount
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OProgress Speaker
°Automatic Dial Log
OLED Light Indicators
00n/Off Switch
00n/Off Ring Select
°Hold Button
ODial Button
°Automatic Redial
()Store Button for
Memory
OPause Buttons
()Volume Control
OPulse Tone Switch
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Save 4.51
Webcor Electronic Phone
•Pushbutton key pad operates on- rotary or tone dialing systems
*Sculptured design with - matching cradle *Desk top or wall mounted
*Fully modula‘ cable extends 14 feet •Ort/Oft ringer switch •Moc mute button
•Last number rechal *FCC.... oved •No 721 •Reg 19 97
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Racers win 'state title'

WTBS to televise
EKU playoff game

Seniors bid farewell
in 7-3 win over WKIU
MIKE PRUSINSKI
Sports Writer
As the 1983 season
started Murray State
head coach Frank
Beamer had to find the
process to take a young
but promising Racer football team and turn it into
a mature contender.
The process was completed Saturday as the
Racers handed arch-rival
Western Kentucky a 7-3
defeat making the Racers
final record 7-4.
Because of their victory over Western, plus
wins over Eastern Kentucky and Morehead this
year, the Racers are the
proud owners of the
mythical "state championship" among Division 1-AA schools in Kentucky.
For all the players
Saturday's victory and
the state title were sweet,
but for the 16 seniors
Saturday marked the end
of a meaningful and exciting period in their
lives.
"You can tell the kind
of team you have by the
seniors you have," said
Beamer. "Our season
was a success because of
the leadership and unity
those 16 guys showed to
our younger players."
Nine members of the
Racers strong offensive
unit will be lost to graduation. And according to Offensive Coordinator Mike
O'Cain that leaves some
large holes to fill.
"Every one of these
guys will be missed next
year," remarked O'Cain.
Each one has come
through for us when we
needed them the most,
always working together
to make the squad its
best."
For guard Jim
Hopkins, who has been
the offensive captain this
season, the game of football was fun again.
"Everyone on the line has
repect for the other, making us a very close group.

It will be hard for me to
forget that those guys
weren't only teammates
but friends."
Joining Hopkins on the
left side of the line is
tackle Albert Starnes,
who injured his knee and
missed the second half
against the Hilltoppers.
"Probably the hardest
thing that I have ever

RICHMOND, Ky.
(AP) — Boston University of the Yankee Conference will be Eastern
Kentucky'i first-round
opponent in the NCAA
Division I-AA playoffs,
Eastern officials announced Sunday.
The Nov. 27 game between the Terriers and
Eastern, winner of the
Ohio Valley Conference
championship, will be
played in Richmond at
Eastern's Hangar Field

have shown how to be
mentally prepared to
make the most of each
minute you are in the
ballgame."
Defensive Coordinator
Mike Mahoney will have
to find replacements for
five of his seasoned
veterans.
"All five of these guys
are made out of the same

"You con tell
the kind of team you have
by the seniors you hove."
—Frank Beamer
done was sitting on the
bench this afternoon
knowing that I couldn't
contribute. However, I
feel that this was both the
team's and my best
season, you can see that
in the stats, but what you
can't see is the way that
we gave confidence and
support to each other."
Fullback Neal Cummins, who began as a
walk-on, has overcome
injuries and several
seasons as a reserve to
accomplish his goals. "I
wanted to contribute to
this team." he said, "I
worked hard during the
off-season and it finally
paid off."
The Racer fullback also
said that part of his success is due to his wife
Kathy. "It makes
everything seems easy
when I know there is someone like her behind me
all the time. She gives me
the support that I need
when things seem to be at
their worst."
Other offensive seniors
are Pat Bowers, Benny
Avery, Eric Umstead,
Bart Robinson and Stan
Trice. "These five
players added something
special to the squad,"
noted O'Cain. "Even
though each hasn't seen
much playing time, they

mold," explained
Mahoney. "Each one is
mean, consistent, a
leader, and loves to hit."
Defensive end Jim
Piercefield, who made
the team as a walk-on and
has been the defensive
captain this year, is the
Racers fourth leading
tackler. He is also the
Racers most consistent
player on both defense
and on speciality teams.
Cornerback Greg
Stewart is known for his
abilty to be where the ball
is and it shows as he collected three interceptions
this season.
Defensive tackle Rick
Posey is the strongest
member of the Racers.
He came back from an injury last season to make
this year his best season
at Murray State.
Defensive end Jim
Vechiarella is known as
the quarterback of the
speciality teams. There
has never been an error
when he has been in control of the speciality unit.
Linebacker Tim
Bowles, who made the
team as a walk-on, has
done it all in his career
with the Racers.
However the one thing he
didn't do was quit.
"I had thought about
giving up," said Bowles.

Division 1-AA
Football Playoffs
Saturday,First Round
Eastern Illinois (9-2) at Indiana State (8-3).
Colgate (8-3) at Western Carolina (8-2-1).
Nevada Reno(7-4) at Idaho State (8-3).
Sunday,First Round
Boston University (8-3 ) at Eastern Kentucky (7-21).
Quarterfinals
Southern Illinois (10-1) vs. Eastern Illinois- I
Indiana State winner.
North Texas State (8-3) vs. Nevada Reno-Idaho
State winner. ,
Holy Cross (9-1-1) vs. Colgate-Western Carolina
winner.
Furman (9-1-1) vs. Boston University-Eastern
Kentucky winner.

CATCH AND CRAWL—Murray State receiver Monty King scrambles for a few
extra yards while Western Kentucky defenders Stacey Johnson (37) and Paul
Gray (51) resist. In the background is Racer senior Stan Trice (81), one of 16
seniors who played their last game for Murray State in Saturday's 7-3 victory
over WKU.
Staff photo by Mike Prusinsid
"But I just couldn't do it
and now I'm glad. There
is a very special feeling
between everyone involved with the defense and
I'm proud to have been a
part of it.
"Those five guys have
been the heart of our
squad this year and that
will be hard quality to
replace," noted
Mahoney. "It is because
of their leadership that
our defense did as well as
it did."
The loss of Jeff Lancaster and Lee Alford
leaves the Racers without
a kicking game for next
season.
Lancaster, who has
been one of the OVC's

The amount of your electric
bill is in your hands

Your electric bill has a lot to do with your living
habits and how you use electricity.
Some families have more electric appliances than others
and some use their appliances more often But you can

guard against energy waste by using your electrical
appliances efficiently
If you re interested in saving on your electric bill, come by
our office for free information on saving electricity in your
home

DAVID TRAVIS,CLU
206 Maple St.
753-4140

WESTERN

Each of the 16 seniors
had a major part in the
maturing of this young
football team. But what
can they leave the
players who are return-

0 0 0 3 -3
Scoring Plark
2nd — )3S1 Chuck Cummings 6-yard
pass from Kevin Sisk Jeff Lancaster
kick.
— (11:34) Adam Lindsey 36-yard
field goal
Attendance— 6.900 est
RECORDS — Murray 7-4, Western
Kentucky 241

Kentucky accepts bowl
despite shutout to Vols
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.
(AP) — When asked
whether the Wildcats
would accept an invitation to the Hall of Fame
Bowl, Kentucky President Dr. Otis Singletary
responded rhetorically,
"Does a monkey swing
by its tail?"
West Virginia and
Kentucky both accepted
invitations Saturday to
meet here Dec. 22 in the
Hall of Fame Bowl.
"I am pleased for the
team with this invitation
to the Hall of Fame
Bowl," Singletary said.
"We are very proud to
be extended the invitation to play in the Hall of
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By SKIP LATT
Associated Press Writer
Middle Tennessee State hesitated in its annual
battle with intrastate and Ohio Valley Conference
rival Tennessee Tech and it appears the Blue
Raiders lost more than just a football game.
Expecting a victory and an at-large bid to the
NCAA Division I-AA playoffs, the Blue Raiders suffered an unlikely loss at the hands of an unlikely
hero as converted defensive back Greg Maysonet
quarterbacked Tech's Golden Eagles to a 12-8 upset
Saturday.
In other conference matchups, Akron finished in
a tie for second place in the OVC with Middle Tennessee as the Zips took a 26-3 victory over Austin
Peay and Morehead State outscored Youngstown
State 27-20.
In non-conference games, regular season OVC'
champion Eastern Kentucky dropped a 35-10 decision to Florida A & M and Murray State bounced
Western Kentucky 7-3.
Maysonet rushed for% yards on 30 carries and hit
2 of 4 passes for 70 yards, including a 43-yard scoring bomb to Sylvester Gregory to allow Tech to
finish its season at 2-8 overall and 2-5 in the OVC.
"We came into the game with nothing to lose and
everything to gain and Middle Tennessee had
everything to lose. We just let it all hang out," said
Maysonet.
"Close games like this one are won on defense,"
added Tech coach Gary Darnell."We did a good job
of covering their receivers and applied the heat to
their quarterback. That's the best pressure we've
had all sason and it paid off."
"When you come down to the last game of the
season, anything can happen," said Middle Tennessee coach Boots Donnelly, whose Raiders finished 8-2 overall and 5-2 in the OVC.
"Our players didn't want to make any mistakes
that might cost us the football game, so instead we
went out and played passively. That's my responsibility, for not having the team ready to play," said
Donnelly.
Florida A&M 35, Eastern Kentucky 10
Florida A & M's Tony Barber rushed for 80 yards
on 19 carries and was backed by a swarming
defense as the Rattlers, 7-4, defeated playoff-bound
Eastern Kentucky,7-2-1.
Barber scored on runs of 19, 2 and 4 yards while
Charles Bevel rushed for 71 yards on 12 carries and
scored one touchdown for Florida A& M.
Senior tailback Terence Thompson rushed for 100
yards on 15 carries for the Colonels.
Murray St. 7, W.Kentucky 3
Kevin Sisk hit Chuck Cummings with a 6-yard
scoring pass 35 seconds before halftime to give
Murray State, 7-4, its victory over Western Kentucky, 2-8-1.
Western Kentucky got its lone points on a 38-yard
field goal by Adam Lindsey in the fourth quarter.

best placekickers and ing next year except
may se pro ball in his memories?
future, has two kicks that
Tim Bowles had this
really standout above all answer from a poem that
the others.
helped him when the
situation was fourth and
"First of all, the 53- goal on the one:
"To
yard field goal against achieve all that is possiEastern Kentucky this ble, you must attempt
the
year is the biggest one impossible. To be
all that
right now since that was you can be, you
must
the longest one I ever dream of being more."
kicked. That missed exNow that's something
tra point at Austin Peay to build next year on.
will continue to give me
at Bowling Green
nightmares for a while,"
1 2 3 4 T
MURRAY
0 7 0 0he added.

Have A Golf Christmas

Northwestern Mutual One Fund
IRA offers many important advantages. First of all, our
managers will invest
your
money, in varying proportions, in
stocks, bonds, ond money
market funds— searching out
whichever
investments
they
believe offer the greatest opportunities ot any one time in a continuously changing market. The
result: our One Fund IRA hod a
20% return!' Just call us. We'll
provide you with all the
necessary information for you to-read carefully before making on
investment decision

and will be televised nationally by WTBS Of.
Atlanta.
Boston University,
coached by Rick Taylocir
has an 8-3 record this
season and will be mak7ing their second playoff:
appearance.
Eastern, the defending
I-AA champions with
Coach Roy Kidd at the
helm, are 7-2-1 overall
and will be making their
fifth straight playoff appearance.

Golf Shp')
1415 Main St.
753-2202

Fame Bowl," said Don
Nehlan of West Virginia.
"I am very happy to accept."
Independent West
Virginia, ranked 14th,
with an 8-3 record after
its loss Saturday at
Syracuse, will be the
first Top 20 team to visit
the bowl in Birmingham
in its seven-year history.
Nehlan said, "It is a
great bowl and a great
city and this is the best
thing that could of happened for us."
Kentucky also lost its
Saturday contest with
Tennessee 10-0 and is 6-41 for the season.
Jim Simmons, the
bowl's executive director, predicted earlier in
the week that West
Virginia and Kentucky
would be a "fantastic
matchup" and would sell
out the 75,412 Legion
Field.
He said West Virginia
would be expected to ask
for 20,000 tickets and that
Kentucky would askd for
15,000 to 20,000.
Each participating
team will receive
$500,000 from the Hall of
Fame, which has a
television contract with
WTBS, the cable company owned by Ted
Turner.

Calloway County schedules
meeting,tournament travel
Any parent or individual interested in
coaching or helping
coach a Calloway County
Little League basketball
team should attend Tuesday's 7:30 p.m. organizational meeting at
Calloway County High
School.
The meeting will be in
the school library.
The CCLL program in-

I.K.T. Auto Ports
Come See Us...

We'll fix you up

volves three leagues
playing on Saturday mornings at the high school
gYin•
Tickets and travel arrangements are being
organized by Calloway
County Athletic Director
Jim Nix for the Pleasure
Ridge Park Invitational
Basketball Tournament,
Dec. 1-3, involving both
the Lady Laker and
Laker basketball teams.
A special bus for
parents, students and
cheerleaders will be leaving CCHS on Friday, Dec.
2, at 9 a.m.
The trip will involve
overnight accommodations and reservations
should be made ,through
Nix, 753-3033, as soon as
possible. Reservation
deadline is Monday, Nov.
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Fighting Irish keep Liberty Bowl committee in suspense
By Herschel Nissenson
AP Sports Writer
Wait, wait on old Notre
Dame;
See if they'll play in the
Liberty game.
Will the Irish stay at
home
Safe and secure 'neath
the Golden Dome?
Or did they vote to play
B.C.
And go to Memphis,
Tennessee?
Will they deem a 6-5
record worthy of Faust's
first bowl?
•.•
"Personally, I would
like to go (to the Liberty
Bowl)," Coach Gerry
Faust said Saturday after
Notre Dame ended its
regular season on
another sour note by losing to Air Force 23-22.
The Irish led 22-10 after
three periods, but Marty
,Louthan threw a 48-yard
touchdown pass to Mike
Kirby, John Kershner
scored from a yard out
with 1:35 left to play and
Sean Pavlich, given a second chance by a Notre
Dame penalty, kicked the
winning point. Then,
Chris Funk, who blocked
a 37-yard field goal try by
Notre Dame's Mike
Johnston in the first
quarter, blocked a 31yarder with four seconds
remaining.
The Liberty Bowl and
executive director A.F.
"Bud" Dudley (Notre
Dame '42) had decided to
invite the Irish to the 25th

anniversary game — win,
lose or draw. Unfortunately, Notre Dame
wound up lose, lose and
lose, bowing to Pitt, Penn
State and Air Force on
the heels of a five-game
winning streak,longest in
Faust's three-year
tenure.
Before Saturday's
game, athletic director
Gene Corrigan had said
the Irish would accept a
invitation to play 18thranked Boston College,
although he described the
season as "tremendously
disappointing" and said
he had been discouraging
Dudley from proffering
the bid.
Later, a Notre Dame
spokesman said it was an
offer the Irish most certainly could refuse, explaining, "We're not sure
we're worthy of a bowl
date, being 6-5."
The players voted Sunday on whether they
wanted to go, but their
desires were not made
public — "The ballots
were sent over to the administration building,"
said sports information
director Roger Valdiserri
— and school officials
said a decision would not
be made at least until today.
"If they offer it, we'll
go," said tailback Allen
Pinkett, who rushed for
197 yards in a losing
cause. "We'll go in there
smoking and use that
game as a stepping stone

for next year — then we'll
play some ball."
A Liberty Bowl
spokesman said other
teams under consideration were Oklahoma,
Arizona State and
Washington State. But
Mike Treps, Oklahoma's
sports information director, said, "I still don't
think we are interested in
going to a bowl at this
time. Coach (Barry)
Switzer has been adamant in saying we will be
going only to Hawaii (for
the regular-season finale
Dec. 3)."

victory over 15th-ranked
Washington that knocked
the Huskies out of the
Rose Bowl and into the
Aloha Bowl for the second
year in a row, this time
against Penn State.
Coach Jim Walden called
his Cougars "the best
team in the (Pacific-10)
Conference right now."
If there was no joy in
Seattle, it was just the opposite in Los Angeles
where UCLA, 6-4-1 after
an 0-3-1 start, knocked off
Southern Cal 27-17 and
made it to the Rose Bowl
for the second straight

Notre Dame
its up to you:
What will the Irish do?
Although every bowl
spot with the exception of
Not
Dame's
unguaranteed reservation in Memphis was filled over the weekend, the
Liberty Bowl has plenty
of candidates should the
Irish back out. Virginia
Tech (9-2) and East
Carolina (8-3) have the
records but not the
prestige of an Oklahoma
or an Arizona State.
And Washington State
suddenly became attractive with a 7-4 record and
a five-game winning
streak following a 17-6

year, a first for the
Bruins.
UCLA will meet fourthranked Illinois, which
trounced Northwestern
56-24 and clinched its first
Big Ten title in 20 years.
The rest of the bowl
lineup looks like this:
Orange — No. 1 Nebraska
vs. No. 5 Miami; Cotton
— No. 2 Texas vs. No. 7
Georgia; Sugar — No. 3
Auburn vs. No. 8
Michigan; Sun — No. 6
Southern Methodist vs.
No. 16 Alabama; Holiday
— No. 9 Brigham Young
vs. No. 19 Missouri;

SMU, Virginia Tech:

Close, but no cigar ... or bowl bid
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Sports Writer
If Southern Methodist's
Bobby Collins is upset
about not going to a major bowl, how about
Virginia Tech's Bill
Dooley, whose team is going nowhere at all.
"If this isn't a bowl
team., -then I've never
seen one," Dooley said
after Virginia Tech

Sports,
Briefly
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) —
Walter Payton of the
Chicago Bears ran fol`
106 yards Sunday to
move past O.J. Simpson
into third place on the
National Football
League's all-time
rushing list.
Payton ran his nineseason total to 11,257
yards as he went over
the 1,000-yard mark for
the seventh time in his
career, tying him with
former Cleveland
fullback Jim Brown and
Franco Harris of the Pittsburgh Steelers in that
category.
Meanwhile, in Dallas,
Tony Dorsett of the
Cowboys ran for 108
yards to go over the
1,000-yard mark for the
sixth time and become
only the ninth player in
NFL history to rush for
over 8,000 yards.
National Basketball Assocuition
An Istmes EST
EASTERN CONFEftENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pet. GB
Philadelphia
8 3
1?7 —
Boston
9 4
02 —
New York
7 5
513 1,
i
New Jersey
6 5
545 2
Washington
5 6
455 3
Central Division
Atlanta
6 5
545
Milwaukee
7 6
538
Detroit
6 6
500
Chino
4 6
400 1
Indiana
3 8
273 3
Cleveland
2 10
167 6'1
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Dallas
7 4
636
Denver
6 5 .545 1
San Antonio
5 7
417 Pi
Utah
5 7
417 Pk
Houston
4 7
364 3
Kaasas City
4 7
364 3
Pacific Dsion
Lee Angeles
9 2 818
Portland
4
667 1',
Seettle
7 6
534 3
Golden State
6 6
500 Pi
San Diego
5 7
417 4',
PheNIMAX
4 7
364 5
Saturday'm Games
Washington 116, Utah 113
Philadelphia 92. Boston 91
New York 164, Detroit 101, OT
Atlanta 164,SeatUe 92
Chicago 110, Indiana 105
Dallas 116, Phoenu 10
Hmstan 125. Golden State 105
San Antonio 108, New Jersey 100
Deaver 133, Milwaukee 166
Los Angeles 117. Portland 110
Sunday's Game
Sian Diego 91 Cleveland 91
Mandry's G%riss
No games scheduler'

dismantled Virginia 48-0
Saturday to finish its
regular season 9-2. "We
belong in the Top 20."
But unless they get a
last-minute bid to the
Liberty Bowl, Dooley's
Gobblers will stay home
and watch on television
while Mississippi, a fivetime laser, plays in the
Independence Bowl.
Then there's Notre
Dame, which has also lost
five times and is mulling
over a Liberty Bowl bid;
and UCLA, Penn State,
Missouri, Florida State,
Oklahoma State, Kentucky and Fullerton
State, all of whom have
four losses.

Fiesta — No. 10 Ohio
State vs. No. 17 Pitt;
Gator — No. 11 Iowa vs.
No. 12 Florida; Hall of
Fame — No. 14 West
Virginia vs. Kentucky;
Florida Citrus — No. 20
Maryland vs. Tennessee;
Bluebonnet — Baylor vs.
Oklahoma State; Peach
— Florida State vs. North
Carolina; Independence
— Air Force vs.
Mississippi; California —
Northern Illinois (MidAmerican champ) vs.
Fullerton State (Pacific
Coast Athletic Association).

The reason for Dooley's
problem is that bowl people don't consider
Virginia Tech a draw on
television or at the gate.
Collins thinks that's also
the reason sixth-ranked
SMU will go to the Sun
Bowl ($400,000 to each
team) instead of, say, the
Sugar (about $2 million).
"It's politics and
pressure from the television people," he said last
week.
The fact is, people will
tune in to watch Penn
State, Oklahoma or Notre
Dame, no matter how
many losses they have.
"Notre Dame has the

most unusual appeal of
anyone anywhere. They
could be 3-8 and still be
appealing," says A.F.
"Bud" Dudley, executive
director of the Liberty
Bowl.
But the Virginia Techs
and the East Carolinas
(8-3, with three losses by
13 points to bowl-bound
teams)? Well ...
Blacksburg, Va. and
Greenville, N.C. aren't
exactly South Bend.
The reason for the ear
ly picks? Competition,
particularly among the
lesser bowls, which start
getting nervous that someone else will get the
team they lost.

In other games involving bowl-bound teams,
Texas edged Baylor 24-21,
SMU handed Arkansas its
first shutout in 125 games
17-0, Michigan shaded
Ohio State 24-21, BYU
swamped Utah 55-7, Iowa
trampled Minnesota 6110, Syracuse upset West
Virginia 27-16, Pitt and
Penn State tied 24-24,
Boston College whipped
Holy Cross 47-7, Kansas
shocked Missouri 37-27,
Maryland downed North
Carolina State 29-6, Tennessee blanked Kentucky
10-0, Ole Miss nipped
Mississippi State 24-23,
North Carolina held off
Duke 34-27, Oklahoma
State trimmed Iowa State
30-7 and Northern Illinois
drubbed Ohio U.41-17.
Nebraska, Auburn,
Miami, Georgia, Florida
and Alabama were not
scheduled. All except
Miami have at least one
regular-season game remaining.
Washington State got
two short second-period
touchdown runs from
freshman Richard
Calvin, while sophomore
Kerry Porter rushed for
170 yards against
Washington.
UCLA erased a 10-6

Elsewhere:
— Duke's Ben Bennett
became the most prolific
passer in major-college
history when he threw for
323 yards and two TDs
against North Carolina.
Bennett wound up his
career with 9,614 yards,
bettering the mark of
9,536 by BYU's Jim
McMahon.
— Arizona State junior
Luis Zendejas kicked four
field goals in the Sun
Devils' 24-17 triumph
over San Jose State. That
gave him 62 for his
career, erasing the mark
of 60 set by Clemson's Obed Ariri and equaling the
Pac-10 record of 25 in a
season by Washington's
Chuck nelson.
— And Oregon and
Oregon State battled to
the first scoreless tie in
Division I-A since Northern Illinois and Eastern
Michigan did it Oct. 6,
1979.

Parties to go!
Why buy when you can rent everything you need?

- Renting is the right idea

whether you re havIng a friendly get
together or an all-out bash Stop in and Ind out
how easy it ,s to
rent whatever yo.. need'

Popcorn Machine
Table-Chairs
Chinaware

Champagne Fountain
Disco Reflection Ball

NEED IT? RENT IT!

11=1:137

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
L

Open your
Christmas
Club
now!

15000*

MEDIUM DUTY TRUCKS
4 IN STOCK — MORE ORDERED

The New Lincoln Federal Christmas Club Account
will pay you 6% interest, on all completed Christmas Club
Accounts. You can save $2, $5, $10 or $20 per week or as much
as $1,000 per account to use for next Christmas. Our
coupon books make it easy to remember to save for next year.
Stop by the Lincoln Federal office near you and open your
Christmas Club Account today.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
SOUTH 12TH

MURRAY, KY

LINCOLN

ge. FEDERAL SAYINGS
sYs' AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
•

For more sport,scores,
see Page 16 of today's
sports section
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Harold Gayden rushed
for two short touchdowns
and put Syracuse in position for two more scores
with a 57-yard run and a
58-yard pass reception as
the Orangemen defeated
West Virginia.
Nick Gancitano kicked
a 32-yard field goal on the
final play to give Penn
State a tie after Pitt had
gone ahead 24-21 with
1:15 left on John Congemi's third touchdown
pass to Bill Wallace.
Troy Stradford rushed
for 165 yards and two
touchdowns as Boston
College pummeled Holy
Cross. Frank Seurer
threw two scoring passes
against Missouri and set
a Big Eight career record
of 6,410 passing yards, 354
in the Jayhawks' upset of
ol' Mizzou. Boomer
Esiason passed for 215
yards and a TD as
Maryland beat N.C.
State.

•
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halftime deficit against
Southern Cal by scoring
three touchdowns in six
minutes of the third
quarter — Rick
Neuheisel's 7-yard pass
to Karl Dorrell and runs
of 12 yards by Kevin
Nelsonand 17 by Bryan
Wiley.
Rob Moerschell scored
on a 1-yard run and threw
a 6-yard TD pass to Mike
Chapman as Texas opened a 24-7 lead and then
withstood a fourthquarter Baylor rally.
Jack Trudeau fired
four touchdown passes,
including a pair of short
ones to Tim Brewster and
a 47-yarder to David
Williams, as Illinois
routed Northwestern.
SMU's Reggie Dupard,
the leading rusher in the
Southwest Conference,
ran for 175 yards and two
touchdowns — one a 60yarder — to lead) the
Mustangs over Arkansas.
Steve Smith passed for
two TDs and ran for
another as Michiga blew
a 10-0 lead and then
rallied to defeat Ohio
State.
BYU's Steve Young
completed 22 of 25 passes
for 268 yards and six
touchdowns against
Utah. He set or tied nine
NCAA records, including
395.1 yards per game in
total offense, a 71.3 completion percentage for the
season, 306 completions
in one year and 22 consecutive games with at
least one TD pass.
Eddie Phillips
scampered 80 yards for a
touchdown on the game's
first play and finished
with three TDs and 172
yards, while wingback
Ronnie Harmon also
scored three times in
Iowa's rout of Minnesota.
Phillips became the
Hawkeyes' career
rushing leader with 2,144
yards.
Bob Paulling's three
field goals led No. 13
Clemson, on probation
and ineligible for .a bowl
trip, over South Carolina
22-13 in a game that ended in a midfield scuffle
between the teams.

m•
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Murray 759-1234
1300 Johnson Mvd.
Other areas in Kentucky, Toll Free1-800-292-4561
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Call it what you may,last pass pulls Atlanta Falcons from fire

14
4:
4°'
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer'
Some have called the play "Big Ben." Others
have dubbed it "Hail Mary." Steve Bartkowski
says the Falcons call it the "Rpcket" because "the
ball goes up and comes down like a rocket."
Atlanta won a 28-24 National Football League
thriller Sunday on the last play of the game with
San Francisco on a so-called "Big Ben"desperation
pass by Steve Bartkowski.
"That play never works in practice, it only works
in games somehow," Bartkowski said following the
Falcons' latest miracle.
It came on a 97-yard touchdown pass thrown up
for grabs. Billy "White Shoes" Johnson came down
with it. Bartkowski lofted a high, long pass down the
left sideline into a crowd of players at the 5-yard
line. The ball was tipped twice before Johnson, who
had slipped down, grabbed it on the 7 and barely
reached the goal line for the winning touchdown.
The Miami Dolphins, meanwhile, opened some
daylight for themselves in the tight American Conference East race with a 37-0 thrashing of the
Baltimore Colts in one of four shutouts Sunday.
Along with the whitewashing of the Colts, the
Cleveland Browns whipped the New England
Patriots 30-0, the Chicago Bears beat the Tampa
Bay Bucs 27-0 and the New York Giants blanked the
Philadelphia Eagles 23-0.
In other games, the Washington Redskins clobbered the Los Angeles Rams 42-20; the Dallas
Cowboys whipped the Kansas City Chiefs 42-21; the
Minnesota Vikings upset the Pittsburgh Steelers 1714; the Los Angeles Raiders edged the Buffalo Bills
27-24; the Detroit Lions defeated the Green Bay
Packers 23-20 in overtime; the St. Louis Cardinals
bombed the San Diego Chargers 44-14, the Cincinnati Bengals crushed the Houston Oilers 38-10 and
the Denver Broncos outscored the Seattle Seahawks
38-27.
The New York Jets play the New Orleans Saints
Monday night in the Superdome.
The game-winning play for the Falcons capped a

•

remained in the thick of the Central Division title
chase by crushing Tampa Bay.
Payton went over the 1,000-yard mark in a season
for the seventh time in nine years on an 8-yard
touchdown burst in the second quarter, and zoomed
past the retired 0.J. Simpson in the career standings with a 3-yard pickup in the third period. The
shifty running back put together the 53rd 100-yard
day of his career on 22 carries and boosted his nineseason total to 11,257, while Simpson rushed for
11,236 in 11 campaigns.
Giants 23, Eagles0
Butch Woolfolk's first 100-yard plus game and a
defense that allowed Philadelphia only 79 yards in
total offense carried the Giants past the Eagles.
Woolfolk gained 159 yards on 43 carries, an NFL
record, and scored a touchdown as New York ended
a streak of seven games without a victory.
Woolfolk, a second-year running back from
Michigan, topped the single-game high of 42 set
earlier this season by Tampa Bay's James Wilder.
Redskins 42, Rams 20
John Riggins smashed into the end zone on three
short touchdown runs as the Redskins overpowered
the Rams. The win kept the Redskins in a firstplace tie with Dallas in the NFC East with a 10-2
record. The Rams, now 7-5, remain tied for first
place in the NFC West with San Francisco.
Riggins' three touchdowns ran his 1983 total to 19
and tied him for the league lead in TDs with Rams'
rookie Eric Dickerson and also equaled an NFL
mark for touchdowns rushing in a single season,
shared by three other players. The Redskins'
defenders held Dickerson, the NFL's leading
rusher, to just 37 yards on 12 carries.
Cowboys 42, Chiefs 21
Tony Dorsett scored two touchdowns and became
the ninth player in NFL history to gain more than
8,000 yards, carrying the Cowboys over the
Chiefs.Dorsett dashed 28 and 32 yards for
touchdowns as he went over the 1,000-yard mark for
the sixth time in seven seasons.
Vikings 17, Steelers 14
Steve Dils rifled two TD touchdown passes and
Benny Ricardo kicked a 39-yard field goal as Min-

73-yard drive that started with only 1:04 remaining,
six seconds after San Francisco quarterback Joe
Montana had given the 49ers a 24-21 lead by
scrambling 11 yards for a touchdown.
The desperation pass by Atlanta is getting to be
old hat for the Falcons. They beat New Orleans
twice on the same play in 1978, each by 20-17 scores,
one going for a touchdown and the other drawing an
interference call that set up a touchdown.
Johnson said had he not slipped down, he probably would have been in the crowd of players batting at the ball.
"I was surprised when the ball came into my
hands," Johnson said. "I knew I had gotten in."
Dolphins 37, Colts0
Dan Marino's 85-yard pass to Mark Duper and
Mark Clayton's 60-yard punt return for Miami
touchdowns only 42 seconds apart in the second
quarter triggered the Dolphins' rout of the Colts.
The victory gave the Dolphins an 8-4 record and a
one-game lead in the AFC East over the Bills.
Duper's scoring catch, just one yard shy of
Miami's longest pass play ever, boosted the
Dolphins' lead to 17-0 with 1:42 to go in the first half
and they were on their way.
Marino said Duper "came up, I looked at him and
he took off and I just threw it as far as I could. It
was a great play by Mark."
Browns 30, Patriots 0
Cleveland exploded for 17 points in less than four
minutes, starting with linebacker Chip Banks' 65yard interception return for a touchdown, and the
Browns rolled to their second consecutive shutout.
The second-quarter eruption gave the Browns a 20-0
halftime lead. New England was blanked for the
first time in 125 regular-season games.
"They put us away for good early in the game,"
said New England offensive guard Ron Wooten. "I
hate to say it, but we never really recovered from
that interception. That had to take something out of
us."
Bears 27, Bucs0
Chicago's Walter Payton ran for 106 yards and
two touchdowns in the rain and moved into third
place on the NFL's all-time rushing list as the Bears

nesota beat Pittsburgh and ended the Steelers'
seven-game winning streak.
Raiders 27, Bills 24
Chris Bahr kicked a 36-yard field goal on the
game's final play as the Raiders withstood a fourthquarter surge by Buffalo to beat the Bills. Led by
quarterback Matt Kofler, filling in for an injured
Joe Ferguson, the Bills had rallied from a 24-3
second-quarter deficit to tie at 24.
Lions 23, Packers 20
Eddie Murray kicked a 37-yard field goal with
6:30 left in overtime to lift Detroit over Green Bay.
Lynn Dickey, who didn't play in the second half
after suffering a mild concussion, completed
touchdown passes of six yards to John Jefferson
and one to Paul Coffman. He set a Packers' season
TD-passing mark of 26, breaking the mark of 24 set
by Cecil Isbell in 1942.
"I've not had a bigger win in my career-even the
Super Bowls I've been involved in," said Detroit
Coach Monte Clark, whose team remained in contention in the NFC Central race.' It puts us in great
shape in the race with Minnesota coming up."
Cardinals 44, Chargers 14
Neil Lomax tossed two touchdown passes and ran
for two more, leading St. Louis over the Chargers
and spoiling the homecoming of former Cardinals
Coach Don Coryell. It was Coryell's first visit to
Busch Stadium since stepping down as coach of the
Cards in 1978.
Bengals 38, Oilers 10
Ken Anderson threw three touchdown passes to
trigger a 38-point first-half scoring spree that sent
Cincinnati past the hapless Oilers.
It was the Oilers' second drubbing by the Bengals
in three weeks. Cincinnati roared to a 55-14 victory
in the Astrodome just two games ago.
Broncos 38,Seahawks 27
Rookie quarterback Gary Kubiak, who had never
before taken a snap in an NFL game, passed for one
touchdown and ran for another, and Rich Karlis
booted five field goals as Denver beat Seattle.
Kubiak was forced into a starting role when rookie
John Elway came down with the flu Sunday morning.
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SPECIAL
Steak Sandwich
Only
, French Fries
Drink
& Med.
$1 99
Special Good Nov. 18 Hint Nov. 24
CAN I s 7-4,r vim Coheirs Needs
awn 7 peva mak

National Football League
American Conference
East
W L T Pct. PF
Miami
8 4 0
667 262
Buffalo
7 5 0
583 228
6
0
500 196
Baltimore 6
500 237
New Englnd 6 6 0
N Y Jets
4 7 0
364 225
Central
750 291
Pittsburgh 9 3 0
Cleveland
7 5 0
583 252
Cincinnati 5 7 0
417 278
Houston
1 11 0 .863203
West
L Altaiders 9 3 0
750 319
Denver
7 5 0 .583 230
Seattle
6 6 0 500 301
Kansas City 5 7 0
417 243
San Diego
4 8 0
133 262
National Conference

College Football

Detroit
Green Bay
Chicago
Tampa Bay

6 6 0 .500 257 244
6 6 0 .500 324 332
5 7 0 .417 228 233
1 11 0 .083 158 286
West
L.A. Rams 7 5 0 .583 778 269
San Frncsco 7 5 0 .583 329 232
New Orleans 6 5 0 .545 230 240
Atlanta
5 7 0 .417 247 266
Sunday's Games
Detroit 23, Green Bay 20, OT
St. Louis 41, San Diego 11
Cincinnati 38, Houston 10
Minnesota 17, Pittsburgh 11
New York Giants 23, Philadelphia 0
Los Angeles Raiders 27, Buffalo 24
Miami 37, Baltimore 0
Chicago 27, Tampa Bay 0
Cleveland 30. New England 0
Denver 38, Seattle!?
Dallas 41, Kansas City 21
Atlanta 28.San Francisco 24
Washington 42, Los Angeles Rams 20

PA
181
247
272
232

226
198
241
225
356
268
223
296
244
345

How-the Top Twenty teams in The
Associated Press college football poll
fared this weekend:
No.1 Nebraska 111-43-0 i was idle.
No.2 Texas 10.01 beat Baylor 2421.
No.3 Auburn (9-1-01 was idle.
No.4 Illinois 9-1-01 beat Northwestern 56-24.
No.5 Miami, Fla. 110-1-01 was idle.
No.6 So. Methodist 9-1-0 beat
Arkansas 17-0.
No.7 Georgia 18-1-1 was idle.
No.8 Michigan 9-2-01 beat Ohio
State 24-21
No.9 Brigham Young 110-1-01 beat
Utah 55-7.
No.10 Ohio State 8-3-OP lost to
Michigan 24-21_
No.11 Iowa
beat Minnesota
61-10.
No.12 Florida 7-2-1 was idle.
No.13 Clemson 9-1-11 beat South
Carolina 22-13.
-3-Op lost to
No.14 West Virginia 18
Syracuse 27-16.
No 15 Washington 8-3-01 lost to
Washington State 17-6.
No 16 Alabama I 7-2-0 was idle.

No.17 Pittsburgh i 8-241 tied Penn
State 24-24.
No.18 Boston College 8-2-01 beat Holy Cross 47-7
No 19 Missouri)7-4-0 lost to Kansas
37-27
No.20 Maryland 184-01 beat North
Carolina State 26-6

College Football Scores
EAST
Boston College 47, Holy Cross 7
Penn St 24, Pittsburgh 24, tie
Syracuse 27. W Virginia 16
Temple 24, Rutgers 23
SOUTH
Arkansas St 14, Memphis St 14, tie
Clemson 22,S. Carolina 13
Maryland 29. N Carolina St 6
Mississippi 24, Mississippi St 23
N. Garobna 31, Duke!?
Tennessee 10, Kentucky 0
Virginia Tech 48, Virginia 0
MIDWEST
Air Force 23, Notre Dame
Bowling Green 38, Kent St 3
Cent Michigan 34, Toledo 6
Illinois 56, Northwestern 24

Basketball
Iowa 61, Minnesota 10
Kansas 37, Missouri 27
Miami,Ohio 14, Cincinnati 10
Michigan 24, Ohio St. 21
N. Illinois 41, Ohio U 17
Oklahoma St. 30, Iowa St 7
Purdue 31, Indiana 10
Wisconsin 32, Michigan St 0
SOUTHWEST
Houston 4,3, Texas Tech 41
Southern Meth 17, Arkansas 0
Texas 24, Baylor 21
Texas-El Paso 40, Weber St. 31
Texas A&M 20, Texas Christian 10

Saturday's College Basketball Scores
EAST
Boston U. 88, St. Francis Xavier 63
SOUTH
Baptist U 97, East Coast Bible 67
MIDWEST
St Joseph's 107, Manchester 70
FAR WEST
Utah St 95. Alberta 44
TOURNAMENTS
'IVOR Classic
North Carolina St 76, Houston 61
Exhibition
Arkansas St . 65. Palmetto Stars 62
Athletes in Action 07, Arizona 72
Georgia 97, Marathon 01177
Houston Baptist 90, Bulgaria 78
Indiana 73. Italy 72
Iowa State 81. Brandon Canada I 45
Massachusetts 82. Yugoslavia,
Xactar 76
Niagara 93, Guelph U. 64
Oklahoma 92, Netherlands 74
Oral Roberts 128, Windsor 60
St. Francis, NY 98, NY Gems 97
St. John's 85, Sweden 70
Wichita St. 97, Czechoslavakian Nationals 77

FAR WEST
Arizona St 24,San Jose St 17
Brigham Young 55, Utah 7
California 27, Stanford 18
Colorado 38, Kansas St 21
Fresno St 30, N Arizona 22
Long Beach St. 24. Nev -Las Vegas
21
New Mexico 34, San Diego St 14
New Mexico St. 26. W. Texas St. 24
Oregon 0, Oregon St. 0, tie
UCLA 27, Southern Cal 17
Washington St. 17, Washington 6
Wyoming 42, Colorado St 17

411E
iliLirrsilLIE
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Dallas
Irr
it0
Washington 10 2 0
St Lotus
5 6 1
Phdadelphia 4 8 0
N Y Giants 3 8 1
Central
Minnesota 7 5 0

Convenient Drive-Up Window
Chestnut St. N
753-0 45
sow.

833
833
458
333
292

382
414
282
172
215

260
255
356
226
262

Monday's Game
New York Jets at New Orleans I
Thursday, Nov. 24
Pittsburgh at Detroit
St Louis at Dallas

581 265 285

Southern
States

,.

.
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Disappointing burley tobacco sales predicted

ATTENDS NATIONAL FFA CONVENTION — (From left) Erin Burke,
chapter sweetheart and chairperson to the public relations committee; John
Kelso, chairman of the supervised agriculture occupations committee; Leland
Steely, treasurer; John Warren Nix, secretary; Gina Brown, vice president;
John Mark Potts, reporter; and Tracy Curd, president; all of the Calloway County High School chapter of Future Farmers of America, attended the 56th annual
National FFA Convention in Kansas City recently. In addition to convention activities, the students visited the Kansas City Board of Trade, Westin Crown
Center, Agricultural Hall of Fame and Museum of Farming, Kemper Arena and
the American Royal livestock facilities. The group was accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Jamie Potts.

impounded
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
The Agriculture Department plans to decide soon
what to do about millions
of pounds of frozen hamburger impounded for
two months to keep it
from winding up on
school menus.
"A decision may be
reached in the next 10 or
11 days, by the end of
November, certainly,"
John McClung of USDA's
Food Safety and Inspection Service said Friday.
The issue involves
frozen ground beef that
had been bought by
USDA from two plants —
Cattle King of Denver
and Nebraska Beef Inc.
of Gering, Neb. — for
distribution to schools.
Agriculture Secretary
John R. Block on Sept. 20
ordered the meat impounded and later barred
the two plants from selling any more to the
department until an investigation was made into allegations that the
product may have come
from substandard cattle
and was produced under
unsanitary conditions.
The two companies,
which are under a joint
ownership, denied the
allegations and said they
were the result of "false
and slanderous" information reported by NBC
television.
McClung said in
response to a reporter's
questions that about 18
million pounds of ground
beef are being held until

the decision is made on
what to do with it. That is
about 'triple the 6.4
million pounds of meat
that USDA initially said
was directly involved in
the investigation.
McClung said the total
amount of meat in the
plants' pipeline turned
out to be about 11 million
pounds. Also, he said, the
two plants continued to
produce ground beef to
fill existing sales contracts with USDA. That
amounts to around 7
million pounds.
The work on the contract meat — which was
bought before the impoundment — is expected
to conclude by the end of
this month, McClung
said. Meanwhile, none of
the,.,18 million pounds has

FFA MEMBER OF
HE MONTH — John
elso son of Johnn and

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
753-3404
r
in
VI4Gra
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

WASHINGTON(AP)—
Most state offices of the
Farmers Home Administration have been
told to halt foreclosures
and other proceedings
against farm borrowers
who are unable to make
payments, at least until
early next year when a
federal court takes
another look at the matter.
The orders were sent to
state FmHA offices this
week to comply with a
temporary injunction
issued by a federal judge
in Bismarck, N.D., the

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Tobacco analysts
are forecasting poor
returns for farmers when
the burley market opens
today across the eightstate belt. And they warn
that farmers won't be the
only ones affected by
disappointing sales.
Joe Smiley, a tobacco
specialist at the University of Kentucky, believes
the impact of a poor
tobacco economy will
show up during the holiday gift-buying period.
Retailers in many rural
areas "are going to notice
that there's only about
half the amount of income" than might be expected, he said.
Ray Mackey, president
of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau, believes the
"ripple effect ... could get
all the way to shopping
centers of Louisville. This
(tobacco) money does
migrate around."
The major problem is
that the 1983 crop was
crippled by a summer
drought, leading to
estimates that the leaf
will weigh-in at just about
half of the 1982 total.
Another problem is that
cigarette sales are slipping and burley reserves
are large.
&bout 200,000 Kentucky
farmers usually grow
burley, and they sell it at
about 150 warehouses in
30 markets.
The state's 1983 crop
has been estimated at
nearly 280 million
pounds, compared to 539
million pounds last year.
Across the burley belt,

production has been
estimated at 448.2 million
pounds, substantially
down from the 851.7
million pounds produced
last year.
Industry observers
have said growers who
take their leaf to market
in the opening week of the
three-month sales season
probably will receive
average prices of about
$1.80 per pound. Last
year's prices averaged
about $1.82 a pound.
History indicates that
one-quarter of the burley
production will go into a
government-controlled
surplus pool.
Tobacco companies
buy an average of 590
million pounds per year
and the Lexington-based
Burley Tobacco Growers
Cooperative Association
reported that companies
bought 254 million pounds
in the last two months.
That included 160
million pounds from the
existing pool, 33 million
pounds of "carryover"
leaf from last year's
bumper crop and 61
million pounds of imported tobacco, according to the
cooperative, which administers the federal
price support program in
Kentucky, Missouri, Indiana, Ohio and West
Virginia.
The practice is a
money-saver for companies, which are charged 8 percent interest by
the federal government
when buying from the
pool. However, they must
pay the market rates,

Agriculture Department
said Wednesday.
Charles W. Shuman,
FmHA administrator,
said state officials were
told to "immediately
cease taking any of the
actions prohibited" by
the Nov. 14 federal court
ruling.
U.S. District Judge
Bruce Van Sickle ordered
a temporary nationwide
injunction against FmHA
until he could hear
arguments on a permanent injunction.

despite the court order,
FmHA borrowers still
must pay their bills on
time and meet other conditions of their loan
agreements.

Agency officials said
they understood the next
hearing would be on Jan.
Sharon Kelso, Rt.7,
9 and that the temporary
been named member o injunction effectively
the month for Septembe bars FmHA from proby the Calloway Coun
ceeding against laggard
chapter of Futur
borrowers at least until
Farmers of America. then.
Kelso was selected as
The court order was the
result of placing secon
result of a lawsuit by nine
in the Purchase Distric North Dakota farmers
Fair Auctioneering co
against FmHA. Van
test, showing a blue ii
Sickle last month granted
bon beef steer in the Pur national class action
chase Region FFA Stee status to the lawsuit.
Show and placing third ' However, the temporary
the chapter Tractor Driv injunction applies to only
ing Contest. He presently 44 states because similar
is serving as chairman o legal action is pending in
the Supervised Ag
six others — Alabama,
cupations committee o Florida, Georgia, Kanthe local FFA chapter. sas, Minnesota and
He is a junior at Cabo
Mississippi.
Count
h School.
Shuman said that

currently about 14 percent, on money they borrow to buy leaf at auction.
If the companies' usage
trend holds, they will
need 336 million pounds
this year, leaving 112
million pounds for the
pool.
The effect that would
have on prices was uncer-

tain. Warehousemen and
agriculture officials who
had visited farms said
earlier this month that
the crop in Kentucky was
of surprisingly good
quality.
They said an ideal curing season, with fair
weather and low humidity, had offset some of the

Leaves were described
as short, but !Tightly colored, a characteristic of
high-quality tobacco. Inferior crops often are
marked by green,
houseburned or dirty
leaf.

WASHINGTON (API —
The nation's pulse crop
faded but still held on in
1983, the Agriculture
Department says. Even
so, when there are fewer
pulses the price of bean
soup can cost more.

harvest — which includes
the familiar pinto, navy
and other varieties — is
estimated at 15.6 million
hundredweight, down 37
percent from last year
and less than one-half of
the record harvest of 32.2
million hundredweight in
1981.
Prices at the farm have
risen accordingly,
averaging $23.80 per hundredweight in last month,
compared to $13.90 a year
ago.
A recent outlook report
said this year's bean crop
is the smallest since 1967,
due mainly to a sharp cutback in plantings to 1.11
million acres, 37 percent
below last year's 1.76
million acres and 50 percent below 1981.
"Production fell in all
states, indicating output
declines for all classes

except lima beans, which
were unchanged from
last year," the report
said.
Michigan is the largest
dry bean producer, along
with California, Colorado, Idaho, Nebraska
and North Dakota. The
crop is also produced to a
lesser extent in Kansas,
Minnesota, Montana,
New York, Utah,
Washington and Wyoming.
With the smaller 1983
crop, prices at the farm
are expected to average
$22 to $28 per 100 pounds
for the season.
One reason for last
year's bean glut and the
lower prices was a sharp
decline in export sales,
the report said. And the
higher prices will make
U.S. beans less attractive
to foreign buyers.

Pulses are the seeds of
a group of edible legumes
including dry beans, dry
peas and lentils. They are
grown widely in the world
and sometimes, in the
Soviet Union, for example, are included in
overall grain production
figures.
In the United States,
beans are the leading
pulse crop, and it is down
sharply from last year.
Dry pea production, on
the other hand, is up
slightly while lentil output declined.
The 1983 dry bean

Food for thought
this holiday season:

America's farmers
are the most
productive in the
world. They produce three times as much today
as they did in 1960. And just one farmer feeds
_78 people Let's pause to give them thanks
Outpost vttice
In Murray
The
Every Tuesday At The
Land Bank
PCA Office Hwy.641 N.753-5602
Close to the land and the people who work it

LOOK TO

Cadiz Ford Tractor
FOR LOW Fl ANCING RATES!
FFA M
BER OF
THE MONTH — Mark
Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Hale of Rt.6, has
been named member of
the month for October by
the Calloway County
chapter of Future
Farmers of America.
Hale was selected as a
result of winning the
chapter Tractor Driving
Contest. He is a junior at
Calloway County High
School and is serving as
chairman of the FFA
Cooperation Committee.

Buchanan Feed & Seed
is Proud to Announce
that Supersweet is
Joining the Big Buck Team

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE RATE
FINANCING FOR
UP TO 48
. MONTHS!
Buy and take delivery of arty
new Ford Series 10 tractor
or powerful TW Series
tractor between September 1 and November 30,
1983. We'll help arrange
3
4% FIXED
low 8/
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE financing
for qualified buyers for
up to four full years
through Ford Credit
Company.

OR DELAY YOUR
PAYMENTS UNTIL APRIL 1,1984!
Prefer to delay payments instead? We can help arrange up to 7
months waiver of payments for qualified buyers followed by up to four
full years of 10/
3
4% FIXED ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE financing
on all TW tractors and Series 10 tractors (excluding 2310). You'll
make no additional payments and finance charges will not begin to
accrue until April 1, 1984!

3
4% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE
10/
FINANCING ON 1000 SERIES TRACTORS!

Horse Feed 950 100 Lb.
All Stock Sweetfeed 85° 100 Lb.
Calf Feed 775 100 Lb.
Scratch Grain 47
'
so Lb.
Lay Pellets & Crumbles 57
so Lb.
'
20% Protein
Cattle Hot Mix 7"Hundred

Buy and take delivery of a stocky new Ford 1000 Series compact
diesel tractor between September 1 and November 30, 1983 We'll
help arrange 10/
3
4% FIXED ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE financing
for qualified buyers for up to four full years.
All offers require a qualifying down payment or trade-in. Certain
restrictions apply. Physical damage and credit life insurance not
included.

AND THERE'S MORE!
You also get three years of exclusive Ford Tractor Care FREE when
you buy a new Ford TW-5. TW-15, TW-25 or TW-35.
Or get the Ford Extended Service Plan FREE and take advantage
of special factory incentives on Ford mechanical front-wheel drive
when you bi iv a new Ford T"' O. TN-20 Of TW-30. -

STOP IN SOON FOR DETAILS
AND RESTRICTIONS!

adiz Ford
Tractor

Tractors

Hours: Mon-Fri. 7:30-4:60
Sat. 7:30-12:00 Noon
65 Main Street
Cadiz, Kentucky 42211 Phone 552-3361
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Sole of U.S.Savings Bonds increasing
billion worth of bonds
during the first nine months of 1983. That was
below the amount purchased in years before
the slump - sales were
nearly $8 billion during
calendar 1978, for example - but it was 26 percent above the $3.15
billion sales total for the
first nine months of 1982.
At the same time,

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

46.

4 Observed
5 Reveiant
6 Conjunction
7 Inlet
8 Trial
9 Greek letter
10 Possessive
pronoun
11 River in
Scotland
16 Hindu
Cymbals
18 Adhesive
substance
20 Danish land
division
22 Vital organ
23 Enrage
24 Exists
26 Pierce
28 Cooled lava
29 Defamatory
statement
30 Growing
Out of
32 Xahe
33 Crimson
35 Fruit of

ACROSS
1 Female of
cattle
4 Pastime
9 Seed
container
12 Exist
13 Weird
14 Tint
15 Shred
17 Desire with
eagerness
19 Pilaster
21 Symbol tor
tantalum
22 Call
25 Demon
27 Transaction
31 Abstract
being
32 Amuse ,
34 Symbol for
silver
35 Beverage
36 Born
37 College
degree abbr
38 Abrogated
41 Encountered
42 Group of
three
43 Small child
44 Heap
45 Sun god
47 Exact
49 Nobleman
53 Clever
57 Ventilate
58 Angry
60 Haul
61 Fish eggs
62 Tropical
fish pi
63 Organ of
sight
DOWN
1 Household
pet
2 Anglo-Saxon
money
3 Drench

Answer to Pre*ious Puzzle
A
OUU
CUM U00 NUM
ODD UOM U100
UUMUU UMUOM
00 CUM
UMU MOON=
ON MUM UM
MUUMUU OUU
COMO MC
OMMOM IMMUIUM
Una LOU LUG
CIUU MOO U100
LED

the oak
39 Spanish for
yes
40 Speck
41 Note of scale
44 Fondle
46 Tart
48 Employs
49 Equality
50 Spanish for

5

4

2
17

SAP

6

S0

S

river
51 Wrath
52 Period ot
time
54 Southwestern Indian
55 Plaything
56 Female
sheep
69 Near

7

10 11

13

14

15

25

27

1

31
31
38
42
45

47
53

sa

57
61

62
_

fewer people are cashing
in their be-ids. Redemptions for October 1983
were 16 percent below
year-earlier figures and
monthly sales topped
redemptions by about $50
million.
That's a far cry from
the situation at the beginning of this decade. In
1980 and 1981 combined,
for example, people cashed in $20 billion more in
U.S. Bonds than they
bought.
Treasury officials
credit the resurgence to
the introduction of a new
interest formula last Nov.
1. Before then, the interest rate on bonds was
fixed, and, although it
had risen in recent years,
it was no longer competitive with the return
on new investments
available to people even
if they had only a limited
amount of money to
spend.
Now, however, bonds
which are held for at least
five years earn interest at
a rate that fluctuates according to market condtions - just like moneymarket funds or other
government bonds. The
Savings Bond rate is
equal to 85 percent of the
average yield on fiveyear marketable
Treasury securities during the holding period.
A new interest rate is
announced every six
months - based on the
Treasury market rate.
The average interest rate
since the introduction of
the new system has been
9.7 percent.
Because of the fluctuating rates, Savings
Bonds no longer are the
"sure thing" they once

Al, alP 5.9l.AS a/11,1Pel 1 papu

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
One year after the
government started paying market-based interest rates for U.S. Savings Bonds to try to boost
their sagging popularity,
sales are up and redemptions are down.
The Treasury Department said recently that
Americans bought $4

77/
110
2,

were. You do NOT know
exactly how much money
you will earn on your investment until you actually cash it in.
Take a look at what's
happened so far. The interest rate for the six
months beginning Nov. 1,
1982 was 11.09 percent.
Market rates went down
and the Savings Bond
rate for the second period
dropped to 8.64 percent.
Then market rates went
up again. And the interest
rate for the six months
that began on Nov. 1 is
back up-to 9.38 percent.
There is a minimum
guaranteed return of 7.5
percent on all bonds held
to maturity - even if
market rates drop below
that level. (That
minimum is actually
lower than it was under
the old system; at the

moit

TOUR MADE -Members of the Agri-Business
Class, David Foley, teacher, of Calloway County
Middle School recently toured the facilities of The
Murray Ledger grimes. They are shown here watching the press run of the daily newspaper.
Staff photo by Kate Reeves
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err 'RV
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I THINK I NEED
TO DO SOME WORK
ON MY BARGAINING
TECHNIQUE

PLEASE PLEASE
PLEASE PLEASE

PLEASE II}
I SAID\

u

.111111..a.

EP I Go ON THE
TRIP,CAN I STILL
MAKE THE
42
---, SALE ?

IP YOU CAN, THEN
I HAVEN'T PLANNED
IT RIGHT

II-21
•

4

AN.

PftiNC-E
REX DID
IT.

REX,NOW DID
YOU E-SCAPE
THE TIGER

Have 5 minutes?
Call 759-4444 for
on inspirational
message to
brighten you day.
Children's tape
759-4445.

MICROWAVE with
meal sensor. Variable
cook power control.
Only S4/week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.

complete

1 CLIMBED
A TREE,
GRANDFATHER

BRILLIANT!

103 S. 3rd
753-3621
FILM SALESPERSON
SALARY & 30% COMMISSION
No experience required.
Compony will train you starting out as Regional
Manager of your area.
Qualified applicant will be
flown at our expense to
area office for training.
Must s have ._$3250 Cosh
Security to cover original inventory. For details, Call
Pot Murphy (Person-toPerson Collett) (404) 9690460.
SEND your packages
the easy way! Packing
or shipping something?
Use our convenient
service. We accept UPS
packages for shipment
at our downtown location. Court Square An
tiques, Gifts and Interiors Court Square,
Murray. 753-7499.

V

HOW 01D,THE DEFENDANT,
COUNT SEMON GET
BATTERED

Your Christmas
Parties now at
Rudy's
Restaurant
753-1632

koS.-st.

%grip

r

BOOK

source.

YOU'RE ON
u:.P., GUPPY

NOT VERY.
NO PLACE
ELSE TO GO.

Need It?
Rent It!
Tony-753-8201
MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES

Certificates!

WATERBEDS

JUST KII2PINC
:
s)

TRY TREATING
HIM LIKE A
BUDDY

HAVING THEIR
ONE-DAY SALE ON
r SATURDAY

colors available.
Fast service. Gift

Your

1963 United Feature Synclocate Inc

St../7, HONEY,Els
TUDBURYS IS

FAYE'S
MONOGRAMS
753-7743
Several styles and

IMS

rv0s.,

9. Situation Wanted

753-529*

Crass
Furniture

37M GAV5

I'VE PLANNED A

300 Mein

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from 6:308:00 Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick

OW NO!

FA/v\I LY TRIP
=DR THIS
SATURDAY

The only way to •
r eally:
remember...is •
with pictures!
CARTER STUDIO

TIME OUT FOR
RE6ROUPIN6 MA'AM

H
04800

IT'S THE
ONLY WAY
I CAN GET
HIM TO
WORK,SIR

2. Notice

MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES
200 E. Main
753-8201

NO! <
NOVJ GO
TO `rOUR
ROOM!

GARGE, I
THiNK YOU'RE
TOO HARP ON
BEETLE

2. Notice

Reserve Your
Santa Claus
Suits
Early At

PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE

NO

payroll programs.

WRIT-ADS

BZT House of Ceramics
will be open 5 nights a
week for your to make
your Christmas gifts or
to shop in our gift shop.

PLEASE REASE PLEASE PLEASE

PLEASE?

time of the changeover,
there was a guaranteed
return of 9 percent,
although at that time you
had to hold the bonds for
a full eight years to get
that minimum. Bonds
which had a guarantee
above 7.5 percent when
they were purchased, retain that guarantee.
The Treasury Department said it as particularly encouraged by
the fact that much of the
increase in Savings Bond
sales has resulted from a
boost in the payroll savings program, indicating
interest by small, but
regular savers. The
department did not provide any specific figures
regarding recent sales,
but said 60 percent of all
Savings Bonds generally
are purchased through

Shop without going shopping
the Amway wry. Complete
product line, fully
guaranteed. Cell terry
Shek ell DistrAmiting (S02)
753 76S3.

OWN YOUR OWN
DESIGNER JEAN AND
SPORTSWEAR STORE
Notional Company
offers unique opportunity selling nationally
advertised brands at
substantial savings to
your customers. This is
for the fashion minded'
person qualified to own
and operate this high
profit business.
$20,000.00 investment includes beginning inventory, fixtures,
supplies, training,
grand opening, and air
fors (1) person to corporate training center.
FOR BROCHURE AND
INFORMATION CALL
TOLL FREE 1-1/00-2316433
FINANCING
AVAILABLE For
Qualified Applicants.

ATTENTION
FARMERS
Will help fill out
FmHA 1983
emergency loan
applications.
Call 502-4354534.

5. Lost and Found
LOST: Missy Tricolor
Sheltie, female, with
collar and rabies tag.
Lost on Hwy. 280,
between Panorama
Shores and Dr. Douglas
Road. REWARD. Call
753-2825.
LOST plain wood walk
ing cane, with name,
Noma U. Dunn and D Y
Dunn, 1005 Fairlane Dr.
Please call 753 2523.
Reward.
LOST gray cat, black flea
collar with rabies tag. If
found call 753-3773.

6. Help Wanted
AVON Now! Avon Wow!
For service or work.
Call 753-0232 anytime.
CHEF, must have 3
years experience. Send
resume to The Barn,
Box 341, 5 Fulton Tn.
HOUSEKEEPER
needed,
3
8257
1/2 day twice a
week. Supply own tran
sportation and re
ferences. Non-smokers
only. Call 753 88412.
LADY to live in with
and care for elderly
lady.
oom, board,
salary. Call 753-8850
days, 753-8990 nights.
NEEDED, full time
babysitter in my home
in North Elementary
area for 3 year old and 5
year old girls. M -F. Call
753-0298 after 6p.m.
PART time, sales
oriented person to sell
home respiratory service. Work with
patients, doctors, and
hospitals. Can work into
full time job. Send
resume to: Oxytec, 3271
Teal Road, Lafayette,
In. 47905.
SALES. Electrolux
prestige manufactor of
home cleaning products
require four re
presentatives in this
area. Qualified applicants must possess a
quiet aggressive
ness...go getter atti
tude...energy...
creativity. Age no
barrier. Earning based
on performance. Benefits and incentive.
Promotions from
within. Apply at 701
Jefferson St., Paducah,
Ky. between 8-10 or call
4 4 3 - 6 4 6 0 for
appointment
WOMAN to live with
and care for an elderly
slaadlayr. y.Roo
Dm,
ays,boa75
r3
d 986.
and
Nights and weekends,
753-6145.
WAITRESSES wanted,
experienced over 19
years, Apply in person
at the Barn, S Fulton Tn
I
weekdays 9am 3Pm

9. Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCED preschool teacher available for babysitting day
or evening. Mature,
responsible, lots of TLC
guaranteed. All ages.
753-4996.
RESPONSIBLE mother
wants to babysit babies
and small children in
her home. Experienced.
759 1692

WANT your house
cleaned before
Thanksgiving and or
Christmas? Leaves
raked. Can begin immediately, ex.'
perienced. References;
upon request. Call 4362648.
WILL Babysit in my:
home day or night. New
Concord area. 436-2524.
WILL clean house by
the hour or job, experienced. 759-9653.
WOULD like to clean
houses, 436-2380.

10. Business Opportunity
4 BAY Clean-up shop,
air furnished. Also
large commerical
building. 1 1,.2 miles out
on 94 East. Eddie
Morgan, 759'4541.
POTENTIAL $50,000580,000 Per Year.
National company
based in Lexington
looking for qualified full
and part time distributors in 4 county
area. If you are bored
with your job, tired of
working for the other
person, call collect 606231-7886. Investment
covered by inventory.

14. Want to Buy
ALUM. cans, 100 lbs. or
more, .24 cents. We pick
up. Ed Sanitation and
Recycling Center, 4362658.
BABY Grand Piano.
Call after 3:30, 753-7307.
USED air conditioners.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.

15. Articles for Sale
FOR Sale Several sizes
folding tables, folding
chairs, fiberglass for
mobile home underpinning, desks, files,
executive chairs,
pickup tool boxes. Ross
and Sons Salvage, Martin, TN 38237, phone
901-587-2420.
MAN'S 10 speed bike,
Schwinn, like new,
$85.00. Call 753-9706.
ROOM Divider Bar,
solid maple, 7x6x 18
inches, cabinets and
shelves also a new
Eurika upright
vacauum. Call 753 0309,

16. Home Furnishings
3 Pc. BEDROOM suite
with mattress and box
springs, 5150. 12" portable color TV., $50.
Call after 5p.m , 7532208.
9 DRAWER Bassett
dresser, mint condition.
I 1/2 yr. old registered
Bassett hound. Call
762-2354 after 4:30 p.m.
AUTOMATIC washer
with 4 washing cycles.
Water level control.
Only S5/week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
CHEST type freezer, 20.3.
cu. ft., like new. 753 5818
Sat. and Sun. or 6:307:30 a.m. weekdays.
ENERGY efficent refrigerator 5200. 2 piece
den suite $100. Apt size
stove $75. Call 759-4850.
LEATHER trim free
standing bar with .2
matching bar stools.
492-8896 after 5p.m.
SOLID oak table, 6
chairs, buffet side
board and extra table.
Call 753-5923.

18. Sewing Machines
PUT a Singer under the
tree and the Sumbeam's
Free. Murray Sewing
Center, Bel Air Center,
Murray.

24. Mis

ACRE
8x12 s
all woo
10x16 I
ery_ up
247-7831
CONV
hwashe
dercour
cycles,
cher b
Rudolp
0595.
FIREV
Oak ar
rick I
753-3321
FOR
firew
hickoi
5p.m.,;
OAK
Firewc
split v
delivel
753-347!
OAK
firewoc
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after 41
POOL
deliver
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and u
Table
vices. 9
REFR
Cu. ft
finger
steel
$7 /WI
Goody(
SEA SO
m ixe.
$30/ric
order-2
Boyer
WOOD
753-546.
WE b.
paperb
ious
books.
Chrir
napki
leathi
Book m
753-722

26.1V

25" B
TV w
conditi

12x60
washer
or el(
well,
$7,000
'
Call
435-412
12x65,
woods
north
4588 or
12x65,
woods
north
4588 or

PRIC
1978
BR,
r'00111

utiliti
wash
loade
term
lent
month

loc
Ky
cal

De
exi
an
et
prc

rec
sui
of
ele
as!

22. Musical
BEGINNING 5 pc.
drum set, 759 1192.
STEREO with
speakers. Call 753-8857 .
after 5p.m.

24. Miscellaneous
200 4"x5"x12" GLAZED
tile, block patios borders, 50 ea. 200 4x8x8"
glass blocks, $2 ea.
Right off 280 on men
road or call Ed, 1 502
436 2743
8x2 SHELF with storage,
$100. Showcase S12.5.
Lawn Mower $60. Wheel
Barrow $20 All items
are in good shape and
good buy. 103 Williams
Ave, Murray. 1-5 PM
daily.

INVITATION TO BID
MICROCOMPUTERS
The Calloway County Board of Education invites you to submit a written sealed bid for instructional microcomputers
and other hardware peripherals and
accessories.
Bids will be received in the office of the
Board of Education, 2114 College Farm
Road, Murray, KY unW 2:00 p.m. Wednesday. November 30, 1983.
Interested bidders may obtain a copy of
the conditions of bidding, specifications
for bidding, and the bid forms from the
Mara' Or tducation office between the
-hours of 7:30 a.m. and 4:30 phi. Monday
through Friday.
The Board reserves the right to reject
any or all bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

co
rec

ir

ir
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24. Miscellaneous

27. Mobile Home Sales

ACRE portable building.
8x12 storage building,
all wood, $695. 8x16 $895.
10x16 $1095. Free deliv
ery up to 100 miles. Call
247-7831.
CONVERTIBLE dishwasher, converts undercounter, 3 automatic
cycles, handsome butcher block, S4.50/week.
Rudolph Goodyear, 753
0595.
FIREWOOD for sale.
Oak and Hickory, $25 a
rick delivered. Call
753-3328 or 753-0211.
FOR sale custom cut
firewood, oak and
hickory. Call after
5p.m., 753-7783.
OAK and Hickory
Firewood, 90 percent
split wood, $25.00 rick
delivered. Call Days
753-3476, Night 436-2778.
OAK and Hickory
firewood, delivered $25.
a rick. Call 759-1145
after 4 pm.
POOL tables, all slate
delivered and set up
with acessories, new
and used. Milon Pool
Table Sales and Services. 901-686-1177.
REFRIGERATOR, 17
Cu. ft., no frost, no
fingerprint textured
steel doors. Only
S7/week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
SEASONED hickory, oak,
mixed hardwoods,
S30/rick delivered. Min.
order-2 ricks. Call John
Boyer at 753-0338.
WOOD for sale. Call
753-5463 or 753-0144.
WE buy used Western
paperbacks and religious books; rebind
books. We also imprint
Christmas cards,
napkins, books and
leather goods. The
Bookmark, 119 S. 4th,
753-7222.

14x70 3 BR Mobile
Home, furnished or
partly furnished. 753E455.

•

"L
ia
k
46. Homes for Sale
32. Apts. For Rent

M_ILIEVAI
49 Used Cars
46. Homes for Sale
....... 53. Services Offered

1 EFFICIENCY apt., 1 3 BR frame house with 2
BR apt, 1 mobile home, acres, six miles Norsingles only. Call 753- theast of Murray, $25,
000. 437 4940.
5980 or 436 2456.
2 BR duplex, appliances BY owner. Beautiful 4
ROOM TO STRETCH furnished, S240/month, BR home located in
and get in touch with the central air and heat, Gatesborough. Enjoy
earth but not far from carpeted. 1703-B country living and the
town. This 16 acres m/1 Ridgewood. 753-0520.
city too
Priced far
and older mobile home
below replacement
ATTRACTIVE
clean
2
is easily assessible to
cost. Call 759 1303.
town. Approximately BR duplex, all carCITY BOUND
peted,
appliances
fur•
3/4 of the land is
If
tendable with a pond nished, deposit re- COUNTRY HOME
you can't make up your
and creek. Partially quired, Panorama
fenced and ready for Shores location. mind where to live, why
not enjoy both. Just
you. Contact CEN- Available Dec. 1st. Call
minutes from town via
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, /36- 2755.
Hwy. 641, this older
Realtors and get ready CLEAN two bedroom
furnished apartment on home and six acres will
for quiet living.
5 8th street. Low make you feel you're
out in the country.
28. Mobile Home Rentals utilities. Call 753-3584.
Plenty of shade trees to
NICE
1 BR furnished Sit under or
2 or 3 BR, newly
sit on the
furnished, natural gas apt., water furnished, front porch and relax
or electric heat. Shady $135/month. 753-3949.
and watch the world go
NICE 2 bedroom un- by. Come and let us
Oaks, 753-5209.
furnished
apt.
Near
show you how you can
MOBILE home rentals
country
as low as $95 and up. university. Low utility enjoy city
cost.
$200
a
month
plus living. Phone 753-1492
753-3280.
deposit. 753-4593.
CENTURY 21 Loretta
NICE 2 BR trailer near
Murray, no pets 489- ONE and two bedroom Jobs, Realtors.
apts. Furnished or un2611.
furnished. Adults, no DISTRESS sale. House
pets. Lease and deposit. looking for handy man,
29. Heating-Cooling
4 acres. Owner leaving.
753-9208 after 4p.m.
FIREPLACE insert,
ONE bedroom fur- 2 miles from lake.
used 2 years, $150 firm
nished apt. Adults. No $12,000 or best offer.
753-4330.
pets. Lease and deposit. 437-4123.
SIEGLER Kerosene Call 759-4756 or 753-9208 FHA approved 3 BR
stove, 5 gallon reserve after 4p.m.
house, 5 miles 121 North
tank attached, built in
TWO bedroom garage on 1/2 acre, stove and
blower. 753-6905.
apt., furnished, paneled dishwasher included.
living and kitchen car- $34,000. 489-2864
peted. No pets, $200 a FOR Sale or Trade; 4
30. Business Rentals
month. 7131
/
2 Elm. Call BR, 3 bath home, 3
years old, in Canter1-395-4756.
Mini
bury. 2400 sq. ft., living
34. Houses for Rent
area and 2 car garage.
Warehouse
Will trade for smaller
4 BR house. 1603 home in town
3
OR
or county.
Storage Space
College Farm Rd. 492753-8324.
8225.
For Rent
THREE bedroom house, IDEAL home for
753-1492
furnished, near Ky. couple. Pine Bluff
Lake, washer and dryer Shores. 759-1192.
included, $200. Deposit LARGE four bedroom
31. Want to Rent
required. 753-8964 after nome for sale in
WANTED: nice home to 5p.m.
Kirksey. Central gas
rent beginning mid
heat, fireplace, two
December,---2 BR or
large storage buildings
larger, widow and 9
and on a one acre lot. A
Year old daughter joinreal buy at $24,900. Call
26. TV-Radio
ing MSU faculty. Write
KOPPERUD REALTY,
5 miles east
25" BLACK and white Nyguard, 2310 Sherri
753-1222.
TV with stand, good Oaks Lane, Austin,
2 bedrooms, wall
LOOKING FOR A
Texas, 78745 or call
condition, S60. 759-9540.
to wall carpet, cen- GOOD BUY? You must
512-282-5680.
Will be
9
tral heat wiheat see this neat 2 bedroom
gone Nov._24-29th.
brick just listed and
27. Mobile Home Sales
pump.
located on 11
/
2 acres m/1
32. Apts. For Rent
12x60 4 BR trailer,
753-0858
and only minutes from
washer and dryer, wood 1 AND 2 bedroom apts
town. It has a workshop
753-8943
or electric heat, new Furnished and un
for dad and a game
well, 1 2 acre land. furnished. Adults, no
room for the children.
$7,000, Near Coldwater. pets. Lease and deposit 36. For Rent or Lease
Nice shady yard with
Call after 4p.m. 753-9208 after 4p.m.
100 ACRES, 3 miles mature trees. You'll get
435-4129.
1 BR furnished garage from Murray, percent your money's worth in
12x65, 2 BR, 6 acres, apt. Water/garbage of crop rent. Call Strout this home! Call CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
woods and barn, 1/2 mile pickup furnished. 2 Realty, 753-0186.
north of Murray. 759- references required.
Realtors at 753-1492 and
see fdr yourself.
4588 or 753-7637.
Married couples only. 37. Livestock-Supplies
12x65, 2 BR, 6 acres, Call 753-8294.
BOARS and gilts, Murwoods and barn, /
1 BEDROOM apartment physboro III. Yorkshire LOVELY 3 BR brick,
1
2 mile
north of Murray. 759- for rent. Appliances read for service, health large great room with
4588 or 753 7637.
furnished. Panorama approved. Homer fireplace, 2 baths, kit
chen/dining. Near
PRICE REDUCED. Shores. No pets or Jenkins, 618-684-6892
North Elementary. 1
1978 14x70 Liberty, 3 children. Lease, deposit
acre lot. 759 4588 or
38. Pets-Supplies
BR, separate dining and references re
753-7637.
room, all gas, low quired. 436-2484 or 753- AKC German Shepherd
utilities, central air, 7272.
puppies, 60 champions LOVELY 3 BR brick,
washer and dryer, 2 BR apt. upstairs, in 5 generations. Also large great room with
loaded with options, unfurnished, 5041/2 guard dogs. Call 554- fireplace, 2 baths, kit
chen/dining. Near
term negotiable, excel- South 6th. No pets. Call 2153.
lent condition, $15.4 a 753-8075 days, 435 4325 AKC Registered Golden North Elementary. 1
acre lot. 759 4588 or
weekends.
month. 759-4187.
Retriever, field trail 753-7637.
bred. Taking deposits at
Emerson Electric Company 522-6321.
OR Rent, 3 BR home 3
Registered_ Tiny,._...moles east of Murray,
located in Western Tennessee near AKC
miniture Dachshund Hwy. 280. $250 month
Ky. Lake is seeking qualified puppies, $75, each thru plus deposit. Call 753Nov 25th. Then untill 7852.
canidates to fill the following Christmas
$125 each.
SPACIOUS 2 level 3 BR
Call 527 9700.
positions:
country home on 2
acres, beautiful setting
Senior Industrial Engineer. 43. Real Estate
in woodsl\environment.
Degree preferred, 2 years
Living rm., family rm
Thurman
Purdom
&
31/2 baths, much more.
experience in method, time, study
In:arena &
Additional features, inand assembly required, with
clude 2 car garage,
Real Estate
upper and lower outside
emphasis on workplace layout and
Southside Court Sq.
decks and abundant
productivity.
Murray, Kennedy
closet and storage
space. This property
Production Supervisor. Shift work
753-4451
must be seen to be
required. Experience in Industrial
appreciated. Located 5
ST1 T
miles north of Murray.
supervision with background in one
Call 753-7733 before
REALTY
of the following areas: Machining,
5p.m. 753 7628 after
5p.m.
electrostatic painting, high speed
Lou Ami nape 753-6143
753-5016
Wry's, Whoa
SPACIOUS 2 level 3 BR
assembly.
country home on 2
i.e L. gasses 436-5676
All applicants must send
acres, beautiful setting
1912 CsWrssrtsr Rood
in wooded environment.
Murray, gisntecky 42071
complete resume including salary
Living rm., family rm.,
(502) 73-0156
requirements to:
3/
1
2 baths, much more.
Anytime
Additional features inJOE L. KENNON
Director Public Relations
clude- 2 car garage,
linker
Emerson Electric Co.
upper and lower outside
Ikons's' g Bonded
decks and abundant
P.O. Box 610
closet and storage
Paris, Tn. 38242
space. This property
An Equol Opportunity Employer
must be seen to be
appreciated. Located 5
miles north of Murray.
Appointments mode Call 753-7733 before
for your convenience. 5p.m 753-7628 after
GROUP
5p.m.

HOUSE FOR
RENT

.
fAILL
4

Insurance
Adjuster

1
1

Experienced
We are a national recognized insurance leader,
headquartered in the midwest. Our emphasis on
quality service, in line with our motto "Be the
best, not the Biggest" has resulted in a solid
pattern of growth and expansion which has
created an opportunity for an Experienced
Adjuster. Experience in Property Loss,
specifically with homeowners and automobile
adjusting is required. Must be willing to relocate.
To the qualified individual, we offer an excellent
salary and a comprehensive benefits program
including profit sharing and retirement program
plus an opportunity for career growth. Company
car and expenses are provided.
Send your RESUME with COMPLETE SALARY
HISTORY and REQUIREMENTS to:
E.( . Menkhus
ECONOMY FIRE slis
CASUALTY COMPANY

zolS E. Second Street
Centralia, Illinois 62801

i

An alltenuilive mlion'eauat aponftY1911A---employer nv I

80'S t

Economy for t he

Fall time sales
associates evening
phones.
Amos McCarty . 753-2243
Theresa kiigkt . . 753-7111
Ityce letswirth . 753-9311
K1110 hqmra . . /53-2411
iNiS1
753-2413
Maraca lam . I53-5715
Si
.

NEW brick, 3 bedroom
home for sale in Can
terbury Estates. Qual
ity throughout,
tastefully decorated,
central electric heat
pump, 2 car attached
garage, energy efficient
home. Owner will consider financing with
attractive terms, or will
consider trade for another home, $70's.
Phone 753-1222, KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222.
ONE of the nicest
homes in Calloway
County is this tree
bedroom, I:2 bath brick
at Wiswell. 11
/
2 acres of
land, two outbuildings.
Built-in range and drop
table in kitchen. New
field tile to septic
system. New pressure
tank in well. Property in
excellent condition! S43,
000. Roberts Realty,
753-1651.
THREE bedroom home
designed especially for
the retired couple. Easy
maintenance and in tip
top shape Garage has
workshop to offer the
crafter, and the property is just a short
distance from Kentucky
lake. Acre lot offers an
excellent area for the
gardener, boating and
fishing. Call KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222.

47, Motorcycles

1977 FIREBIRD Esprite,
Will heel white rock,
blue inside and out, p.b.,
send, Nine, rip rep end
p.s., air, AM-FM stereo,
cruise auto factory
memory send, coal.
wheels, white lettered
Cail Roger Hodson,
tires, 6,400 miles. $3,500.
753-4545 or 753527 3845.
4143.
1978 DODGE Diplomat,
4 dr. Station Wagon,
local, one owner, APPLIANCE SERautomatic transmis
VICE. Kenmore,
sion, air, p.b., p.s., like Westinghduse,
new condition. Phone
Whirlpool 21 years
753-0111.
experience. Parts and
1976 Z-28 Camaro, local Service.. Bobby Hopper
car, 65,xxx miles. Bob's Appliance Service 202 S. 5th St
S4,250. Call 437-4808.
7 5 3 - 4 8 7 2 , 753 8 8 8 6
1979 COUGAR, bucket
seats, console. 1972 (home).
DATSUN pickup truck. ASPHALT driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Call 753-0153 or 492-8738.
1979 NOVA, p.s., p.b., Sears. For free es
air, good condition, timates call 753-2310
brown 2 dr., $2,500. CONCRETE -Block and
brick work. Large or
762-4276.
1981 CUTLASS small jobs, garages,
Broughm Diesel, basements, foundations
40,xxx miles, full and chimneys. 753-5476.
power,$6,000. 753-9706.
norm
VW Beetle, good condip
c..
tion, some extras. 7594952 between 4-8.
Siweislisili is al typos ef
WWI PAW eroding mid
50. Used Trucks
exeststisa. Free'seism's
les. 753-0411
1972 MOBILE CJ •5
Res. 436-5174
Jeep, excellent condi
tion. Call 753-6555 or
753-9648.
MCKINNEY Appliance
1973 GMC pickup, long Service on all major
wheel base, good condi- appliances. Wards,
Westinghouse, Maytag,
tion. 753-6185.
1979 'CHEVROLET van, Tappen, Admiral, G.E.
PS, PB, Air, exhaust and all others. No. 10
fan, raised roof, 46,000 Dixie
miles, 1980 Chevrolet land Ctr 753-8505
diesel pickup, 33,000
miles, PS, PB, Air,
electric locks, power
windows, twin tanks,
one owner. Call
Lou, Low Rates.
753-1279.
Satisfied References.
1983 GMC Conversion
Van. $15,000 or best
Free Estimates.
offer. 753-8552.
759.1,13

I

1980 YAMAHA 400
Special winoshield and
sliding seat rest with
rack, good condition,
$800. Call 753-6148.
1982 YAMAHA 750,
Seca, 3,000 miles, like
new. Call 753-6259 after
4p.m.
'83 V-65 Magna Honda
only 1200 miles, excel- 51. Campers
lent shape, $3,200. 12CR25OR 3-Wheeler, Si, ea
200. '80 YZ 250 Yamaha,
perfect shape, $700. Call
16 ft.
753-7627.

48. Auto Services
5 QUART oil change,
chassis lubrication, oil
filter, complete safety
check. Only $11.99.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530595.
ENGINES. '74 Datsun
1800, '75 Rabbit-1600, '76
Fiat-128, '77 Datsun
1400, '76 Datsun-1400, '72
Opal-1.1 Rally. 474-2315.
FOR lease or sale, auto
safety devise. Pattoned.
Paul Crocker, 209 N.
5th, Murray. 753-3315.
KEROSENE Heater 9800
BTU with siphin pump
only $2.50 per week.
Rudolph's Goodyear.
753-0595.

49. Used Cars
1971 VOLKSWAGEN, 4
door automatic transmission, $525. Call 7536780.
1973 DODGE Midas
Motor Home, fully self
contained, new tires
and generator. Phone
527-1964.
1974 BUICK Apollo, air,
p.s., excellent condition. Call after 5p.m.
753-4831.
1974 HONDA, needs new
motor, $50. Fur -look
bucket seat covers, $15.
759-9637 or 753-8737.
1976 BUICK Electra
Ltd., loaded, good condition and appearance.
$1,700. Call 753-2206
after 5p.m.

1981
Cadillac
4 door Sedan de
Ville, sharp, red
leather interior,
$1,900 down
pay off bank or
will consider
trade. Will
finance.

753-7113

Shasta
1973 camper.
Stove,
refrigerator,
sleeps 6.
$1,250
Call 753-1265

52. Boats Motors
BOAT
FOR SALE
17" duo 140
Evinrude. Tilt,
trailer, nice.
Call
759-1987
53. Services Offered
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7536973, nights 474-2276.
GET your old
photographs copied
Fast service and reasonable rates. Call
753-7563.

Fk 1dity

Union L1'c
We are now taking applications in sales
and management positions for Western
Kentucky and Tennessee. Applicant must be
a college graduate with at least one year
sales experience.

lirEY CARPET
CLEANING

NEED work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional .tree care.
753-0338.
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Industrial,
home and commercial.
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.

Mobile Horne Anchors,
underpinning, roofs
sealed, aluminum
patio awnings, single
and double carports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1873

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Car
pet Cleaning Company
With over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753-5827.

SHG, Typing Service
P 0 Box 45 Call 7530406

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting

Alpinism and Vinyl
siding end Aluminum
trim for ell basses. It
stops painting.

753-3716
FREE ET-,AAATELS*

Jock Glover
753-1873

WILL rake leaves. 753
3711.
FIRE Wood. Seasoned WILL do hauling and
oak, tree trimming and cleaning of attics,
removing hedges and garages and
shrubs. Free estimates. basements. Free es
timate. Call 436-5510.
753-5476.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. pork completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.

r-

I

Alvaisam Senice Co.
Alreiens aid they)
siding. Castor trim worn.
Retereaces Call Will Ed
Bailey, 153489.

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
Call now and secure
an appointment
762-4792 or
435-4348

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 376.50
Opened To374.50
day
Compfirnents of:

GOLD L SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

Silver
Closed
Yesterday
Opened
day
•.

8.55
To8.42
13

We buy Gold Silver
and Diamonds.
Hours: 10-8 Daily
12-5 Sunday.

TLC
We professionally clean everything with

TENDER LOVING CARE
Regular MAID service plus we professionally. clean
Carpets, wash Windows. Walls, etc. Strip & Wax
Floor:
We Caier Parties and hove Special Services for Sr
Citizens

LOCAL, MATURE,DEPENDABLE
759-9754

FREE ESTIMATES

759-1834

CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOOK
By

Broeringmeyer
Health Awareness Center

RACQUETBALL AND YOU
Racquetball is a very energetic
and demanding sport-and it can
give you an unpleasant pain. The
activity tends to create an unbalanced musculature, stressing
your spine, which in turn causes
lower back pain. Arching your
back to hit the ball can trigger a
spinal injury.
Structural
spinal
disorders
should always be treated promptly by your chiropractor, who is a
specialist in disorders of the verte•
brae. Without use of drugs, chemicals or liniments, the chiropractor
can locate the cause of "racquet

revenge"-interference with the
normal transmission of nerve impulses, which channel through
your flexible spinal column.
It's wise to correct any nerve impinging vertebral misalignments
(subluxations) caused by tooenergetic racquetball. You can
then enjoy restored balance and
flexibility to your back.
Brought to you as .a community
service by
Broeringmeyer
4 miles East Hwy 94
Murray,Ky. 42071
Phone(502) 753-2962
Out of State 1-800-626-33865
Hours 8 A.M.-5 P.M.
Monday Thru Friday

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911
TROUBLES
If it's with wel

Join A Company On The Move

310-31
1
a
53 Services Offered
53. Services Offered

pumps, plumbin
or electric, then I
have the answer.
Coll John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service
provided.

p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

6 a.m. - 10

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

153-6952

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Alortronuis and Vinyt
Siding, Custom trim
References.
work.
Coll Will Ed Bailey,
753 0689

Police
911

Quality Service
Company
Yleoting and Air
Condotion , ng
Soles Soles and
Modern
Ser‘ ice
Sheet Metal 8, Sersice Departments

753-9290

Beneffits:

44. Lots for Sale
50 ACRES of ground
$15,000. Southwest
corner of Calloway
Trailer hook-up. 435
4347.
BEAUTIFUL 4 •acre
wooded lot northwest of
Murray. Perfect for
house or trailer Must
sell. 753 6185.
ONE acre wooded lots,
Call 759 4.588 or 753-7637
TWO lots in
Gatesborough on Edin
boro, Southern expos
ure, city water and
sewer, $10,000 each
Call 753 4539

'Company paid training.
Basic thru C.L.U. and Ch.F.C. degrees.
'In-house computor support.
'Group life, health, disability and pension
programs.

'Two year income stabilization program.
Company trips, cars, bonuses,etc.
Products:
'Universal, Term and Whole Life products.
'Annuities. IRA and other retirement
accounts. .
'Group health and disability.
'Business insurance and estate planning.
For a personal and confidential interview,
please contact Jerry R. Davis at 502/759-9480
or send resume to 104 North 5th Street, Suite
202, Murray, Kentucky 42071.

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

The terrier sh••ier ler tales
sad SIDUK, is MOUS, nil
Celle•es Coyote lit
Cbsesteet

753-8181

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

- Paper. Dab
Paper -hangers1-A NIL ..koow-a_ez
!Oa 7113-41110,
SO* 7,3

-piss

Free Estimates
Vibre Steam or
Quick
Cry Cleaniog.

Poison
•

Control

Upholstery Cleaning
753-5827

753-7588
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Information of Oswald said to be at university

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Davis dies Eugene Rogers'funeral today
Mr. Rogers, 70, Rt. 7, Mrs. Walker's
Services for Eugene
on Saturday
Rogers were today at Lynn Grove Community,
services held
10:30 a.m. in the chapel of died Saturday at 10:15
Mrs. Kathleen Mary Blalock -Coleman a.m. at Murray-Calloway
Davis, 83, Puryear Nurs- Funeral Home. The Rev. County Hospital. His here Sunday

ing Home, died Saturday
at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.
She was the wife of
William M. Davis who
died in 1975. She was a
retired secretary for the
Army Quartermaster.
Born Feb. 10, 1900, in
Chicago, III., she was the
daughter of the late
Patrick Shine and
Catherine Hunter Shine.
Survivors are three
daughters, Mrs. Mercia
Roland and Mrs. Barbara
Johnson, Tampa, Fla.,
and Mrs. Mary Lou
Balleau, Howell, Mich.;
two sons, Richard Davis,
Buchanan, Tenn., and
Bill Davis, Howell,
Mich.; 11 grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 10 a.m. in Our
Lady of the Ridge
Catholic Church, Worth,
Ill. Burial will follow in
the Holy Sepulchre
Cemetery there.
Ridgeway Morticians
of Paris, Tenn., was in
charge of the local arrangements.

Services held
for Mrs. Ford
Final rites for Mrs.
Oneida Wear Ford were
Saturday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr.,
Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
officiated.
Pallbearers were Arvin Crafton, Fred Workman,
Harvey Ellis, Dick Sykes,
Jim Stabler and John Irvan. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Ford, 81, died
Thursday at 6 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, Connie B. Ford,
Westview Nursing Home;
one sister, Mrs. Ronald
Churchill; one brother,
Daniel Wear; sister-inlaw, Mrs. Georgia Wear
Adams; three nieces; one
nephew.

John W. Archer officiated. Gus Robertson,
Jr., was soloist.
Pallbearers were
James Fain, Lancie Morris, Cody Caldwell, Glen
Kelso, Bobby Kemp and
Glenn Crawford.
Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.

B.L. Cushman
dies;funeral
rites Tuesday
Bennie Lee Cushman,
72, New Concord, died
Friday at 6:25 p.m. at
Westview Nursing Home.
He was a retired
railroad switchman, and
a member of a Baptist
Church.
Born April 11, 1911, in
Clarksville, Tenn., he
was the son of the late
Robert Cushman and Ida
Mae Johnson Cushman.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Vera Majors
Cushman; two
daughters, Miss Ruby
Cushman, New Concord,
and Mrs. Delores Ann
Nix, Buckner, Ark.; one
son,Bobby Lee Cushman,
Ammon, Jordan; five
grandchildren.
Two surviving sisters
are Mrs. Carl Stoelting,
Hamilton, Ohio, and Mrs.
Anna Harris, Evansville,
Ind. Three surviving
brothers are Lewis
Cushman, Benton, Ill.,
Thomas Cushman,
Louisville, and William
Cushamn, Evansville,
Ind.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
George White will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Roy
Henry, Carlton Brantly,
Phillip Piazza, William
Murrah, John Coleman
and Jim Berline.
Burial will follow in
McCuiston Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

wife, Mrs. Emma Lee
Camp Rogers, died April
12, 1981.
The deceased was a
bailiff for the Calloway
County Court He had
retired from the Security
Department at Murray
State University.
Born July 5, 1913, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Johnny
Rogers and Ima Wilkins
Rogers.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Ed
(Diane) Bach, Paducah;
one son, Max Rogers, Rt.
7, Mayfield; two sisters,
Mrs. Jerry (Elsie) Crist,
Lakeland, Fla., and Mrs.
Bob (Frieda) Burton,
Green Valley, Ariz.
Three surviving grandchildren are Mrs. Roy
(Jana) Dye, Eric Bach
and Emily Bach. A surviving great-grandchild
is Glenn Dye.

Walter Mills'
funeral rites
held today
The funeral for Walter
Mills is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home, Hazel.
The Rev. John Churchwell is officiating. Mrs.
Oneida White is pianist
and soloist.
Pallbearers are Billy
Wilson, Larry Wilson,
Eldon Ordway, Doris
Rowlett, Robert Brasford
and Glynn Orr.
Burial will follow in the
Hazel Cemetery.
Mr. Mills, 83, Hazel,
died Friday at 10:30 a.m.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Mae Buxton Mills,
to whom he was married
on Jan. 1, 1921; three
daughters, Mrs. MariAnn
Wilson, Mrs. Betty Lou
Guildack and Mrs.
Virginia Ordway; 13
grandchildren; 21 greatgrandchildren.

Final rites for Mrs.
Bessie Bishop Walker
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Max Churchill Funeral Home. John
Dale officiated. Singers
were from the Seventh
and Poplar Church of
Christ with Jerry Bolls as
leader.
Pallbearers were
George Oliver, Mike
Clark, Edison Burkeen,
Dennis M. Burkeen, Billy
Grey Walker and Bob
Morcus.
Burial was in the
Parker Cemetery.
Mrs. Walker, 73, Rt. 5,
died Friday at 7:50 p.m.
at Westview Nursing
Home. Her husband, Joe
Walker, died July 11,
1983, and a son-in-law,
Billy Joe Williams, died
Oct. 16, 1982.
Born Jan. 27, 1910, in
Cumberland Furnace,
Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Lillis
Lee Bishop and Elizabeth
Ann Murphy Bishop. She
was a member of Pleasant Valley Church of
Christ.
Survivors are two
daughters, Mrs. Marianna Williams and Mrs. Bob
Morcus; one son, Gerald
Walker; one sister, Mrs.
Ruby Cummins; 13
grandchildren; seven
great-grandchildren.

Hospital stay
costs tripled
Although patients are
spending less time per
stay in hospitals now than
they did 10 years ago, the
average cost per stay to
the hospital has nearly
tripled, according to the
Health Insurance
Association of America.
In 1971, a hospitalized patient stayed there an
average of eight days at a
cost to the hospital of
about $738. By 1981, the
average patient stay had
dropped to 7.6 days, but
the cost to the hospital
had risen to $2,161.

driviNoll ,.\ ,:, , , , , .,

'Bill' Coursey
dies at center
The funeral for Willie
(Bill) Coursey was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Fileck-Cann
Funeral Home, Benton.
Lake Riley officiated.
Burial was in the Marshall County Memory
Gardens.
Mr. Coursey, 88, Rt. 2,
Calvert City, died Friday
at 4 p.m. at Calvert City
Convalescent Center. He
was a retired farmer and
a veteran of World War I.
Survivors are three
sisters, Mrs. Ellis Wiley
and Mrs. EhIrn (Sweet)
Rayburn, Murray, and
Mrs. Kate Ford, Benton;
several nieces and
nephew's.
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We Now Carry Famous Kelvinator
•Washers 'Dryers 'Freezers & More
You Know The Name
You Know The Quality
*Come Check Out Our Price
--1,,,, .•.,"

•
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Free
with purchase of any
Kelvinator appliance.-
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SENIOR

VICE

PRESIDENT- INVESTMENTS

Stock market
Prices furnishes by First of
Michigan.
Industrial Average
+8.13
Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil

+%
17% unc.
60% +%
42% +%
38/
1
4 -/
1
4
15% -7/s
4344 -2/4
59¼+%
4244+44
35% -/
1
2
3534 unc.
43% unc.
20-% +44
19 -%
13% unc.

I.B.M

124%

Jerico
J.C. Penney
Johnson & Johnson
K blart
Mary Kay Coszn
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
US.Tobacco
Wal Mart .,„
Wendy's
Wetterau
A.L. Williams

44 -/
1
4
29/
1
4 -1
/
4
62% unc.
2'7% +%
52% +'4
67/
1
4 +1
16 unc.
59% +/
3
4
76% +Ye
35% -/
1
4
32% +%
3244 +%
411
/
4 -1

C.E.F. Yield

894

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS- MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

testimonial complete
with filmed highlights of
his space flight.
The mayor proclaimed
this week "Guy Bluford
Week," and the City
Council passed a resolution expressing its "pride
in the performance of
Philadelphia-born Col.
Bluford."
A Philadelphia booster
all the way, Bluford took
Bluford, 41, who with him into space a city
blasted off aboard the flag and a liberty Bell
space shuttle Challenger lapel
on Aug. 30., was to kick
off a four-day visit today
when Gov. Dick ThornKU STUMP
burgh and Mayor William
REMOVAL
Green greet him at City
'We con remove stumps up '
Hall. Other plans for the
to 24 below the ground.
day include an afternoon
435 4343 or 45-4319.
reception and an evening
,
C"*.

PHILADELPHIA (AP)
- LL. Cu!. Gluon R.
Bluford, Jr., the first
black American
astronaut to go into
space, is coming home to
a hero's welcome this
week as honorary grand
marshal of
Philadelphia's
Thanksgiving Day
parade.
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1984 Chevrolet Von

Conversion, 38,000 miles, P.W , P.D.
Locks, Tilt, Cruise, Auto, 305 V-8, AM-F
Cassette, C.B. Radio, Rally Wheels
KM

$14,998.24 ..

DWAIN TAYLOR
26C:7HEVR
753-

a LET
641 :siourroy . .

Across From tinsl
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HOLIDAY SPECIALS

Division

of Ashland Od, Inc-

OPEN
24 HRS.
PRICES GOOD
11-21 thru 11-27

OPEN ALL DAY THANKSGIVING

Self-Serve Gasoline and Groceries
Drink Special
Mon., Tues. & Wed. Only

Rep ior
t. Dew

9

Coke, Mello Yello,
Sprite & Diet Coke
C
2 Liter AI

Deposit

•

Pe e y 2%

Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun.

Pepsi or
Mt. Dew$

_,,40

discovered "the hatred would not allow her life to
people have for the name be put in danger by living
Oswald" as a freshman with me."
at the University of
M.. Porter describes
Texas, when a roommate herself as an aspiring
demanded that she move journalist attending a
because "her father university.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

American astronaut named
as grand marshall for parade

Plus

e.ICSO'.
time

s-I'l- as
e
tE
ICtieS'
Sle
348"5s
°
pack.
power
S50
Retail Value

"Though we have
fought to obtain possession of the library, the
matter needs to be pursued through the courts,"
she says.
She also says she first

Save
mart

Homer Bazzell
dies on Friday
Homer Bazzell, 76,
former resident of the
Backusburg Community,
died Friday at 3 p.m. in
the Community Hospital,
Sacramento,Calif.
He was the son of the
late 0.J. Bazzell and Kate
Smith Bazzell of
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Mildred Bazzell,
Mills Manor Nursing
Home, Mayfield; two
stepdaughters, Mrs.
Udell Smith,
Backusburg, and Mrs.
Georgia Shupe, Texas;
two grandchildren, Billy
Bazzell and Kenneth
Bazzell, Rt. 1, Kirksey.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Mrs. Noble
Fuqua, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Mrs. Myrtle Eddings,
Meadovrview Retirement
Home, Farmington, and
Mrs. Hazel Hinkle,
Sacramento, Calif.; two
brothers, Hunter Bazzell,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, and
Howard Bazzell, Rt. 2.
Funeral and burial services W 2re conducted
Sunday in Sacramento.

NEW YORK (AP) The daughter of Lee
Harvey Oswald, alleged
assassin of President
John F. Kennedy, says
crates of information concerning her late father remain unexamined at a
Texas university, and not
even she has been allowed to look inside.
June Oswald Porter,21,
says the papers were part
of her late grandmother's
library, which was
donated by her uncle to
Texas Christian University in Fort Worth. "No
one, not even my sister
and I," has been allowed
to see the collection, she
says.
The library consists of
"probably the most complete collection of
material concerning my
father," she says in a
bylined article in the current issue of People
magazine.
Ms. Porter, whose
mother remarried when
June was 3, says the
papers were given to TCU
after Oswald's mother,
Marguerite, died without
leaving a will.

Milk

1

8 Pk., 16 Oz.

--

$1

-- -

Gal.
(1
\--cz

Automatic

Mufti-Speed

Dry, Four. 0:
Temperature

Automatic
Washer

1I

Dryer

11

All Fountain Drinks
25C
16 Oz. Cup
35`
24 Oz. Cup
45C
32 Oz. Cup

Men's & Women's

Jersey
Gloves

11

• Large-capacity porcelain
enameled washtub
• 3 Agitate/Spin speed options
on timer
• All-fabric programming

• Variable water level selector

• Shuts off automatically at end
of Permanent Press automatic
dry cycle
• Timed drying for Regular and

Knits/Deficates fabrics
• End-of-cycle signal

Lay's

Potato Chips

Pepsi or
Mt. Dew

Buy One Get One
4114 k.T;:'7-.

"4"ri\cimr-- •_.!•
.ic1,.
ti. -_,.A. z
.
-7-.

FREE

1Energy-Saving
J Upright Freezer

9

•
•

6 Pk. 12 Oz. Cons
$1f9

• Adjustable cold control

Int .,

-

._*
•'

• Top

freezing coils

• 3 fast-freezing interior.

Save
mart

• 16.1 cu. -ft. capacity

Steele & Allbritten
Co.
209 S. 3rd

160z. Loaf

Bread

OwirsiOn of Ashland

753-5341

OPEN 24 HIS.

801 COLDWATER RD.
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